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Edmore Man Changes

39 Square Miles

Plea, Get 1-15

STANTON, Mich. (UP) - In

WoiddBe Added

a

last minute switch before the start

Budget

Calmg

of his first degree murder trial,
Kenneth Johnson, 34, Edmore, today pleaded guilty to involuntary
manslaughter in the slaying of his For
wife. Ruth, 32.
Circuit Judge Morris K. Davis
Tax Rate Would Be
accepted Johnson's plea and sentenced him to from one to 15 years
Down Slightly;
in Southern Michigan Prison at
In Clerk’s OHice
Jackson.

$477,267.03

To Present City
12^

Council Submits

Years

School Districts

Involved in Plans

Presented to Council
City Council Wednesdaynight
heard the final report from the 32member CitizensAnnexation Advisory Committee which recommends that areas be annexed to
Holland totalingsome 39 square
miles of land area. This area
roughly represents 12 school districts in the immediate Holland
area, and the report recommends

After weeks of administrative
study, City Council Wednesday

Ottawa Board

night submitted its proposed budget for 1957-58 caUing for $477,267.03
to

To Levy 4.5 Mills
For County

be raised by taxation,and

May

set

1 as a date tor public hear-

ing. Meanwhile, the 142-page
budget will be on file in the city

Tax

clerk’s office in City Hall.
co-terminusboundariesfor city
and school district.
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - On Total overall budget calls for
Council acceptedthe report as
expendituresof $921,014.84.The difrecommendationof the ways and
informationand for study, and auference between this figure and
thorized public distributionand means committee, the Ottawa the tax figure is accounted for in
publicationthereof.
County Board of Supervisors at its revenues from licenseand permit
Mayor Robert Visscher com- closing meeting of the April ses- fees, fines and other penalties,
merfded the committee and Corevenues from use of m oney
sion Wednesday afternoon voted to
Chairmen Earnest C. Brooks and
c h a r ges for current services,
Marvin C. Lindeman for "the mag- levy 4 mills for general purposes transfers from other funds and unnificent job done" and expressed and H mill for improvementson appropriatedsurplus.
Council’s warm appreciation for state equalized valuation for the
The proposed budget totaling
the thorough study and resultant coming year.
$477,267.03 is $18,888.65 more than
recommendations.
last year’s figure of $458478.36,
Brooks said the prepared report Chairman Henry Slaughter ex- but because of higher assessments,
seemed long, yet it was not one- plained that last year the county the tax rate will be slightly less.
tenth of the facts and figures levied 4.35 mills for the general The decreae amounts to 2.6 cents
dredged up by the hard-working fund and then transferred about per $1,000 asessed valuation.
group. Lindeman said the 32-memShould the final figure be adopt$25,000to what is now known as
ber study committee was essentialed, the tax rate will be $14,688
ly a citizens group from a cross the improvementfund. This formu- per $1,000 valuation or $.026 lest
section of the community which la next years will raise approxi- than the $14,714levied last year.
worked diligently and after much mately $700,000 for the general Assesied valuationthis year totala
effort came up with a report fund and $87,500 for the improve- $32,494,115 compared with $31,150,.
which brought unanimous com- ment fund, according to Slaughter. 220 last year.
mittee approval.
To correct a questionon legality, This year’s assessed valuation
Mayor, Visscher said he had only the board voted to trantfer the is higher because of new construcone fault to find with the report, approximate$86,000in the build- tion and additional personal propand that was the request that the ing and site fund to the general erty and not because of any gencommittee be discharged."Un- fund, and then transfer this amount eral adjustments in residential
doubtedly, your group will be to a new fund to be known as an assessments. The Cleminshaw recalled upon to do further education- improvement fund. Previously appraisals currentlybeing done
al work on the annexation pro- Prosecutor James Bussard had ex- are not expected to be effective
gram," he told Brooks and Linde- plained that the attorney general until next year.
man.
Among indutrial plants whose
had ruled that money raised by
Vernon D. Ten Cate, local at- taxationmay not be transferredto assessments have been incretsed
torney who was present for anoth- a building and site fund without because of new constructionor ader matter, speakingas acitizen, a vote of the people, but that ditional personal property are
expressed his own personal inter- there are no such restrictions on Bohn Aluminum and Brasa Oorp.,
est in the program and said the the transfer of fees or other rev- H. J. Heinz Co. and Swift ft Comreport is a "marvelous commen- enues.
pany Ice Cream Plant
tary on what people can do workAnalysis of the budget follows:
The board adopted the equalizaing togetherfor the best interests tion table submitted earlier by the general,$349,871.53 or $8,009.85 lesa
of our community."
equalization committee with one than last year; library, $38,783 or
The proposed area for annexa- change. Insteadof having the coun- $3,286 more than last year; hospi,
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tion lies in four townships within ty equalized figures coincidewith
two counties. Most of the area lies state equalized figures, It was dein Holland township with a consid- cided to have the county equalized
erable portion in Park township, figuresat 91 per cent of the state
and lesser areas in Fillmore and figures. This move U expected to
Laketown townships.
relieve some situationson school
Should this area be annexed, Hol- bonds In which districts have been
land would be a city of approxi- required to levy on higher equalizmately 42 square miles, compared ed figures than was at first anticiwith its present 2.84 square miles. pated.
These figures exclude Lake MacaThe equalizationcommittee contawa. In effect, Holland would be sists of George Swart, William
approximately 13 times as large as Koop, Albert H. Stegenga, Dick
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it is today.

Nieuwsma, John Hassold, R. L.
In determiningthe boundaries, Murray and John L. Van Applespecial considerationwas given to dorn.
school districts,in view of the
The board adopted a resolution
fact that school needs prompted calling for an Increase in funds
the initial study into annexation. availableto the county law library
Sections of various school districts fund upon a populationbasis, with
not included in the new boundar- copies to be sent to State Sen.
ies represent less than 10 percent Clyde H. Geerlings and Rep.
of the assessed valuation in the George Van Peursem. Howard W.
district. If less than 10 percent is Fant, chairman of the rules and
involved,the -county Board of Ed- legislation committee, discussed
ucation may determine new dis- many other resolutions which had
trict boundaries.
been submitted.These either were

-]
I

The report also recommends that tabled or referred to other commit18 rods beyond the center of the tees for furtherstudy.
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THIS

IS

WHAT

the city of Holland will look like

if

residents in the area approve an annexation
program recommendedby the Citizens Annexation
Advisory Committee. The 32-member committee
presentedits final report and recommendationsto

City Council Wednesday.

The

proposed area to be

accepted the report as information and for study and

annexed includesthe greater part of 12 school
districts and represents about 39 square miles, or 13
times the size of the present city, which has just
under three square miles of land area. Council

expressed deep appreciation to the committee which

Railroad Engineer

District Jaycees
Elect John

Fonger

Succumbs Here

at

has been working since early in January. The proposed
boundaries were unanimously approved by the citizens

committee at

its

final meeting April 11.

Street Resurfacing:

60

Ernest Boyle. 60. of 282 South
Division Ave., Zeeland, died Tuesday night in Holland Hospital after several weeks’ illness. He was

Foundation Plans

Scheduled Next

Week

Seniors Awarded

Annual resurfacingof three city

Drive for Funds

streets will begin next week, pro-

viding the weather is favorable,
City Engineer Laverne Seme said

John Fonger, president of the
an engineeron the Chesapeake Plans have been completedby today.
Chamber of Com- and Ohio railway and lived in this the Holland -Zeeland divisionof
Work will begin on 19th St., bemerce, was elected District 8 vice vicinity for several years. He was the Michigan Colleges Foundation
tween River and College Aves., on
for a fund drive in industries
president of the MichiganJaycees born in Fort Madison, Iowa.
Van Raalte from 10th St. north
Surviving are the wife. Lorena; throughout the area for funds.
around the curve and on 10th St.
by acclamation at the annual DisThe
campaign
will
be
staged
trict 8 meeting in GrandvilleTues- two daughters, Eva and Mrs. Lee
between Maple and Washington
Beyer, and a son, William, all of Friday, April 26, it was decided Aves.
day evening.
Wednesday
at
a
meeting
of the
Fonger, 33, is Holland’s city au- Holland;two grandchildren; two
Seme said no portion of the work
steering committeeand executives
ditor and is presidentof the Michi- brothers,Fred and Russell Boyle,
of
the
foundation at the Warm would be assessed,since all costs
gan Chapter of the Municipal Fi- both of Fort Madison, Iowa; a sis- Friend Tavern.
will come from the motor vehicle
highway funds.
nance Officers Association and is ter, Mrs. Catherine Becker of
George
Heeringa
is chairman of
•a member of the board of trustees Chicago.
the drive in Holland while Jack
of the MichiganMunicipal League.
De Witt is in charge in Zeeland. Camp Fire Board Meets
He was elected president of the
Lawrence B. Avison, Jr., execuDAR
Evening
Group
local Jaycees in 1956, four years
tive directorof the foundationand At Mrs. KlaasenfsHome
after joining the group. In 1953, Elects New Officers
Samuel J. Harrison, associate dihe was elected to a two year term
The Executive Board of the Holrector. both of Detroit m e t
on the board of directors, serving The Ida Sears Me Lean Evening with the steering committee and land Council of Camp Fire Girls
as the treasurer.He was alsa the Committee of the Elizabeth Schuy- mapped plans for the drive.
held a dessertmeeting at the home
internal vice presidentin 1954 and
Attending the meeting were
ler Hamilton Chapter, Daughters
of
Mrs. Harold Klaasen Monday
publicitychairman in 1955.
of the American Revolution, end- Heeringa,De Witt, Dr. Irwin J.
Mike Van Oort of Holland put
ed their second year’s activities Lubbers, Oscar Vanden Dooren, afternoon.Mrs. William De Long
Fonger’s name in nomination and
Monday evening with a business Henry, Steffens,Carl Andreasen, and Mrs. Donald Vink assisted the
it was seconded by the Grand
meeting at the home of Mrs. Don- Gerald Haworth, Henry S. Maentz, hostess.
Rapids Jaycees. The nominations
ald Boes and elected new officers W. A. Butler and Rein Visscher.
Mrs. W. F. Young, president,
were then declared closed and a for the coming year.
Hope College is one of 14 mem- conducted the meeting Monthly
motion to elect Fonger by acclaNamed were Mrs. Boes as chair- bers of the Foundation.Other reports were submitted by the
mation passed.
man. Miss Mary Me Lean, vice schools include Adrian, Albion, Al- chairmen of the standing commitFonger is a 1941 graduate of
chairman, Mrs. James Halan, sec- ma, Aquinas, Emanuel, Hillsdale, tees. It was announced that Miss
Muskegon High School and wae
retary, and Mrs. Harrison Lee, Kalamazoo, Madonna, Marygrove, Harriet Dively, regional Camp
graduated from Muskegon Junior
chaplain.Members also made Mercy, Nazareth, Olivet and Siena Fire director,will meet with HolCollege in 1948 after four years in
Holland Junior

.

plans for the annual spring lunch- Heights.
land’s Camp Fire leaders the first
the Navy Air Corps.
Simon Den Uyl, of Holland and week of May.
eon to be held May. 9, a picnic to
He has also completed a twobe held in June and the annual Detroit,is chairman of the Founyear course at the Muskegon card party also scheduled for the dation and George HoUey, Jr., is The Jean Teens' annual trip will
be to Chicago this year on April 27.
School of Business and a course in
president.Dr. Lubbers is remem- Fifty bundles of clothingwere colsummer.
MunicipalFinance Administration
Mrs. Bruce Mlkula introduced ber of the executive committee lected by the Camp Fire Girls and
offered by the InternationalCity
Mrs. William C. Vanden Berg of and Willard C. Wichers of Hoi- sent to the "Save the Children”
Manager's Association.
the Elizabeth Schuyler Hamilton land and Charles Sligh, Jr., of HolHe and his wife, Betty, live at Chapter who read a paper entitled land and Grand Rapids are mem- Federation. Some of the extra
clothing was presentedto Hope
301 East 12th St. They have two
"The Flag, Its History and Sym- bers of the 46-man Board of CoHege tor the Hungarian refugee
sons, seven and nine.
bolism.'' Chairman Mrs. Austin Trusteers.
students.
Walker presided at the meeting
Gets Money Back
and ChaplainMrs. Jack Danials Don Fettig and Louis Hallacy Members of the Holland HairDETROIT (UP) -The U.S. Dis- gave the devotions.Reports were attended
twotiay clinic in dressers Associationheld a dinner
trirt Court agreed today to return read by Mrs. John La Baige, Akron, Ohio. Fettig and HaUacy meeting at Van Raalte’s in ZeeSLi'OO to L. Ewing Scott, but secretary. Guest for the evening were two of 25 men selectedfrom
land Monday night. They had an
federal attorneys said Scott had was Mrs. Earl F. Price, regent this area to attend.Both took part
exchangeof Easter hats after the
already paid his attorney with of the Elizabeth Schuyler Hamilton in the discussions on future de- dinner and plans were completed
money from an undisclosedChapter, Refreshmenta were velopmentsin the retreading in- for a hair style show to be held
source.
served by the hostess.
dustry.
May 2L

a

t

Merit Certificates

road be annexed on most boundaries. Taking in both sides of the
road providesbetter zoning and
city planning in providingservices.
The situation was explained thus:
a road right-of-wayis four rods
wide. From the center of the road,
there are two rods in the right of
way. An additional16 rods from
the edge of the road amounts to
264 feet, or two lots of 132 - foot
depth. Moreover, a lot 16 rods long
and 10 rods wide amounts to 160
square rods or one acre.

Three Holland Christian High Ike Flies to Augusta
School seniors were named this
For Golfing Vacation
week by the National Merit Scholarship Corporation to receive cer- WASHINGTON (UP) - President
tificates of merit. Principal Ray- Eisenhowerflew to Augusta, Ga.,

mond

today for a golfingvacation of a-

Hoiwerda reported today. bout 10 days.
Holwerda said that final word of
He and Mrs. Eisenhower took
the honors was received in a letter
off from National Airport aboard
from John Stalnaker,presidentof
the Columbine HI at 11:22 a.m.
the national committee.
The Eisenhowers will stay in the
Winning he certificates were El"LittleWhitesHouse"within chiplen Masselink, William De Wys
and Pearl Compaan. All three ping distance of the 18th hole at
had qualified for the final tests Augusta, Ga., golf course.
White House Press Secretary
given three months ago by rating
James C. Hagerty would not be
in the top 7,500 seniors taking the
pinned down on how long the vacafirst qualifying exams. Originally
tion will last. Asked if the Presi10 Christian students were eligident would be away 10 days, he
'ble to take the qualifying test,
with three making the finalist replied:"Give or take a couple."

tal, $20,000 or $10,000 lest than
last year; debt retirement, $68,*
612.50 or $33,612.50 more than last
year.

City Manager Herb Holt

said

there would have been a significant decrease in tax rates this
year had it not been tor the increase in debt service which involves the hospital bonds. The
hospital bond issue had been voted
at this time last year, but bonds
had not yet been sold, consequently the levy was delayed until this,
year.
The detailed budget lists information tor all departments.
The general government appropriationas okayed by City Counsil totals $U5,443 and is broken
down as follows; City Council,$6,150; city manager, $16,222.50; Municipal Court, $9,886; elections,
$550; city auditor, $14,676; indeptndent audit, $1,250; city assessor $13,162; city treasurer,$10,361;
city attorney, $5,428; city clerk
$14,318.50;planning commission,
$2,075; city hall, $16,223;

commu-

nity promotion. $2,425;other $2,715.50; total, $115,443.

Ed Van Eenenaam

Public safety — police $141,023.90; fire. $130, 192.20; building in-

spection. $3,194.16; dog pound,
$2,742; total, $277,152.26.

Highways —

Awaits Sentence
GRAND HAVEN

streets, $153,798.72.

Sanitationand waste removal

-

sewage disposal.

—

$42, 518.13.

(Special)
Health - health, $5,208.20; hospimust spend tal, $20,000;total, $25,208.20.
before learning what sentence he
Public welfare — welfare servwill receive after being convicted ices, $18,096.80.
of second degree murder began Library - $28,783.
without ceremony today for EdRecreation — recreation, $32,100ward Van Eenenaam, 17, of 14 .71; park/ $85,126.39;Civic CenWest 25th St.
ter, $25,083; cultural recreation,
The verdict was reached Fri- $5,829; Riverview park, $5,829;
day afternoon following a five - Civic Center concession,none; tohour deliberation of the facts tal. $157,305.62.
presented in Van Eenenaam’s trial
Miscellaneous — cemetery, $53,
for the fatal stabbing of Gordon 709.60; miscellaneous, $38,999.51;
Boer. 18, of 63 West 18th St., in total. $92,709.11.Grand total, $921,a scuffle Feb.' 18.
014.84.

The

first

of 11 days he

The Ottawa County sheriff’s detoday Van Eene-

partment said

naam replied only "all right"
when asked how he was feeling
and said he ate dinner Friday
evening and breakfast this morning without comment.

Deputiessaid Van Eenenaam
has spent a large amount of his

Egg, Beer

Trucks

Collide on

M40

time in jail since Ws arrest readA truck carrying 11,520 eggs and
ing and expected that he would a truck loaded with 5,040 bottles
not vary His pattern between now of beer collidedthis morning on
and the sentencing.
M-40 five miles south of Holland.
grade.
After the verdict was announcHarry Jipping, 41, Hamilton,
"We at Holland Christianare exed Friday, Van Eenenaam dis - driver of the egg truck, received a
Mrs.
Emily
Neitring,
42,
tremely proud to have three of our
played no visible emotion except' to dislocatedand fractured right hip
seniors so honored by this scholarclench his fists and to swallow in addition to facial lacerations.
Of Grand Haven Dies
ship committee,”Holwerda said.
once or twice. He remained seat- His conditionat Holland Hospital
The principal said that the certi- GRAND HAVEN (Special)
ed with his head dowr as he had is "good."
ficates mean that these students Mrs. Emily Neitring, 42, of 315 all during the four • day trial.
Gary Datema, 43, of 272 Creshave rated in the top one half of North Sixth St., Grand Haven died Both attorneys seemed satisfied cent Dr., driving the truck owned
one per cent of all seniors in the at Blodgett Hospital in Grand Ra- with the verdict.Ottawa County by the Hollander Beverage Co.,
United States. According to the let- pids Wednesday followinga six ProsecutorJames Bussard,who was not injured. Both 1955 model
ter received, if sufficientfunds months illness. She was bom May had asked for first degree mur- vehicles,one a panel truck and
had been available,the certificate 8, 1914 in Grand Haven and mar- der, said after the trial, "I felt the the other an enclosed beer truck,
winners would have been awarded ried Henry Neitring on Dec. 10, verdict was justified on the basis were judged total losses.
the substantialmerit scholarship. 1933 in Grand Haven. She was a of evidence as presented and I
Allegan County deputy Andrew
Last year, two Holland Christian member of St. Johns Lutheran feel the jury did a conscientiousVander Vliet said Jipping was
seniors were similarly honored, Church and the Ladies Aid. Her and sincere job.”
heading north on M-40 towards
Holwerda said.
husband is owner of the A. J.
Clarence Lokker, Van Eene- Holland when the load of eggs apThe principalalso disclosedthat NeitringCoal and Landscaping Co. naam’s attorney who had asked parently shifted throwing him into
recently he had been informed by
Survivingare the husband; three acquittalon grounds of self • de- the path of the other truck.
Stalnaker that another Christian daughters, Mrs. J. Simpson and fense, when asked to comment
Both vehicles collided headoq
senior, Joy Hietbrink,had not Norma Jean and Shirley Ann, all on the decision said, "it’s accep- and then bounced off the highway
reached the finalist stage of 7,500 of Grand Haven; one son, Wayne, table."
on their respective sides of the
seniors, but was in the second of Grand Haven; her parents,Mr.
Earlier, Lokker had said, Al road. The eggs were all over the
group of 7,500 seniors. She had and Mrs. Henry Kolberg of Grand didn't want the boy convicted of road and ditch. Some of the beer
been placed in the “recommend_ Haven;
------ , two
....
---and three murder in the first degree, and bottleswere broken but none fell
sister* and
ed ’ categoryby the scholarship brothers.
I avoided that.” He was referring off the truck.
corporation.
Funeral services will be held at to his method of cross examinaThe 32 egg cases, each containSt. Johns LutheranChurch Satur- tions •arid the evidence he present- ing 30 dozen, were reloaded on
George D. Albers, 254 College day at 2 p.m. with the Rev. Nathan ed, which, he indicated,showed another truck and taken back to
Ave., is at Butterworth Hospital, Grefrath
_______
_________ __ Burial will be that the sl*ytog was not premedi- the HamiltonFarm Bureau when
officiating.
utied to undergo surgery Friday, in Lake Forest Cemetery
tated.
each one will be rechecked.
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Sligh

NAM

To
Charles

Appointed

R.

Position

Buchanan Takes

Holland Finishes

New

Last in

Position at

Central Michigan

Sligh, Jr., Holland

Meet

Zeeland

Four-Way

at

Allegan

furniture manufacturer and Michi-

Austin J. Buchanan, who has
gan Industralist was electedchief
been with the Holland public
administrativeofficerof the Naschools since 1940, has accepted
tional Association of ManufacturAdmitted to Holland Hospital a position as director of admisers with the title of executivevice
president.The appointmentwas Monday were Thomas Boorman, sions at his alma mater, Central
announced at a board of directors 606 West 22nd St.; Elmer Hirdes, MichiganCollege,in Mt. Pleasant,
it was announcedtoday by Charles
meeting Friday afternoon.
55 Vander Veen Ave.; Mrs. Tony L. Anspach, president of Central
ligh, who makes his home in
Holland at 1621 South Shore Dr., Hellenthal,route 2; Mrs. Montie Michigan.
In hjs new post, Buchanan will
is spending several days at his Emmons, 279 West 24th St; Mrs.
home here for a brief vacation James Bielby, 3438 Butternut Dr.; succeed Lee E. PoUey who' has
been transferred to another posibefore attending the furniture Marlene raei8> 332 Wcst 31st st
tion at Central Michigan. Buchanmarket.
"I will be spending a great deal Diane Windemuller.757 Riley an will be working under Dr. Danof time in New York, but will Ave.; Bonnie Essenburg, 412 West iel J. Sorrels, head of the division
continue to keep my residence in 20th St.; Mrs. William Sandusky, of student personnel.
Buchanan came to Holland in
Holland and commute back and 244 Lincoln Ave. ; Mrs. R i e k u s
forth. And, of course I will con- Mulder, 249 West 17th St.; Mrs. September,1940, first teaching in
tinue my interest in the furniture Fred T. Cook, 145 Highland Ave. Junior High School. He spent 4ft
years with the Air Force during
(latter two admitted Sunday).
business,”Sligh said.
"By maintaining my home in DischargedMonday were Hans World War n and returnedto
Holland. I will have more oppor- Wierstra, 1164 Graafschap Rd.; teach in January,1946. He went
tunity to see my family regular- Mrs. Raymond Banger and baby, into administrative work in 1951
ly,” he said. Two sons, Charles route 4; Mrs. Robert Vanden and became assistanthigh school
m and Robert and their families Berg and baby, route 4; Mrs. Earl principal after Malcolm Mackay
are living in Holland and Rich- Driy, route 1; Mrs. Howard left Holland for St. Joseph. He
served as principal for the last two
ard and his family are nearby in Kooiker and baby, 35 East 29th
years.
St.
;
Mrs.
Coy
Mitt
and
b
a
b
y,
East Lansing. A daughter, PatriBuchanan,now 38, came to Holcia will be married in June. Mrs. Graafschap Rd.; Mrs. Gerardus
land following his graduation at
Sligh who has been in Florida is In't Groen and baby, 300 W e s t
Central Michigan College of Eduenroute home and Patricia will 13th St.
A son was born in Holland Hos- cation. He also received a masbe here for the weekend to perter’s degree in guidanceand adsonally deliver her congratulationspital Tuesday to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Knooihuizen,828 Allen Rd. ministrationsat Harvard Univerto her father.

ALLEGAN (Special)— Kalamazoo Central again establishedthemselves as one r* the track powers
of Western Michigan with an easy
victory in a quadrangular meet
here Tuesday.

Hospital Notes

are receiving congratulationson
the birth of a daughter, Carolyn
Joy, bom last Saturday in ZeeThe girl’s Intermediate Choir of
land (communityHoapital.
At the CPH circle which was First Reformed Church sang a
held last Monday night, April short Easter musicale on Sunday
8, new officers were elected. evening. They sang four numbers,
Mrs. Gerrit Berens was chosen
president,Mrs. Robert Altena be- "O Savior of the World” by Goss;
came treasurer,and Mrs. Henry "The Empty Tomb" by Hamblin;
Palmboa assistant treasurer..On "Alleluia" by Hamlin and "He
the ways and means committee Lives Again" by Von Berge. Soloists tor the evening were Arlene
Mrs. John Flokstra was appointed
chairman with Mrs. Elmer Mie- Cranmer, Barbara Dateme and
dema, Mrs. Gerrit Morren and Hope De Jonge. The choir is under
Mrs. Ben Kars ten assisting. Vir- the directionof Mrs. John Boeve
and Tom Keizer is accompanist.
ginia Paimbos played the accorThe Zeeland Hospital Service
dion with her cousin Faith PalmLeague
held a combined meeting
bos accompanyingher in the piano
of all Its members on Monday evefor special music.

Only Muskegon Heights, which
finishedsecond provided any competition. Allegan and Holland were

Several Appear
In

Local Court

On Traffic Counts
Several persons appeared

in

Municipal Court the last several
days. All cases

were

in connec-

tion with traffic charges.

Robert Paul Sloothaak,23, of 235

East 10th St., pleaded guilty to
three charges, driving while

drunk, driving while license is susning, April 15 at the City Hall tor
pended, and liquor to minor, and
the electionof officersand other
was sentenced to serve 10 days
The Maroon Giants compiled 70
|
.
business. Mrs. Henry Lokers, presiand pay fine and costs of 5134.70.
points while the Tigers had 64^.
dent of the organization,will introI
If fine and costs are not paid, he
Allegan finished third with 37 and
duce the speaker. Dr. O. Van der
must serve an additional40 days.
Holland, fourth, with 21V4.
Velde of Holland, who spoke on
William Pate, 21, of 120% West
A1 Hill, 225 - pounder, took Hoithe subject "Problems of Growland’s only first with • 46’ 8tt”
11th St., was sentenced to serve
ing Old.”
for their return to Africa.
four days (on two weekends)and
heave of the shot put.
May 1 has been selectedas Ca- pay 519.70 on a charge of driving
Results in order of finish:
Miss Sylvia Slagh of North Holreer Day at Zeeland High School.
120-yard high hurdles
Me land was guest soloist in the Sun- This day will be set aside for while his operator’s license was
day
evening
service.
suspended. On an old charge of
Bride (MH), Nienhuis (H), Brown
speakers to corrte and talk about
speeding 38 in a 25-mile zone, he
(K), Melhiem (A), Hildreth (K).
Rev. Harold Lenters sermon
occupations in which the students
paid fine and costs of 525.
Time 16.3.
subject for Sunday morning was
are interested.
Three persons were referred to
• 100-yard dash
O’Nel (MH), "Christ the King;” his evening
Zeeland High School students
traffic school.They are Allen W.
Brownell (K), Johnson (K), Hunt- sermon was entitled "Christ’sBewill enjoy a . combined spring and
Shaw, of 72 West 10th St, speeder (MH), Pritehet and Dangerman havior Under Suffering."
Easter vacation on April 18, 19
(both A). Time 10:25.
No ChristianEndeavor was held and 22. This will be the final vaca- ing 38 in 25; Donald W. Boeve,
of 199 Gordon St. speeding 50 in
Medley relay - Won by Kala- Sunday afternoon so that all could
tion before the summer vacation
30; Narzina Pena Gomez, -of 4
mazoo, Muskegon Heights, Alle- attended the Bible Conference in
startingon June 7.
River Ave., right of way.
gan, Holland. Time 2.41:4.
Civjc Center in Holland.
The Student Council has elected,
Shot put -Hill (H), Walker, (k),
The choir sang "The Palms” Judy Schout; vice president,Jim Others paying were John Sosa.
22, of 152 East 17th St., speeding
Wise (A), Dayett (K), Wides (K). and "There Is a Green Hill Far
Van Dam; secretary, Milly De
distance 46’ 8K".
Away” in the morning worship Witt; treasurer,Dave Van Peur - 40 in 30, 510; Donald Baumann,
17, route 2, careless driving,517;
Pole voult - Dangerman (ZA), service Sunday.
sem.
sity. Holland is the only place he
Earl James Long, 17, route 4, faulAutman (MH), Jensen (A), John- A family party' was held at the
Zeeland Hospital
As executive vice president,
The Choir of Second Reformed
ty brakes,517; Frances J. Polecek,
son (K), Piekas (K). Height 10’ home of Mr. and Mrs. John Posma
Recent births at Zeeland Hospi- has taught school.
Sligh is the operating head of the
Church
presented,
Mounder’s.
PasThe local man will begin his new
10’’.
of 186 West 12th St, right of way
last Friday night. Guests who atNAM. The 400 employes are direct- tal include a daughter,
sion — Tide Cantata, "From Oliduties July 1. His family which
to through traffic, 512;- John H.
Mile run — Roseboom (K), Bor- tended were Mr. and Mrs. John
ly responsibleto him in his new Renee, bom March 31 to Mr. and
Persons
who
have
traveled
to
vet
to
Calvary”
Sunday
evening.
Naberhuis, of 212 West 12th St..
Mrs. Donald Burgess, Byron Cen- includes Mrs. Buchanan and four Florida no doubt have come across geson (MH), Scott (MH), Swel- De Jonge from Grand Haven.
position, the top staff office.
Stanley
De
Pree
was
director
childrenplans to leave Holland afToni Carson Senters, of 420 West
nis (MH). Dekker (H). Time 4.59$. Mrs. Mary De Jonge of Zeeland
He served as the 1953 president ter; a son, Mario Lopez, bom
and AntoinetteVan Koevering, or
ter the close of the present school this big tree, the largest cypress in
21st St., failure to controlCar, 517
of the NAM and has long been a April 2 to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
the United States. John Bezon, 440-yard run — Snider (K), Grey and Mrs. CorneliaHuizenga of ganist.The soloistswere Catheryear.
suspended after traffic school.
leader in its activities.He is presi- Jones, Grand Rapids; a son, Robroute 4, Holland who recently re- (A). Mosely (MH), Phiffer (K), Beaverdam. William Hieftje of ine Janssen, Irwin Smith, Stanley
Fritz Kliphuis, of 56- West 17th
Reno
IK). Time 53.5.
Lansing
was
unable
to
attend.
dent of the Sligh Furniture Com- ert Wayne, bom April 2 to Mr.
turned from Orlando, Fla., where
De Pree and Jack Oonk.
St, speeding 40 in 25, 515; LilHigh jump
Pearson (K); Robert Berens who met with the
panies of Holland and Grand Rap- and Mrs. Donald Vanden Bosch,
he spent three months visiting his
Miss Hazel Walcott, of Zeeland lian Van Dyke, of 244 West 23rd
ids and is an officerin several 134 East 21st St., Holland; a son,
sister, Mrs. Mamie Hathaway,took Scott (K), Autman (K) and Nien- consistoryMonday night to make has completed her practice teachSt., stop sign, 55; Shirley Rossiter,
other companies bearing his name. Randall Lee, bom April 2 to Mr.
time out to decipher the small huis (H), all tied, Dangerman (A). confession of his faith will be ing assignmenttowards a teachHeight 5' 6”.
In addition to the presidency,and Mrs. Howard Schutter, route
publicly received into the church ing certificate followingher gradu- of 184 West 16th St., leaving scene
print appearing on the sign near
of accident,517; Gerard E. Cook,
180-yard low h ur d 1 e s
in the Easter morning service.
Sligh served the association as 1, Hamilton; a daughter,Susan
the tree which is located about
ation from Wheaton College,
Me Bride (MH), Brown (K), Mil- The services in the Christian Wheaton, Illinois in June. She took of 923 Bluebell,speeding 45 in 30,
chairman of the board of direc- Joy, bom April 4 to Mr. and Mrs.
10 miles from Orlando.
515; Milton Ter Vree, of 264 East
tors, chairman of the executive Thomas De Haan, route 3, HudsonThe tree which is estimated to heim (A) and Wadell (A), tied, Reformed church last Sunday were her practice training at Southcommittee and chairman of the ville; a daughter, Barbara Jean, HUDSONVILLE (Special! - Zee- be between 3,000 and 5.000 years Owens (K) and Plakke (H), tidd. conductedby Seminarian Harold east elementary school fU Lom- 20th St., stop sign, 57; Irvin Diekfinance committee. He also head- born April 5 to Mr. and Mrs. How- land High's baseball team won its old, stands 126 feet in height and Time 21.6.
De Weerd. The pastor Rev. F. De bard, 111. Miss Walcott is the ema, of 209 East Ninth St., careless driving,544.70.
220 - yard dash - O'Neil (HM), Boer preached in Fort Leonard
ed the NAM taxation committee ard Miller, Melvin St.. Zeeland. second straight 1-0 game of the has a circumference of 47 feet. Its
daughter of Mrs. Henry Walcott,
Ray Veldheer, of 541 Beach St.,
A daughter, Lois Jean, born
Johnson
(K),
Brownell
(K),
Stroud
Wood, Mo. The Good Friday ser- 47 Madison Ave.
diameter is 17>4 feet and it has
season Tuesday.
speeding40 in 30, 510; Bradley
April 6 to Mr. and Mrs. Gyde
(A),
Pritchett
(A)
and
Palmar
vice
in
the
Christian
Reformed
Mr. and Mrs. Cal Faber of DiviThe Chix edged Hudsonville approximately 50,000 board feet. It
Smith, route 1, Zeeland; a son,
(K). Time 23.1.
Church will be held at 7:30 p.m. sion St. entertained relativeslast Witteveen, of 167 West 160th, right
Unity Christian here as Max De has green needle-likeor fern-like
of way, 523.30; ^ee Jack WiersMichael Alan, bom April 6 to Mr.
880-yard run — Tucker (A), Boy- The pastor will use the theme "An
Friday evening, honoring his mothJonge stole home in the top of the leaves and small cones. Blossomma, of 27 Pine St., Zeeland, red
and Mrs. Stanley Louwsma, route
len
(MH),
Alexander
(H),
JackInescapable
Question."
The
serer, Mrs. John Faber, on her birthseventh inning.In the opener last ing in early spring it has purple
flasher, 57; Arthur C. Yost, of 93
3, Zeeland; a daughter,Beverly
son
(MH),
Van
Liere
(H).
Time
vice in the Reformed church will day anniversary. Guests included,
week, Zeeland had scored a 1-0 flowers. Its durable wood has a
West 13th St., stop sign and no
Kay, bom April 6 to Mr. and Mrs.
2:14.
begin
at
7:45
p.m.
on
Friday.
soft
tan
color.
Mr. and Mrs. Don Faber of Holwin over Wyoming Park.
Jay Patmos, Byron Center; a
880-yard relay
Kalamazoo, The CPH Circle will meet Fri- land, Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Fab- operator’s license, 59; Vernon D.
Known as the Senator, Florida’s
De Jonge, who pitched the first
Ten Cate, of 162 West 14th St.,
daughter, Gale Ann, bom April 8
Heights, Allegan, HoUand.
day afternoon at 2 in the First er, Mr. and Mrs. Leon Faber, Arfive innings, led off the seventh big tree was donated to Seminole
expired operator’slicense, 57;
to Mr. and Mrs. John De Mott,
Broad
jump
Hunter
(MH),
HudsonvilleChristian Reformed nold Bos and Marir all of Zeewith a single. He stole second, County by Sen. M.O. Overstreetand
Robert Sluiter, of 272 West 2Lst
route 2, Marne; a daughter, DebJohnson
(K),
Cook
(MH),
Macomb
church.
land.
went to third on a wild pitch and was dedicatedby former PresiSt., speeding 40 in 25, 517 suspendorah Dawn, bom April 8 to Mr.
(K) and Johnson (MH). Distance The Christian Reformed church
dent
Calvin
Coolidge
in
1929.
A
At the morning worship serv- ed after traffic school; William
then stole home when the Unity
and Mrs. Robert Hyma, 1598 South
20' 3”.
congregation is reminded to re- ice in Second Reformed Church
pitcher made no effort to hold cable has been constructed on the
Prins, of 11 West 17th St., speedShore Dr., Holland.
tree as a lightningconductor and
serve the evening of April 25 and the Rev. Haroold Englund preaching 40 in 25, 517 suspendedafter
A daughter,Anna Ruth, bom him on base. De Jonge was across a fence, donated by Florida Fed26 for the commemoration of the ed the sermon, "The King Acclaimthe plate before the throw was
traffic school.
April 9 to Mr. and Mrs. Donald
75th anniversary.
eration of Garden Clubs through
ed, and Crucified.”The Junior and
made to the plate.
Boeve. route 3, Holland;a son,
Jay Schutte returned home from Intermediate choire, under direcMerle
Berens, who relieved De the courtesy of the Seminole CounPvt. Melvin Feenstra recently
Kirk, bom April 9 to Mr. and Mrs.
Zeeland Hospital last Sunday.
tion of Mrs. E. De Pree, sang the
Jonge in the sixth, received credit ty Commissionersin 1951, keeps
completed eight weeks of basic
Jack Shoemaker, route 2, Holland;
sightseers
away
from
the
stately
Mr. and Mrs. George Nienhuis anthems, "The Palms” — Faure
fo the win. He struck out two
combat training with the 9th Ina daughter,Ruth Elaine, bom
entertained their nieces from and, "A King in His Glory"
men in the six after putting two cypress.
fantry Division at Fort Carson,
April 9 to Mr. and Mrs. John
According to the sign, estimates
Denver, Colo, on Sunday. Mary traditionalGerman melody.
men
on the sacks and retired the
Colo.
He
has
been
transferred
to
Doombos, 420 West Huizinga St.,
of the tree's age and dimensions
Vanden Bosch who is a student In the evening the Senior Choir
side in order in the seventh.
the Panama Canal Zone.
Zeeland; a son, Curtis L., born
nurse at Blodgett Hospital and presented the Passion-tideCanata,
Zeeland
made
five hits in the were made by the American
The
Ladies
Aid
met
Thursday
April 10 to Mr. and Mrs. Eldon
Carol Vanden Bosch who is a "From Olivet to Calvary."The
game
while Unity collected six. Forestry Association in 1956.
Moore, 200 East Main Ave.r Zeeafternoon in the chapel. The group
Two Hope College seniors who
student at Calvin College, Grand Girl’s League for Service went for
Byron
Moore
doubled for the Chix
land; a daughter, Carla Dawn,
has decided to purchase a new
Charles B. Sligh, Jr.
a trip to Grand Rapids for the have majored in physics and
and Norm Wiggers and Ron KomeOiir modem word "thug” is piano for the church auditorium. Rapids.
bom
April 12 to Mr. and Mrs.
in 1950 and 195L Sligh, at 46, was
The members of the local unit Church visiting tour, and supper. mathematicshave received recogjan singled.De Jonge picked up derived from an ancient religious Hostesses were Mrs. Harold HasseMartin Boetsma, route 2, Zeeland;
the youngest president of NAM.
of the Zeeland Community Hospi- On Wednesday afternoonthe nition in the form of appointments
one other single in addition to his sect in India that strangled vicHe was also the first NAM "fly- a daughter,Debra Kay, bom April seventh inning hit to lead Zeeland tims in honor of the Hindu god- voort and Mrs. Harold Heihn.
tal League attended the combined final sessions of the Catechism for graduate study, according to
Mr. and Mrs. George Ohlman
ing president” often pilotinghis 13 to Mr. and Mrs. M i n a r d with two safeties.
an announcement made today by
dess. Kali.
meeting of all members Monday classes were held.
have sold their farm to Earl Mulown plane on his speaking tours Brunink, 234 Ottawa, Zeeland;a The Chix made three errors and
On Wednesday morning at 9:30 Prof. Clarence Kleis, head of the
evening in thme Zeeland City Hall.
son,
Ralph
Junior,
bom
April
13
to
der of North State St., Zeeland.
across the country.
Mrs. Henry Lookerse, presidentof a.m. all women of the church met physics department.
Unity was flawless in the field.
Canaries have been used to de- They plan to move in May.
His interest in sports is well • Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Oertel, 239
John Van Iwaardenand Howard
the organizationintroducedthe for the annual White Breakfast of
tect dangerous gases in coal
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Veldman
known especiallyin water skiing. West McKinley, Zeeland.
speaker. Dr. O. Vande Velde of the Ladies Aid. A Lenten pro- Voss, both graduated from Holland
Haciendais ta Spanish term for mines as well as poison gases on
from Grand Rapids were ThursHe was national champion from
a landed estate.It is commonly the battlefield.
Holland who spoke on thesubject gram, "From Cross to Crown” was Christian High School in 1953, will
day evening visitors with Mr. and
1941 to 1945 and acted as presipresented.Girl’s League members continue their studies in the field
applied in Spanish America to a
"Problems of Growing Old."
Mrs. Ed Veldman. They spent the
dent of the American Water Ski
supervised the nursery. A free will of physics but in different univercountry estate, usually with a
of
Seven out of 10 Americansof 40 winter in Florida and have just
The
Centennial
thank-Offering
Association for many years.
offering for the Children’s Re- sities.
dwelling-housefor the owner's today are statistically expected to returned.
received in the Christian ReformAs a spokesman for industry,
Van Iwaarden,son of Mr. and
treat in Grand Rapids was receivresidenceupon it.
reach the age of 65.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Boetsma ed church amounted to 5453.85.
Sligh is known throughout AmeriMrs. John Van Iwaarden, 2(M West
ed.
can business,and in labor circles,
2
On Thursday, April 18 at 7:30 24th St., has received one of 20
too, as a forthrightand sincere
there will be a CommunionServ- University of Michigan scholarexponent of free enterpriseprinci- Two applicationswere approved
ice held in Second Reformed ships awarded each year by the
ples.
Church. The Choir will sing suit- graduate school on the basis of
and another denied by the Board
When contacted at his home of Appeals Tuesday night.
GRAND
(Special!
outstanding undergraduaterecord
able selections.
park, and the general plan would The Chamber of Commerce for
spector, poii)tin0 to the needs for
here, Sligh said he would be conrin Friday, April 19, from 1 p.m. and prospects for a promising fuGeorge Gosselar was given per- Possibilities of expandingHolland call for the county to turn over several years has worked with
improvementsin the county jail. to 3:30 p.m. Zeeland will observe ture.
ferring with Kenneth R. Miller, mission to build an additionto the State Park to the east were dissupervisionto the state. Some in- Park Manager Clare Broad and
Lowing said the sheriff’s commit- tne annual Community Good Frielected Friday to be the NAM rear of the store at 154 East 15th cussed by Arthur C. Elmer, head
These scholarships require no
terest also was shown in having state legislators on subjectsinvolvtee would determine whether presenior vice president and general St., provided the curbing on Colum- of the parks and recreationaldividay Service which will be held work or teaching on the students
the large sand dune become a part ing road improvements, areas, and
vious improvements were "just
manager with the operating title bia Ave. conforms to the regula- sion of the State Conservation De- of the state park.
this year in Second Reformed part, freeing him to devote full
the like.
money down the drain” and rec- Church. Zeeland pastors wUl guide time to study toward an advanced
of general manager. Miller has tions.
partment, at a meeting of the
Maslowski, the assistant attor- In other business,the committee
ommended action be deferred un- the meditation on the words of degree. He also received offers
been managing directorsince OcThe appeal of Dr. H. W. Tenpas Board of Supervisors Tuesday af- ney general, said the park areas
on equalizationpresented its annu- til June. In the meantime the comtober, 1955. The conferences will to construct a house at 293 West ternoon.
Christ from the Cross, and the from the Midwest UniversitiesRewere dedicated on original plats al report listing a total valuation mittee will study the situation.
be made via the telephone,Sligh 19th St. with a setback of only 23
Elmer said the two O 1 a w a many years ago. Throughoutthe
Zeeland Women's Chorus will sing. search Associatton and the Oak
as assessed for the county as 5121,- Prosecutor James W. Bussard
said.
feet from Van Raalte Ave. was County state parks at Holland and years, there has been considerable
Next Sunday, Easter, members Ridge Institute of Nuclear studies.
355,227and an equalized valuation discussed the question of legality
approved.
Grand Haven attractmore than a litigationin |he courts. He pointed
of
Second Reformed Church will He plans a career as a physicist.
5177,451,657.The report was of the board in setting up a buildVos, son of Mr. and Mrs. J.
A re-hearing on the appeal of million visitors each summer, and to a court opinion that the walks of
placed on the table for 24 hours ing and site fund. He said the at- gather to praise the risen Christ.
R. Voss, 17 East 30th St., is planLuke G. Kuna to use the garage the need for expansion has been and parks are for the benefit of
At
3
p.m.
a
second
Communion
and will be discussed further to- torney general had ruled it was
Big Fifth
at 106 West Ninth St. for a bar- evident for many years. The Hol- the property owners and for the
Service will be observed at 7:oo ning a career in physics teaching.
day.
illegal for the board to set up a
He has accepted a graduate asber shop again resultedin denial. land park as it now stands has 43 public. In view of the fact that reThe
board
approved a recom- building and site fund using tax p.m. the three church choirs will
May 7 was set as the date for acres and the Grand Haven park cent interpretationssay property
unite in presenting their annual sistantshipin physjes at Michigan
mendation from the Good Roads monies, but there is no such rea hearing of the appeal of Mrs. 44 acres.
Choir Festival with an Easter State University. He will teach
dedicated for park purposes are
Thelma Haverman to use a room The possibility now under consi- under supervision of the county, Committee asking that 'the State striction on non-tax revenues meditation by the pastor.
part-timein the undergraduate colHighway Departmentmaintain the which presumablymay be allocatat 143 East 16th St. for a beauty derationinvolves certaindedicated
Members of the Second Reform- lege while working toward his adthe conservation department now same level of 20.5 feet above high ed for building purposes.
parlor.
vanced degrees.
park areas in the West Michigan seeks the county's cooperation.
water level for the new bridge After considerablediscussion, ed Church will attend the Sunrise
Edward Vos was given permis- Park Association,also known as
At Hope Van Iwaarden has parThere was considerable discus- leading to Ferrysburgas will be the board okayed a petition from Service next Sunday in First Resion to reapply for a variance .n the Ottawa Beach Association.It
formed Church at 7 a.m. The Rev. ticipatedin inter-fraternity sports
sion on the floor, and Henrik used on the new bridge over
Smashing across five runs in the
the villageof Hudsonville calling
connection with the propertyat is understoodthat, technically,
Donald Brandt, pastor of the Eben- and has represented his fraternity,
fifth inning, Holland High School
Stafseth,engineer-manager
of the Grand River.
for a public vote on incorporation
ezer Reformed Church will preach. Phi Tau Nu, on the Inter Fratercame from behind to beat St. Jo- 49 West 11th St. His application these dedicated areas are under Ottawa County Road Commission The board also approved the apJune 18 from 7 a.m. to 8 p.m.,
was previously denied because it supervisionof the qounty. Elmer which supervises such county
The midweek services in Sec- nity Council.
seph 6-3 in their first baseball
pointment
of
Leonard
Ver
Schure
plus voting for a charter commisgame of the season Tuesday at took in items not under the board’s said there are several such areas parks as Tunnel Park near Holland of Holland as county safety direc- sion. Bussard said the state law ond Reformed Church have come Voss has been a member of the
jurisdiction. The plans will now be dedicated in the Ottawa Beach deto an end with Easter. But the Future Teachers Association and
the 19th St. diamond.
and North Shore Park north of tor succeeding Avery D. Baker,
on incorporationis extremely difaltered to conform with the velopment, and the state is interRev. Harold Englund will conduct the Camera Club. He is married to
Trailing 3-1. the Dutch sent 10
Grand
Haven,
recommended
that now of Midland. The appointment
board's powers.
ficult to interpret,but that the
ested in the area that adjoins the the board take the matter under
an eight - week course in a re- the former Helen Ann Jfinsen and
men to the plate and bunched
runs to Jan. 1, 1958.
attorney general’sdepartmenthad
has one child.
state park to the east amounting considerationand take action at
five hits around two walks, an
The board unanimously approved said the issues Bussard questioned view of Christian Doctrine at an
to some 20 acres.
adult
level
if
there
are
enough
the next session in June.
error and a wild pitch to zoom out
a 51,000 allocationfor Civil De- were no defectsor were immaterElmer, who was accompaniedby
young people interested.
in front. Successivesingles by TerFor the record, the board re- fense equipment and supplies in
ial. Bussard’s recommendation On Monday, April 29, there will
by
Charles
Millar,
chief
of
the
ry Ot ting, Joel Howard. Jan Nienferred the matter to the Good keeping with a request made last
was to approve the petitionwith
lands divisionof the Conservation Roads Committee to work with
huis and Dennis Bluekamp after
week by Hans Suzenaar of Holland, the Supreme Court Would enter the be a meeting of the Hope Women’s
Department,
and
Jerome
MaslowLeague representativesat 8 p.m.
Dave Hilbink and Ron Kuyers had
the County Road Commission and deputy county CD chairman as
action would not be in question if
ski, an assistant attorney general, present a recommendationat the
walked broke the game open. Bob
well as disaster chairman for the the Supreme Court would entert he in the Vriesland Reformed Church.
asked the support of the Board of June meeting.
On Wednesday May 1 the Spring
Stoel added another single, but Hilin
Ottawa County Red Cross.
picture. James Knopper is village
Conferenceof the Women’s Misbink flied to center to end the inGRAND HAVEN (Special) Supervisors in the .natter. There The need for additionalfacilities Roy Lowing of Georgetowncom- attorney for Hudsonville.
ning.
It has been brought to 'the
liWc °r no devl!loP™nt and land at Holland State Park mented on the communication The board was to reconvene at sionary Union of Classis. ZeeGRAND HAVEN (Special)-Alarea adjoining the state has long been a recognized fact.
land will be held in the North fred Olson, 48, of 321 Franklin St.,
The Bears had picked up their tion of the prosecuting attorney’s
from W. H. Nestle, state jail In- 1:30 p.m. today.
Holland Reformed Church. There paid 550 fine and 55.50 costs in
early lead by getting two runs in office that a pipe line company is
will be morning and afternoon ses- Municipal Court Monday afternoon
the second on three errors and a in the process of purchasing opsions.
single. In the fourth, a walk, a tions for a right of way through
on a charge of contributingto the
fielder'schoice and a single part of the county.
delinquency of a minor. The arrest
brought in their third run.
It appears that part of the profollowed a bachelor party at the
Good
Friday
Services
2SL?*year'?ld
.grandson
of
a
Antarctica
during
the
three
Holland jumped off to a 1-0 lead cess of obtaining these options is
perature he experienced was five when the ice opened up under six
Olson home Friday night followHolland man is visiting here this months of solid daylight .and the
tn the first inning when Kuyers to hand the land owners a blank
ing a school dance attended by
week after spending the winter so sun never set while he was there. degrees below zero and he figured men coming back to camp on a Planned at Grace Church
was safe on an error, advanced on right of way contract requesting
the normal temperaturewas be- "weasel.”Five escaped,but the
about 15 local high school students.
far south it was summer.
It
would
dip
near
the
horizon
at
an infield out and scored on How- them to fill in the descriptionof
tween 20 and 30 degrees. "It’a sixth was knocked unconscious Grace Church will observe Good The party was in celebrationof
Leroy
Albasini, a third class "sunset," he said, and then begin
ard’s single.
about like the winter In Idaho." he deep in the crevice and could not Friday with three services. The the approachingmarriage of 18their property,sign it and return Navy petty officer from Homedale,
to climb again as a new "day” said.
Hilbink went all the way for it.
Ante-Communion will be read at year-old Norman Davis of Grand
be rescued.
Idaho, is spending a few days with began.
the Dutch, allowing just four wellActually,Albasininever stood on
Operation Deepfreeze II is over 9 a.m. The Three Hours’ Devotions Haven, and Olson’s16-year-oldson
Prosecutor James W. Buward hi* grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Spring and fall near the South land all the while he was there. now and Operation Deepfreeze HI will be conducted from 12 nodn to
* paced singles. He issued just two
acted as host. Police said a constates that he can forsee that this F. M. Madison, 150 West 15th St.,
Pole are pretty much constant twi- Little America V is located on
bases on balls and struck out type of practice may lead to exwill get under way next Decem- 3 p.m.
siderableamount of beer and
after returning from Antarctica. light while winter (which comes
eight. St. Joe used three hurlers. treme difficultiesand perhaps
the Ross Ice Shelf and all stations ber. Albasini,who now is station- Grace Church choir, under the other drinks allegedly were conAlbasini took part in Operation there when we start summer) is
Howard, Nienhuis and Blue- lltigaton as the blank contracts Deepfreezen as a construction
are built on the ice. There’s not ed at Davisville, R. I. tor the last direction of Mrs. BeatriceL. Kuite, sumed on the premises mostly by
dark all the time, he explained. much danger of fallingthrough,
kamp. with two apiece, paced appears to give a blanket consent
of his four years in the Navy, will sing Requiem Evensong at 19 and 17-year-olds.
materials driver with the Seabees. In order to "make hay" while
the eight • single Holland attack to go over any of the properties
however, as the ice is estimated to doesn't think he would care to go 7:30 p.m.
Late in the evening, a 16-yeai^
He arrived at Little America V the sun shines, men stationed In
and Otting and Stoel each collect- contained in the description.
be 600-700feet thick.
Special music at the Evensong old youth took off In a car beback
Dec. 20. 1956 and left Feb. 8. He Antarctica work a 12-hour day
ed one hit.
Walking is the hardest thing to
"About the only thing I’d want includes"CrucKixus” by Bach, Lut- longing to 18-year-old Marty Boot,
Binsard strongly recommends was based there throughout the
bringing in supplies and building do, the sailor found. Snow piles in
Line score:
tthat property owners prior to winter, which is summer in the
to
go for would be to get some kin’s "Preludeon Helnlein," and Jr., and gave city police a fast
living quarters.
drifts over the Ice and makes the
Stainer’s “Proca—ional to Cal- and dangerous chase around town.
gww> n R H E signing such contracts determine southernhemisphere.
more
pictures,” he said. "The
The summer weather'at the bot- surface slippery.
St. Joseph
vary.
The car jumped from curb to curb
Although it was cloudy most of tom of the world gets reasonably
Holland .......
Si the time, Albasinineverthelessproand finally at the corner of. First
The thing that surprised him brightness makes it necessary to
warm
and
Albasini
mentioned
just
use a filter on the camera whether
Several species of whales are and Clinton Sts. it rolled over.
Batteries: Robr- ,r: "house option
of
bably got more sunshine than per- before he arrived he heard the most was that only one man was
K's cloudy or not. and I didn't do believed by scientiststo restrict The youthful driver jumped out
(5), Koch <6) and Kleit; Hilbink 'the r ght of way ovei their pro- sons seeking refuge in California
men were playing volleyball shirt- lost all the while his expeditionwas that" The men, by the way, wear their activity to the Arctic and and escaped injuries. He was citod Tornovish.
'perty.
or Florida for the winter. He was less on the Ice. The lowest temthere. That happened on Jan. 14 sunglasses all the time.
temperate zone regions.
ted into Probate Court.
completely outclassed.

Mr. and Mrs. LaVerne Sikkema
and daughters spent the past two
weeks in Morrison, 111., with her
parents. and other relatives.This
week they are staying with Mr.
and Mrs. Albert Van Farowe and
next week they will leave here
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Mark 54th Wedding Anniversary

DISPUYS

EXAMINE MOTOR _ Don

Culp, (left), Kalafishing expert and speaker at the 35th
annual Holland Fish and Game club dinner
Thursday,and four members of the local club
look over one of the awards presented at the

mazoo

400 Attend

Fish,

More

than 400 Holland Fi^h and
Game club members filled up on
Swiss steak Thursday night at the
35th annual dinner held in Civic
Center.
Don Culp, Kalamazoo fishing expert, entertained sportsmen with
his exhibition of bait, spin and fly
casting.He also showed a film on
fishingin Florida.
The Extension Chords, Grand
Rapids barbershop quartet. pr>
vided several selections.
Members were asked to sign petitions, which were circulated at
the dinner, callingfor the repair-

dinner. The members are Mart Klomparens,
Glenn Brower, Hine VanDer Heuvel and Marv
Wabeke. Wabeke was banquet chairman and
VanDer Heuvel, master of ceremonies.

Game

(Penna-Sas photo)

Club Dinner

ing of boat landings and to maintain county roads which have access to Lake Macatawa. The decision to pass the petitions was
made because the water level is
down this year. The petitions will
be forwarded to the Ottawa County
Board of Supervisors.
A total of 32 awards were made
at the dinner.David Day and Ray
Heldcr received top awards.

and Jud

ond Mrs. Leroy Cobb
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Cobb, 569 great granddaughter, all of Grand
Grove Ave., who observed their Rapids.
54th wedding anniversary on SunMrs. Cobb, the former Jennie
day celebratedthe event with Bramer, was born in Drenten, the
a dinner Saturday at Van Raalte's Netherlands Jan. 25, 1880 and came
Restaurant in Zeeland for their to this county at the age of 2H
family and close friends.
years. Mr. Cobb was bom in DiaThe Cobbs have one son, Lloyd mond Springs, Allegan County, on
Cobb; five grandchildren and one June 6, 1881.

Permits

—

Edward Van

brother, John, is preparing to sit down at left.

Eleanor Nevenzel, secretary to defense attorneys Clarence Lokker and Peter Boter confers

out
of camera range for a conference when the
picture was taken. The courtroom audience
at right with Boter. Lokker had just stepped

when

the verdict came in consisted largely of

teenagers. Some can be seen

in

the background.

Undersheriff Harris Nieusma is standing right
behind

Van Eenenaam and

his mother.

(Sentinel photo)

Library Adventures

Althuis.

Other awards were presented Art
Visscher, Larry Colenbrander,
Ben Kool, Mike Brody, Dale De
Waard, Vern Kane-, Art De Waard,
Dave Barber, Chuck Vander Hill,
Dewey Piersma, Curtis Van Noord,
A1 Schreuf, John Steffens, Howard
Bouwman, Jay Slhipper, John Nyland, Chet Johnaon, Joe Moran,
and Charley Madison.

— Arnold Mulder
Seldom has a writer been in a chances are that they will not or
better position to make an assess- cannot live up to the exalted exment of his fellow-authorsthan pectations that readers of their
Frank Swinnerton, who is just books have developed in regard to
now out with a new book, "Back- them.
ground with Chorus." Swinnerton The typicalauthor, according to
has known intimately more con- Swinnerton, writes himself out in
temporary British and American his books. The average reader
authors than perhaps any other forms the expectationthat he will
Other awards were given to Hine VanDer Heuvel was mas- man in the world. His whole book talk and act in person the way
Ralph Zoet, Russ Homkes, Scott ter of ceremonies,Neal Bergen
is concerned with such, intimacies. his characters talk and act on
Brower, Jim Kleis, Bill Jekel, Ira Jed community singing and EverSince early boyhood Frank the printed page. But that book
Antles, A1 De Vries, Stan Sprick, ett Vander Brink gave the invoSwinnerton has been associated talk or action is usually the result
John Emmick, Casey Vander Kuy cation.
with London publishing houses, at of such a high compressionvoltfirst in humble positions when he age that it would be foolish to
could look at famous authors the ask for it in a casual meeting with
Speech Contest Winners
way a cat can look at a king; later the author in person.
Issued
Named at WCTU Meeting as a publisher'sreader who had A single page of good dialog in
at least one voice . in deciding a book may have cost the author
The April meeting of the Wom- whether to accept or reject a given days and nights of agonizing
en's Christian Temperance Union manuscript; still later as a publish- thought,and often the more simple
and natural the book talk appears
was held Friday afternoon at ing official.
And
all that time he was him- to be, the harder has been the
Sixty-six building permits were
John A. Brieve and wf. to Violet Bethel Reformed Church. Lenten
self a writer who was being work, often the agony, to produce
Issued during March by Building Ter Beck Lots, 4, 5 John A. Brieve meditations were led by Mrs. H.
punished by his own and other it.
Rozendal,
who
also
led
the
group
Inspector William Layman, an
Sub. Twp. Holland.
in singing "When I Survey the firms. Thus he met numerous The simple reader, all steamed
analysis revealed today. In addiauthors on the level of passing up with the exaltation of such diaPoter Borchersand wf. to Sun Wondrous Cross.”
tion, nine heating and six sign perjudgment on their work, on driving log, expects the author to talk
mits were granted for a total of Oil Company Pt. Lots 17, 18 Diek- Mrs. Edith Walvoord introduced
Mrs. Robert Beukema, speech con- hard bargains with them in their like that when he meets him. No
81.
ema Homestead Add. Twp. Holauthor ever does, and the reader
test director. The first contestwin- contracts, and on the level of meetFees collectedincluded 5243 for land.
is deflated.Hence, advises Swining
them
as
close
friends
and
asner was Jim Le Febre, whose subbuilding permits, 527 for heating
Jacob Essenburg Company, Inc., ject was "Out on Third.” Judges sociatesin the difficult professionsnerton, steer clear of him and you
and 512 for signs, making a sum
will not be disappointed, even
to Sun Oil Company Lot 16 and Pt for the first contest were Mrs. of authorship.
of 5282.
If such a man does not know though you remain illusioned.
15 Diekema Homestead Add. Twp. Paul E. Hinkamp, Mrs. A. De
The breakdown of the building Holland.
Young and Mrs. J. A. Veldman. what authors are like, who does? Many years ago I had a chance
permits showed repairs and imRichard Walcott to Warren H. Dan Bakker, speaking on "Who's And Swinnerton's advice to one to hear Knut Hamsun, one of the
provements to housekeeping units
and all, especiallyto the reading 20th century’s greatest writers,
were responsible for the largest Townsend and wf. Pt. W>* SE>4 a Sissy,” was the winner of the public with no ambitions in the talk familiarly to a bay in over13-5-15 City of Zeeland.
second contest. Judges were Miss
number of permits, 26.
LlewellynMichmerhuizenand wf. Maibelle Geiber, Mrs. Dick Van - line of authorship,is: "Stay away rails who was cutting the writer's
Significantly,with the tornado
to John FranzburgLot 9 Sunrise der Meer and Mrs. Martha Pel- from them; don't try to meet them; grass. A fanatical admirer of Ham
season approaching,there were
read their books as much as you sun's "Growth of the Soil,” I exTerrace Twp. Holland.
grim.
12 permits issued for the construcRobert Sloothaakto Mary H.
Others taking part and their sub- like and admire them as much as pected him to talk the way he
tion of storm shelters, the second
Ellis Lots 37, 40 Edgewood Sub. jects were Janice Slenk, "Why you want to, but keep clear of makes his charactersexpress themlargest total;
selves. Instead of that he spoke
Twp. Park.
Don’t They;" Bob De Weerd. "My them.”
Three permits were issued to
For authors, according to Swin- rather peevishly and no pearls
Peter Kalkman and wf. to Duane Problem;" Linda Bos, "Thief at
build one-family homes, estimated
type of wisdom fell from his lips. The
A. Vander Yacht et al Trustees Large;” Mary Damstra, "An Ar- nerton, are a disillusioning
to cost a total of 546.400. Seven
Lot 76 River Hills Sub. No. 3 Twp. gument With John Barleycorn; for the average reader. He cites boy he addressed was not imstructural changes to homes and
Holland.
Ruth Steenyk, "Susie the Search- numerous examples, from the pressed; all he said was an oc
three to other units were permitted
Kenneth Dykstra and wf. to er;” Joyce Mannes, "One Too American Sinclair Lewis to the casional "Yah, yah,” and let
costing 58,527 and 54,375 respecChristian Den Herder and wf. Lot Many;” Joan Botting, "Twins That British H. G. Wells and Arnold got at that. I did not actuallymeet
tively.
8 Sunrise Terrace, Twp. Holland. Are Not Alike;” Carol Teusink. Bennett. Meet such people in the the great man but I heard him
Besides the houses, eight perIt's Up to You.” All contestants flesh and you are sure to be dis- speak. Today I think that it waS
William J. Brewer & wf. to Edmits were granted to other buildwin Plaggemars & wf. Lot 44 & were sixth grade pupils of Chris- appointed.Not that they are more just as well that I did not meet

66

NO EMOTION

Eenenaam (seated second from left) remained
with his head downcast and hands clenched
Friday afternoon when the jury foreman read
the verdict which found him guilty of second
degree murder. His mother moved a little
closer to her son and put her arms around him
as she whispered to him. The photographshows
the scene in court shortly after the jury had
filed out and court formally adjourned.Ed's

Ottawa County
Real Estate

ForMarchBuilding

Transfers

JURY LEAVES FOR LUNCH The jury of 10
men and two women are shown on the courthouse steps as they left for lunch Friday
afternoon escorted by Sheriff Gerald Vander-

beek

(fourth

from

right)

and

Undersheriff

Harris Nieusma, (in uniform back row.) The jury
foreman, Clare Broman, (fifth from right) read

the verdict which found Ed

Christian Netters

Van

guilty of second degree murder. Other jury

members are Pearl Bohl, Thomas Straatsma,
Scott Holmes, Dick Kruizenga,Mrs. Gerrit

Ward Flusher, Wilbur Scholtz, Mrs.
Henry Kooiman, Roger Bollina, Stanley Sutherland, and John Ritz. All are from the northern
part of Ottawa County.
Boiten,

Eenenaam

(Sentinel photo)

Jamestown
The

local

CE

Holland Netters

society gave a

program last Friday in the
large crowd was present Blank
Third Straight
I and refreshments were sold after
Holland Christiansrampaging the program. An offering was MUSKEGON (Special)- Hollam
tennis squad posted its third vic- taken. This was for the work of High’s tennis team blanked Mus
tory in four days, Thursday after- the Rev. and Mrs. Don De Young
kegon, 7-0 in the opening mate!
noon, on the 2Lst Street courts,as who are doing missionary work in
for both schools here Thursdaj
it whipped the Otsego netters, 5-2. East Harlem, N.Y.
The Bulldogs were the third class
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Elliott and afternoon.
The Dutch had an easy time arx!
B school to fall before the Maroons children enjoyed a visit this past
this week.
weekend with Mrs. Elliotts sister only one of the matches was close
Again Thursday.Coach Harold and family, Mr. and Mrs. Willard as Holland recorded its 46th
straight dual match win. The
Grissen of the Dutch used many Hens, in Waupun, Wisconsin.
strings over the past
ings for repairs and improvements.
young players includingfive sophoSaturday evening Mr. and Mrs. victory-skein
vicious
than
other
citizens,
but
the
him.
tian
School.
pt. 45 Weersing's First Add. City
Costs for houses was estimated at
three seasons.
mores
and
two
freshmen.
The
local
H.
Van
Klompenberg
were
guests
Mrs. Ben Lemmen and Mrs.
of Holland.
514,653 and to other buildings at
Rog Plagenhoef. playing No. 1
mentor was pleased with the im- at the wedding and reception of
Anthony Klingenberg and wf. to Reka Wolters were hostesses
Mrs. Harold Ter Haar and family.
58.108.
provement
shown
over
earlier in her cousin, Mildred Gloria Bursey singles for Holland,put away Dave
Mrs.
Walvoord
announced
that
the
Mrs. Martin P. Wyngarden was the week. Particularly gratifying
New constructions,in additionto Harold Vander Bie and wf. Pt. district convention will be held
and Roger Slykhouse ai
at the Scv - Hathaway, 6-3. 6-4 in the best
SW *4 NE'4 SE’4 36-5-16Twp. Park.
a Saturday caller on Mrs. E. S. to Grissen was the play of the ond Congregationalchurch in match. Holland Coach Joe Moran
the 52,137 for storm shelters,inThe Rev. Harry Buis Sunday Brower of Dren the.
Anthony Klingenberg and wf. to May 14 at Grand Haven.
cluded 55,083 for five garages and
reported that both boys turned in
doubles combinations which won Grand Rapids.
Klomparens BuildingCompany Pt.
preachedon "I Thirst” and "An
53,200 for storage tanks.
all three matches from the Otsego
Sunday evening Mr. and Mrs. strong opening-matchperformanSWU
NEV*
SEK
36-5-16 Twp. Park.
Ever Present God.”
Total estimated cost of completclub.
H A. Bowman were supper guests ces.
Pet Show Presented
Jacob Essenburg and wf. to Roy
ing all work outlined in the buildFive fophomoresdotted the HolArlyn Lanting, one of the sophs, o! their brother and sister, Mr.
Ten men of the local church
E. Ellison and wf. Lots 25, 26 J. C.
ing permits is 592,586.
Admitted to Holland Hospital were asked to help cover the By Jefferson Students
playing No. 1 singles, showed good and Mrs. M. Rynbrandt in Byron land lineup and all pleased Moran.
Dunton's Add. Twp. Holland.
.Thursday were Mrs. Daniel Clark,
The cold weather hampered someform as he easily disposed of Phil Center.
homes of Holland with invitations
Russell Michermershuizenand
213 West lOtn St.; Paul Moker, to the Barnhouse meetingswhich Miss Betty Cook's first graders Newport, 6-1, 6-1. Another soph.
Mr. and Mrs. N. Mtyer and Mr. what.
Ross Boersma Feted
wf. to Harold Vanden Bosch and
699 Lake St., Saugatuck: Phillip will be held at the Holland Civic at Thomas Jefferson School pre- Bernie Evink, played some fine and Mrs. L. Van Rhee have reIn the No. 2 singles, Les Overwf. Lot 23 Legion Park Sub. Twp.
At Birthday Party
Huff, 99 West 27th St.; JeffreyCarsented a pet show Thursday after- tennis before bowing to Jim Me turned home from a three week way stopped Danhof, 6-1, 6-1 and
Center, April 14 thru April 18.
Holland.
A surprise party was held Tues- W. DeLeeuw and Sons Lumber ter, 698 Aster Ave.; Mrs. Earl The Golden Chain meeting was .loon. Their mothers and younger Nutt, 6-4, 5-7, 6-3. Evink had match trip to Florida and places of in- sophomore Jack Hulst came
through in the No. 3 spot with a
day evening at the home of Miss Company to Peter Borchers and Driy, route 1; Lawrence Ebert, held on Thursday at 8:00 p.m. in
point on the Otsego winner twice terest along the way.
brothers and sisters were special
Joyce Van Fleet, 680 Washingtonwf. Pt. SW*4 NW»4 17-5-15Twp. route 2, Fennville.
Jake Zylstrawas a dinner guest 6-1. 6-1 win over Fuller. Another
in the second set before eventually
the Hudsonville Reformed church.
guests.
Discharged Thursday were Mrs.
Ave., in honor of Ross Boersma
bowing. Otsego also took the third at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Tony spohomore, Wayne Ovenvay deThe King's Choraliers put on the
Holland.
who celebrated his 19th birthday Russell A. Michmershuizenand Harold Brower and baby, 85 West whole program.
A program was presented with singles as Ron Granger whipped Grit in Hudsonville Tuesday noon. feated Church. 6-4, 64).
28th St.; Mrs. Eugene Working and
anniversary.
A cottage prayer meeting for each student taking part. Gayle Ron Windemuller.6-4, 6-1. Karl The local college and university Senior Marshall Elzinga teamwf. to William T. Boersma and wf.
baby. 2M East 14th St.; Mrs. the Barnhouse campaign will be Eilander acted as announcer. The Overbeek took Christian'slast sin- students have returned to school ed with sophomore Jack Damson
Following an evening of dancing
Pt. NE*4 NEVi 27-5-15 Twp. HolPeter Jacobusse,route 5; Mrs.
the guests were served a two- land.
held at the home of Mr. and Mrs. entire group sang two songs en- gles point by stopping Mickey after enjoying a spring vacation to win the No. 1 doubles, 6-1, 6-1
Susan Vander Bie, 340 Maple Ave;
course- lunch featuring the tradiwith their parents.
from Hopma and Marieck. Two
Harold 0. Ryberg and wf. to James Doomewerd,401 Howard Jacob Morren at 8 p.m. Saturday. titled "A Musical Mix-up” and Walters, 6-0, 6-1.
tional birthday cake.
Gordon Mast was home over the sophomores, Dennis Kuite and
Sermon subjects of the Rev. What King of Kitty Have You?” Playing together for the first
Wililam H. Clarit and wf. Lots 69,
Ave.; Mrs. William Ross, 867 West
Those attending were Jim Van 70 EflgewoodSub. Twp. Park.
Harry Buis, D.V. Sunday will be Wayne Brandt, Janice Israels, time, Ron Weener and Bill Good- weekend from Great Lakes Naval Boh Teall walloped Hill and
25th St.; Mrs. Albert Brewster, 81
Putten, Gayle S t e k e t e e, Sid
Petroski. 6-1 6-1 and Bill Bouw-’
"It is Finished” and "The Palm Steven Keen. Susan Streeter. Craig yke. in the No. 1 doubles played Training Station.
Harold 0. Rydbbrg and wf. to
West 35th St.
Tiesertga,Kay Smith, Ron ChandMrs. John Van Noord spent Tues- man and Dennis Wiersma won
Sunday Donkey.” The offeringfor Billingsand Kathy Tobias read a good tennis to stop Gene and
William H. Clark and wf. Lots 15,
Hospital births include a daughler, Ann Herfst, Doug Knapp,
the parking lot project will be re- story called "Pets at School." The Wayne Laws. 6-0, 61. In the No. 2 day with her children, Mr. and over Twinning and Dekker, 6-4,
52 Edgewood Sub. Twp. Park.
Margi Schaftenaar,Larry Dyk- Burton P. Gale and wf. to Wil- ter, Patti Lynn, born Wednesday ceived at both services.
children then sang "My Pet" and doubles, Dale Dykema and John Mrs. Gordon Van Rhee in Grand- 6-2. Ron Yonker, another Dutch
to Mr. and Mrs. Harold Eding,
stra, Barbara Duffy, Bob Bonnet,
sophomore,defeated Carlson, 6-2,
Mrs. SybrandtDe Hoop is con- *My Bunny's So Funny.” Kevin Voss, a soph-frosh duo, defeated ville.
liam Arendshorst and wf. Lot 41
Dawn Jalving, Kelly Van Liere, Wildwood Sub. City of Holland. route 4; a daughter, KristieLynn, fined to her home with rheumatic Slagh, Joann Ver Beek. Frances Lee Hughes and Doug Harper,
64) in a practice match.
Mary Ann Seif, Terry Hofmeyer, John H. Van Dyke and wf. to bom Thursday to Mr. and Mrs. fever.
Mrok, Peggy Horn, Janice Nyhoff 6-4. 6-1. Another frosh-soph comArlyn Cook, route 3. Zeeland; a
Barbara Becker, Tom Bos, Sharon
Good Friday •services will be and Cher>’. Ettmueller read stories bination for the Maroons, Bob
William Arendhorstand wf. Lot
GRJC Golfers Defeat
daughter born Thursday to Mr.
VanEerden, Dennis Wiersma,
42 Wildwood Sub. City of Holland.
held April 19 in the Vriesland Re- from pet books which they had Brower and Dale Piersma, stop- Hope’s Net
Carol Van Dyke, Dale Jones, Frederick H. Klunder and wf. to and Mrs. Robert Vanden Berg, formed church.
made.
ped Ralph Decker and Carl HeemHope in Warmup Match
route 4; a son, Ross Alan, born
Marilyn Rocks, Tom Blackburn,
The childrendisplayed their pets stra, 6-0, 6-0.
William Brewer and wf. Pt. NWtt
Easter sunrise service will be
Thursday to Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Dorothy Larion,Marty Elzinga and
following the program. Pets inHope College’s golf team was.
NEtt 31-5-15 City of Holland.
held at 7 a.m. at the Forest Grove
by
Knoll, route 2; a daughter, Melanie.
Mary Kuiper.
cluded
dogs,
cats, birds, fish,
stopped by Grand Rapids Junior
Gerrit E. Bredeweg and wf. to
Reformed church. The Rev. H.
Also Roger Plagenhoef, Marlene
Sue, born Thursday to Mr. and
turtles, a white mouse and a rabbit. Saugatuck Man Dies
College Friday, 9-6, in a warmup
Hans A. Von Ins and wf. Pt. Lots
Buis will speak.
ALMA (Special) - Hope Col- match
Mrs. Maxwell Crispell, 439 WashHarbin, Bruce Stegenga,Nita
13, 14 Blk 3 Marsilje Sub. City
Mr. and Mrs. Ehner Boss and The pet show was the climax to At Home of Daughter
lege’s tennis team squeaked past
Bloemers,Wayne Overway, Darington Ave..
a unit of study on pets. The unit
Ray De Does, Kalamazoo junior,
of Holland.
Kathy of Zeeland spent last week
lene Nynas, Jack Loyer, Carol
SAUGATUCK
(Special)- Frank Alma College here Friday, 4-3 in captain of the Hope team, was
included
a
trip
to
the
Humane
William Vogelzang and wf. to
Tuesday at the home of Mr. and
Stryker, Jack Scully, Ruth Van
Society Shelter,many reading ex Michael Kreusch, *95, died Friday the opening match for both schools. medalist in the match with an 80
Ottawa Savings and Loan Assn. Pt Adjourned 3 Months
Mrs. Henry Boss.
Howe, Ross Boersma and Joyce*
evening at the home of his daugh- The win gave Hope one - half and won 3-0. Bob Burwitz, HolSWtt SEK 32-5-15 City of HoUand. GRAND HAVEN (Special) - The followingwere welcomed in- periences about pets, art activities
ter, Mrs. Anna Bolles of Sauga- point in the MIAA tennis race. land sophomore,won his match
Van Fleet. Special guests were Mr.
and
learning
about
the
care
and
Theresa Lillian Lemmen et al to Ivan Leslie McCallum. 41, former to the membership of the Vriesand Mrs. Boersma and Sharon Van
tuck, followinga lingeringillness. Half of the points toward the ten- 3-0 to account for the Hope points.
treatment
of
pets.
Daniel Vandertilland wf. Pt. NW% Holland resident now living in land Reformed church on transfer
He was born March 5, 1862, in nis title are received from the dual Senior Joe Martin, Junior Ray
Fleet. Chaperones were Mr. and
NWK 33-5-15 Twp. HoUand. *
Canada, promised to pay $75 im- from the Jamestown Christian RePiqua, Ohio. He lived in the Sau- matches and the otherhalf from Bekkering and freshman George
Mrs.Van Fleet.
Charles Vander Beek and wf. mediatelytoward support of his formed Church, Mrss. Junior Hey- Zeeland Over Top
gatuck area 40 years and was em- the MIAA Field Day.
Bitner each lost 3-0 to give the
to John Hulst and wf. Pt. Lots 21 wife and children when he was boer, and Mrs. Harry -Buis and
ZEELAND - Zeeland City has ployed as a mason.
John Jeltes, playing No. 1 for Raiders the win.
Addition No. 1 to VanDenBerg’s arraigned before Circuit Judge baptized children, Mary Etta, gone over the top in its Red Cross
Driver Apprehended
He is survived by three sons, Hope, defeatedDarbee, 6-1, 6-2 and| Coach Al Timmer has Bob Holt
Plat City of HoUand.
GRANQ HAVEN (Special)
Raymond L Smith Friday noon, Timothy, and David on transfer drive to raise $2,651.58 this year. George A. of W a u ke g a n, Dl., Dwayne Teusink, playing No. 2 for of Holland, Dave Ousterling of
Theresa Lemmen to John Beebe and his non-support case was ad- from the Brooklyn Commun'ty Re- So far, total gifts amount to about Frank J. of St. Petersburg, Fla. the Dutch, lost to Andresen,2-6,
Within a f:ew minutes after
La Palme. Wis„ both freshmen
ceiving a call from the Muskegon and wf. Pt. NW»4 33-5-15 Twp. journed for three months to give formed church of Cleveland, Ohio. $160 more than the assigned quota. and Harry V of Memphis, Tenn.; 6-2, M. Phil Boersma (H) def.
and Peter Cupery. Holland junior,
p.m. Fri- HoUand.
sheriff’s office at 10:25 p.m.
McCallum an opportunity to prove A cottage prayer meeting was Chairman this year was Mrs. N. J. two daughters. Mrs. Anna Bolles Schuel (A), 6-1, 64); Rort Hugres also out for the team. Hope
day, state police apprehended
to the friend of the court and the held at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Danhof who with her husband has of Saugatuck and Mrs. Catherine (H) lost to Johnson (A), 6-4, 6-2
has been hampered by the cold
Plant or transplant evergreens court that he “means business." Gerrit Boss of Forest Grove on been active in Zeeland city Red Hoadley of Clearwater. Fla.; sev- and Jim Kamp (H)) def. York (A),
Robert Gable, 31, route 1, West
and damp weather, limiting outOlive, whose car was allegedlyin- with a ball of soil around the His wife obtained a divorce last Saturday, April 6 for the Barn- Cross drives for many years.
eral grandchildrenand great- 6-2,’ 6-4.
door workouts.
roots.
They
must
have
moisture
volved in an accident in which 13Oct 26 at which time McCallum house campaign to be held at the
grandchildren; two daughters - inIn doubles Jeltes and Teusink
year-dd David Babcock of Muske- to establishtheir root system, so was ordered to pay $7.50 a week Holland Civic Center, April 14
'Hiere are “shootingstars" smal- law, Mrs. JosephineKreusch of defeated Darbee and Johnson, 2-6,
The Earl of Haig, a
gon was injured.Gable was im- supply them generously with for each of their three minor chil- thru 18.
ler than a human’s thumb. They San Francisco, Calif, and Mrs. 6-3, 6-4 and Boersma and Hughes dier, organized the sale of
water,
mediatelyturned over to Muske* dren until they reach the age of Nelva Ter Haar of Kalamazoo burn out before they strike the Veronica Kreusch of Wilmette, lost to Andresenand Schubel, 64), pies on November 11*
world.
gon county authorities
18 yean.
was a week-endguest of Mr. and earth.
DL
6-2.
came known
*
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Win

hall.
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HOLUND
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NEWS Sunday School

Open House

to

HOLUND CITY NEWS,

Mark Anniversary

Lesson

THURSDAY, APRIL 18, 1957

Christian

IGPersonsSeek

Mrs. Chef f Donates $500

Buifiig Permits

For Children's Prises

Endeavor

Sunday, April 21
JeHua’ Victory and Commission
Matthew 28:1-10; 28.16-20
by C. P. Dame
(Based on copyrighted outlines

Easter Sunday, April 21, 1957
1 Serve A Risen Savior
Matthew 28:1-10
by Darrell Fraakea
The empty cross is a victorious

produced by the Divisionof Chris-

symbol of

power

During Past

Announcement of a 5500 gift
from Mrs. P. T. Cheff to boused
for prizes, trophiesuxi special

Week
Zeeland Case

work In the children’!section of
Applicationsfor buildingpermits
death. Nearly all protestant increased last week as 16 were
the annual Tulip Time Flower
the Churches of Christ in the
Show of the Holland Garden Gub
churches display the empty cross. received by Building Inspector
U. S. A. and used by permission.)
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Second through fourth grades:
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E. E. Brand was elected presi- Class 701 — Indian Pow-Wow, a
ought to set a . good example by
were now sure— they had the word fast-moving age that the educator
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one's line of duty.
jects.”
Lord in person, risen from the watches his barometer and his
Class 702 — Kewpie Doll Korner.
Music in the lounge preceded the sad?” (verse 17b)
tractor; cost St 000.
1958 season Monday night. Harold
He was referringspecifically to dead. The women were well recompass and attempt to prepare dinner.Mrs. Marion DeVelder was
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Justin Piers, 53 Graves Place, Costing is the new vice president,
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for the demands of his facilities
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were prompted by love.
and his faculties.
by Mrs. Curtis Snow at the piano ing said unto him” (verse 18a) tor; cost, 5200.
aesthetic reasons and costly new
and Mrs. Margaret Kuiper, secre- sory.
II. Believers.in the resurrected Today there is no chance for
Fifth through sixth grades:
tary.
and Mrs. Morrette Rider on the Cleopas; "Art thou only a
office buildings, inside parking,
Jesus have a great work to do. the gradual adjustment that pioneer
Gass 703 — Fairy Fanfare, a
violin. They presented "Pieta” by stranger In Jerusalem, and hast
Raising funds for the new band
new restaurants, etc., for senators At a mountain in Galilee Jesus
fathers used to be permittedto
Warford. "AveMaria" by Bach - not known the things which are
shell to be built in Kollen Park design of flowers of one color usand representatives.
met his disciples to whom he made enjoy. We are swept into the sudGounod and "ChristWent Into The come to pass there in these
The desirability of those im - the statement that all authority
was the big project for the club ing a fan as an accessory.
den currents of change, and it is Hills" by Hageman.
days?" (verse 18b)
Gass 704 — Rodeo, a composition
provements is not in question.The
this year. Rwiring officers who
had been given to him by God. difficult to 'predict the flow of the
Jesus: "What things?" (verse
J. J. Riemersma presented the
aided in this project were James in bright colors.Accessories perargument that 5200 million is only
Seeing that he had received all waters, he said.
a tiny drop in a budget of a 572
Crazier, Brand, Fred Kobes and mitted.
slate of officers selected by the 19a)
authority he had the right to give
One of the i^ost challengingproGeopas: "Concerning Jesus of
Junior High School:
billion budget is irrelevant.The
Mrs. Gertrude Van Spyker.
nominating
committee,
and
the
oniers and this he did. Jesus made spects of the future is the great
Nazareth, which was a prophet
Gass 705 — Mexican Silversmith,
important part of Martin’s proa great claim when he said that area of automation. Some regard club elected Bruce Van Leuwen, mighty in deed and word before Holland outboard enthusiastsare The Band Boosters Gub voted to a composition in gay colors in
nouncementis contained in his all authority had been given to
president; Miss Adelaide Dykgrant 12 scholarships to eligible
getting their boats In shape in
it with awe and some with fear.
wails, "I think we ought to set a
band and orchestra members in container resembling silver (alumhuizen, vice-president;Mrs. John God and all the people Yea,
him.
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preparation for the annual outand
certain
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of
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good example.”
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the Junior high and senior high inum foil). Accessories permitted.
The Lord gave a great com- change, and we must be ready to
board marathon,Saturday, July groups.
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If economy does not begin at
Mrs.
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Arendshorst
and company made us astonished,
mand: "Go ye thereforeand teach live with it. Accompanyingthis is
6.
home, where is it going to begin?
It was also decided to provide composition in a boy container or
Paul Frederickson. new members which were early at the sepulchre;
all nations, baptizingthem in the the unbelievable development in
One of the most colorful events
... and found it even so al the
If the President, the cabinet memsuitable awards for outstanding using a toy as an accessory.
of the executive board.
name of the Father, and of the
of the summer resort ‘season, the
bers, the representatives
and sena- Son and of the Holy Ghost.” This the field of electronics,a field
service to
of both Mrs. Carl Cook is serving as
The invocation for the evening woman had said: but Him they
race covers 104 miles of the Grand
which is just remaking our world.
saw not" (verses 19b-24)
groups.
chairmanfor the special education
tors, the governors,the legislators,
was an astounding command. This These areas are creating a demand was given by Dr. Marion DeVelder Jesus: "O fools Ought not River.
are unwillingto be economical in
Director Arthur Hills gave a des- section. Its schedule follows:
and
retiring president,Mrs. Edcommand is still in force and for skilled manpower to design, to
The race winds through the rivChrist to have suffered these
"The Music Box"
the things that affect them, why
cription of the All-City Music Festhat is why we send out mission- operate, and to keep in repair ward Donivan presided.
er from Grand Haven to Eastmanthings,
and
to
enter
into
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Gass 201 — Pictorial Harmony,
should anybody be?
tival to be held in Gvic Center on
aries to all parts of the world. equipmem about which we are
ville and then back, with many
glory?" (verses 25 - 26)
The brutal fact is that for two
April 30. He also announced that a design interpretinga picture to
Note that the discipleswere or- only beginning to learn. The neverNarrator; "And beginning at treacherous curves. An inspector Dr. William D. Revelli, interna- be made in a cigar box container.
generationsthere has been no exto
dered to disciple and baptize. The ending source of power in the
Moses and the prophets, he ex- of the American Power Boat As- tionallyfamous director of the
ample of economy in high places.
Class 202 — Minuet, an arrangeLord did not prescribe the mode field of atomic energy soon to
pounded unto them in all the Scrip- sociationhas okayed the cafrse. University of MichiganBand, will ment featuring a Hogarth curve
The trend has all been in the other
of baptism.
decisionIs expected soon be guest conductor of the Holland with a focal point.
be manufactured at competitive
tures the things concerning himself
direction. And the result is a tax
The Lord also told the disciples
and their eyes were opened ” whether Spring Lake will be In- High School Band at the formal
burden that is on the verge of to teach all converts.After a per- prices also offers endless possibicluded in the course. A check of
lities. These areas suggest careers
At a meeting of CPH Circle 10, (verses 27 - 32a)
resulting in a tax revolution.
spring concert to be held May 23
son has been won to the Lord he for which we are not prepared to ; Monday evening in Maple Avenue
Ticketed for Starting
the
water level under the jack- in the high school auditorium.
Geopas: "Did not our heart burn
At last people like Martin and a
must grow up spiritually and this train our young people.
knife
bridge
at
the
entrance
to
few others are beginning to hear
| Christian Reformed Church, mem- within us, while he talked with us
Next big project for the Gub is Fire Without Permit
requires teaching. Every congre- These great developments
Spring Lake must be conducted
” (verse 32b)
the voice of their masters, the taxthe Tulip Time Twirling Contest
| bers voted to change its name from
gation should put much stress upon without a doubt give the world
before this portion will be added
.
Narrator: " verses 33 - 36a”
payers.That voice is beginning to
Lawrence Prins, 39, route 2, Monto be held at Civic Center on Satits teaching ministry. There are a shorter work week, and as a re- 1 Christian PsychopathicHospital
to
the
course.
Jesus: " verse 36b ”
worry them. Beginningeconomy
urday, May 18. The contest this day night was issued a ticket for
far too many church members who suit, educatorsmust assume the 1 Circle to Pine Rest Circle No. 10.
The Grand Haven Chamber of year is expected to attract a larg- starting a fire without a permit
Narrator : " .. verses 37-38a ” ..
at home as a wholesome example
do not know what they believe. It responsibility of doing better train- [This is in keeping with all other Jesus: verses 38b-39 ’’ .. Commerce and the Western Michfor every citizen in every home in
er list of participants. George Wal- after Holland Township firemen
is no wonder that some church
Narrator
'.. verses 40-45 ” .. igan Stock outboard racing associ- bridge and Carroll Norlin are co- put out a grass fire on his proAmerica so long overdue that it members are easily misled by the ing in the areas of recreation,cul- circles who also are voting on the
tion are sponsoring the event
ture and continuing education.
Jesus:
verses 46-49 ”
perty near Riley St. and US-3J.
is doubtful if Martin's belated cults.
chairmen for the event.
name change.
Increasing urbanizationand inNarrator:
verses 50-33 end
advice will have any great effect.
Ottawa County deputies said
The disciples were given the as- creasing population are upon us
Guest speaker was Mrs. L.
But the alternativeis economic
Prins had apparently started the
surance that the Lord was ever and with them come great socio- Ekster who recently returned from
House Warming Honors
This dramatic reading should be
chaos.
fire shortly after 9:15 to burn
with them. "I am with you alway, logicalchanges, the speaker conVisits
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times
beWe need in Washington, and in
grass on the land. Approximately
Africa where she and her husband
Mr.
and
Mrs.
R.
Leslie
even unto the end of the world. tinued. We used to be an agricul-,
every state capital, another Thomsix acres were burning when nearhad been missionaries for three fore presentationDo this so that
"These words do not suggest a tural nation with 85 percent of our’
as Jefferson, who, although he was
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Leslie were by residents called the fire deyears. Mr. Ekster was forced to this presentationwill be stimulatpromise— they state a fact. The people on farms. Today 6.8 percent
personally wealthy, rode to his
honored at a surprisehouse warm- partment.
retire from active missionary work *n8 rather than time killing
Lord is always and everywhere of our people produce the food and
inaugural on horsebackand tied
ing Saturday evening. The guests
Deputies said the flames were
because of his health. Mrs. Ekster
present with his people as they the fiber essentialfor our living.
his horse to the White House
presenteda gift to the honored shooting dozens of feet into the
showed colored slides and exVolunteer
women
workers
wiH
work for him. It is the Lord’s We must face the future realizing
fence with his own hands — not
plained the work in the Sudan Eratha Rebekah Lodge
make a house-to-house visit ’ for couple. Game* were played and re- air and while no homes were impresence that inspires his disciples that we will have more and more
because he was stingy but because,
mediately in danger it could have
field. Two solos were sung by Plans Month's Events
the Ottawa County Unit otf the freshments were served.
to work diligentlyfor him while older people. We have already
in Joe Martin's words, he wanted
The hosts and hostesses were jumped to nearby structures.
Miss Joyce Bareman and Miss
American
Cancer
Society
Thursthey can.
learned that they w’ill be pre- Shirley Vanden Brink, accompan- The meeting of the Erutha
to "set a good example."
Deputiespointed out that any
day, April 25 from 6 to 8:30 p.m. Mr. and Mrs. Earl Borlace. Mr.
dominatelywhite, predominately ied by Mrs. M. Cook. They are Rebekah Lodge was held Friday
That kind of thing is not done
it was announced today by the and Mrs. Gordon Kardux and Mr. township resident must have a perwomen, and chroni'*ally ill.
today. Today it costs five million Jarvis Ter Haar Wins
from Calvin Christian Reformed in the lodge hail with Miss Esther educational and fund raising com and Mrs. Ted Boeve. Others pre- mit to start a fire. A permit is
One of his predictionswas an Church. Prayer was offered by Cranmer presiding. Mrs. Lillian mittee of the unit.
dollarsto inaugurate a president.
sent were Mr. and Mrs. Harold also needed by those living in the
increa>e of 60 million population Mrs. A. Peerbolt.
It might be a good thing to try Crown Over Olympians
Allbee became a lodge member A training meeting for volunteer Streeter, Mr. and Mrs. Leonard City of Holland.
reducing the waste a little here
in the United States in the next
Mrs. William J. Van Dyke, sec- by transfer.
women workers will be held Tues- Dick, Mr. and Mrs. Dale Shearer, 3.724 MILES OF RIGHT OF WAY
Jarvis Ter Haar. in winning the
18 years.
and a little there.
retary. was in charge of the meetMrs.
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Nead
gave
a
report
day and Wednesday,April 23 and Mr. and Mrs. John Spurgeon, Mr. FENCING ON US-31 FROM, ABOUT
state r.fle championshipat the
All budgets can be cut. Do we
ing in the absence of Mrs D. of the district meeting last month. 24 at 1:30, 2:30, 3:30, 7 and 8 p.m. and Mrs. Russ Hombaker,Mr. ONE MILE SOUTH OF HOLLAND
Ford plant in Dearborn last weekNORTHEASTERLY AND NORTHreally want them cut?
Zwier, president.
Members of the lodge decided in the downstairs room of Peoples and Mrs. Vern Schipper, Mr. and ERLY TO Wh STREET. ALLEGAN
end, defeated two Olympic stars
Mrs. Bryan Athey, Mr. and Mrs. AND OTTAWA COUNTIES.
Serving refreshments were mem- not to attend camp at Big Star State Bank.
and a crack shot from Nationalist
Project: M 03032, a UN. M 70021.
Ernest Post, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
bers of Central Avenue Christian Lake this year because of the late
The workers will view an educaMarbles and Hop Scotch
China.
UN
Van Alsburg and Mr. and Mrs, ClNet
Reformed church including Miss date.
elaMiflcaitlonrequired for thl*
tional
movie
and
receive
material
Ter Haar, who took six firsts
project at 2 J
Rena Bareman, chairman, Mrs. Mrs. Melva Crowle was intro- pertinent to the Cancer Society Vern Stillwell.
Winners Announced
and two seconds to win the grand
Sealed proposal*for the conrtrucWilliam Boeve, Mrs. Cora Bare- duced as District 29 secretary.
program of /esearch, education
Uon ot this project will be received
Citywide marbles and hop scotch aggregate in the indoor rifle
man. Mrs. Fred Heerspink, Miss The first meeting in May wiH be and service.
from contractor* having 1956 or 1957
matches, won over the Olympic
Mrs. Anna Plagieman
Michigan State Highway Department
tournaments were completed MonElla Brink and Miss Alberta De the time selectedas voting on the
On these visits of the volunteers,
prequail/lcatlona,In the Small Audiday in the fifth and sixth grades gold medal winner in rifle compeWeerd.
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to
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It material concerning the seven dan- Succumbs at Hospital
torium, Civic Cer
Center, La ruing, Michitition from Canada. He also outand winners were announced toThe May meeting will feature an was reported that Mrs. Jeanette
gan. until 10:30 A.M., Eastern
ger signals of cancer will be dispointed
Veryl
Wright,
the
United
Standard
Time
on Wedneaday, May
day by John Spurgen, director of
Mrs. Anna Plaggemars,73, 168
address by Mrs. Edward Tanis of Cranmer is a patient in Edgewa8, 1957 and will then and there be
tributedto every house within the
physical education in elementary States representativeto the OlymHighland,
died
Monday
afternoon
Zeeland on "Christian Hands." ter Hospital, Room 311, North
publicly opened and read. Propoaal*
Holland city limits. Any contripics and Denny Wu. the Nationaschools.
at Holland Hospital.Mrs. Plagge- may be mailed to the Contract Ashland, Chicago.
butionsmay be made at this time,
Office, 715 Stevens T.
list Chinese rifle champion, who is
In marbles competition among
mars was borrf Feb. 25, 1884 in Fre- Batimate
Mason Bldg., Lanatng, Michigan.
A chest meeting will be held at but are not being solicited.
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the
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Chapter, Sons of the Revolution,
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Longfellow, finishingin the next
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three places.
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one sister, Mrs. Edward Evenhuia
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TYie hobo breakfast this week
of Holland; one sister-in-law, Mrs.
the sixth grade hop scotch queen
Hopkins, vice regent; R. E. Chapwill be held at the home of Mr*. Honored At Shower
The kind oi a nation we will have
Simon Poole also of Holland and ototad oofy *
while Gloria Blackburn. Lincoln; Willard Vander Bie
man, secretary,and Paul Hender- Kay Beekman on Fifth Ave.
one step-sister, Mrs. Harry LandMary Dobben, Longfellow and
depends principallyon the quanti- son. treasurer.To serve as state
Miss Joyce Broekhuis was honorWillard R. Vander Bie, son of ty, the quality, and the basic essenstra of Grand Rapids.
Betty Veenhoven,Van Raaite foloficers are Dr, G. W. Van Verst,
Michigan,uMo 8:00 P.M. of the day
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and Mrs. LaVerne Kortering
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honor
at
a
family supper Satur- Very few people realize and
tion and Janice Wise, Longfellow,
and Henderson, treasurer.
Guests attending were the Mes- Seven-year-oldEileen Cavanaugh
day evening. He was recentlydis- sympathizewith the educator’s
Vicki Fris, Longfellow and Doris
The meeting was in charge ot Forty guests gathered at Apple dames Harold HiHsman, Arthur who
severely burned when
charged from the Army after two respomibility to prepare people
Sterk, Lincoln were next in line.
Robert Crawford, retiringregent, Avenue School Friday evening to Boeve Sr., Arthur Boeve Jr., Ivan her* clothing caught fire in her qutred. Minimum wage paid to -labor
years service. He was stationedat for this new and changing world.
who reviewed various activities honor Mias Doris Wieskamp with Compagner,Edward Kampen, Nick home March 28 hu been trans- rmplo^fd^on^lhl* contract•hall be
the Savannah River Project in In fact, the American people are
the propoaal.
of the club during the year. Re- a miscellaneous shower. Games
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Guests were Mr. and Mrs. Jay cation that the new era demands.
given and the activityschedule The room was decorated with Boeve, Henry Voetherg, John ital for akin grafts and if expected Deposit, properlyendorsed, on sn
A divorce decree was granted in Vander Bie. Mr. and Mrs. Glen Today we are paying one and one•pivst* bank, # In the »um of
for the new year was adopted. spring flowers, fbrsythia and daffo- Broekhuis, J. Walscot, Herman to remain there for a month. Her
000.00 payable to Charlei m.
Circuit Court Tuesday to Gladys Zuverink and Vickie,Michael and half times as much for tobacco and
Robert Evans was secretary pro dlls. Mias Wieskamp will become Kortering and Miss Crystal Broek- parent*, Dr. and Mrs. Robert
ler, State Highway Ootnmlsatonef
Rom of Grand Haven from Harvey Lonnie , Mr. and Mrs. Herbert two and one-half times as much
must
tern in place of Rex Chapman who the bride of Dale Van Eck on May huis
Cavanaugh,who also were burned
Roes of Muskegon.Custody of the Baar and Linda, Sandra and Kathy, for alcohol as we are paying fawas Hi.
24.
Guests from Muskegon included as they attemptedto extinguish
four minor ch'Mren wo* to the Mr. and Mrs. A1 Van Dyke and higher education.
In other business members deGuests were from Grand Rapids, the Mesdames Justin Boeve, El- the flames, were released from
mother
Nicky, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Varv
The great question now is: Shall cided to discontinuefor a period
Holland, Zeeland and Midlandrmore Boeve, Henry W. Boeve, Nor- Holland Hospital Saturday. Eileen of the contract to the State Highway
der Bie and Jeffrey, Mr. and Mrs. we prepare youth to live In a
of two years the essay contest Lunch was served by the hostess- man Boeva and D. Van Kekering. Is in the first grade at Lakeview Department.
The Lake Superior district in the Henry Vander Bie and Bobbie Jo world Very similar to this one we
The right la reserved to reject any
Upper Peninsula is part of one of and Cindy Miss Betty Becksfort, eqjoy or shall we prepare him for held each year for history students es, Mrs. Edward Van Eck, Sr., Those unable to attend were the School.
or all proposal*._
of Holland and Zeeland high Mrs. E. A. Van Eck, Mr*. Marvin Mesdames Audley Boeve,. Donald
CHARLES M. ZIEGLER,
Iron ore producing re- Miss Joanne Vander Bie and Leroy
a future which we cannot even schools,' because of lack ot inter Van Eck, Mrs. Paul Van Eck and Boeve. Jay Dykhuis, Muriel Dyk- Americana tmoke some 400 bilComm, -loner
el the world.
Teerman.
predict
est.
Mrs. Willard Weatveer.
tion cagaretaa year.
huis and Walter Nnber.
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GRAND RAPIDS (Special)
Holland Christian’s baseball squad
opened its season on a losing note
here Monday afternoon by bowing
to the Grand Rapids Christian
nine, 7-4. The winners now have a
1-1 mark for the season play so
hitting

versity highlighted thf program
Friday evening wteri more than
1,200 parents and friends attended the 4-H Ottawa County Achievement Day activities held at Holland1 Civic Center.
Gerald Geurink, member and
junior leader of the AllendaleChristian 4-H club, was awarded the
scholarship by Richard Machlele,
Ottawa County Agriculturalagent.
Geurink will take the agricultural
coures offered by the university.
The scholarship amounts to $600
a year and is renewable.

downfall of Coach Elmer Ribbons’
Maroons Monday afternoon. Two
Dutch hunlers,starter Merle Dykema, and Allen Walters turned in
creditablejobs for the locals giving up five walks while fanning
.seven batters. Sandwiched in between the walks, however, were
six timely hits which did the

damage.
Coach Jack Bolema of the Eagles used three right handers in

Named to

stated or. the
mound for the winners, but he was
relei ved by Pastoor in the second.
Pete De Vos came on in the fifth
for the winners. The Eagle trio
gave up four hits, while walking
four and striking out seven. Holland’s trouble was that three of
their hits came in one inning.
Other than a safety in the fifth,
local bats were silent.
The Dutch started the scoring
In the third frame as they tallied
four times on three hits, a walk
and a sacrifice. Catcher Ken Goodyke opened with a walk, and went
.to second on a single by First-

ment house. The dub also donated $10 to Holland Community Ambassador Miss Barbara Emmick, ex-Pan-Am member, who will go
to Chile during the summer, and also $10 to the Pan American
Union for teachingmaterialsto combat illiteracyin Latin America.
Pan-Am members earned the money from the variety show held
Feb. 22 and a carnival staged on March 11.

baseman Warren Otte. Dykema

(Holland High photo)

PAN AM ACTIVITIES —

Jack Hamelink, treasurerof the Holland

High School Pan-AmericanClub presents a check of $65 to Miss
Mary Rhoades, directorof PrestatieHuis which will be used for
bulletin boards,flannel boards and other equipment at the achieve-

sacrificedthe runners along, and
both came home on Shortstop other duo of base hits, a walk and
George Kalman’s single. Right- an error accountedfor another
fielder Dan Bos was safe on an Eagle tally in the fifth. Grand
error, and then third baseman Rapids final run came in the sixth
Jim Kool sent two more runners inning without the aid of a safety,
across with a long triple.
with two errors and an outfield
Grand Rapids came right back fly doing the trick.
In the third with four runs of their
Christian invades Fennville for

mm

sfe

represent Ottawa

county in the state style revue in
Lansing in August were Ruth Welters of Drenthe, Norma Keppel of
Mrs. Robert Walker
Huyser and Karen Naber of Van Grand Rapids Saturday.
Raalte. The followingwere select- There were a number of entries
ed for the style review honor roll: from both counties.
Barbara Boyink, Janie Buchanan, Mrs. Walker will represent this
Kathy Witte, Diane Van Kampen, district at the state convention in
Joan Nagelkerk and Cheryl Ou- Detroit, May 4-5, when a state
dersluys, first year; Carol Steg- queen will be selected.
gerda„Mary Van Voorst and San- She is employed at the local G.
dra Holwerda, second year; Janice E. plant and is the mother of a
Slot. Susan Smith, Mary Grover four - year - old girl. The Walk.and Ruth Naber, third: Mary Lou ers live at STWest 12th St.
Talsma, Faith Huizengaarid Judy
Boyink, fourth, and advanced students. Janice Stevens.Norma Keppel. Ruth Welters, Mary Keppel,
Barbara Zienstra, Janet Hirdes,
Karen Naber, Karen Anderson,
Barbara Hall, Joyce Michmerhuizen, Iva L. Maclure, Susan Osner,
Patricit Szapinski, Betty Cook,
Bonnie Van Klompenberg, Doro- GRAND HAVEN (Special)
thy Dietrich and Nancy Hill.
Fifteen persons appeared before
Winning county honors in sew- Lars O. Syverson, examiner for
ing constructionwere Bonnie Lee the Driver Services District No. 5

Thursday.

art error, if*
plus a triple by Leftfielder J. Tim-

second game of the week on

ISDrivers Appear

-

Trounces Martin

Andre and Mildred Darbee, first

of the

Departmentof State Thurs-

FENNVILLE (Special)— Fenn- year: Yvonne Van Klompenberg,day afternoon.
ville
its drive for --a second second; Judith Rotman, and Kar- opened
----- ------- —
Dennis LaVeme VerHage, 22, of
straightA1 - Van League baseball en Veldman, third; Susan Osner, 354% W. Central, Zeeland,had
title with a 10-2 walloping of Mar- advanced, and Arlene Beuschel, his license revoked.
-

mer accounted for all of the dam- Line score ...........
age in the inning.
R H E
Two more hits and a walk pro- Holl. Chr ....... 004 000 0-A 4 4 tin here Monday afternoon.
The Blackhawksbroke the game
duced the fifth Grand' Rapids G. R. Chr ..... 004 111 x-7 6 2
wide
open in the fourth inning with
marker in the fourth frame. AnBatteries:Dykema, Walters and
Goodyke; Kamps. Pastoor. De six runs on three consecutivehits,
a hit batsmen, a walk and an erVos and Brummel.
ror. Two runs each were scored
in the first and third frames. Martin tallied its two runs in the sevRev. John Rotting Gives

Will Receive

Christian Golfers

Admitted to Holland Hospital
BATTLE CREEK - The Battle
Friday were Jake Koslow, 1622 Elmer St, Holland; Louis Freeman, Creek Veterans Administration Lose First
Hospital will pay tribute to 116
339 MarquetteAve.; Mrs. Edward
volunteers Wednesday, April 24,
Walters, 736 Myrtle Ave.; Mary at its annual volunteer recogniHoUand Christian's golf squad
De Boer. 620 Maple Ave.; Mrs. tion banquet.
opened play in the West State
Jay Peerbolt. 27 West 30th St.; Those from Holland who will be Golf League, ‘Monday afternoon
Mrs. Dietra Visser, 713 North honored with 100-hour award cerand fell victim to defending chamShore Dr.; Herman Schlpper, tificates are: Mildred Barense,
route 2, Hamilton; Mrs. Jacob Lorraine Broker, Solphia Doome- pion North Muskegon, 50. The
Bos, 50 East 19th St.; WUliam werd, Kathryn Galien, Cornelia nine hole match was played on the
Lundy, 175 East Eighth St.; Louis Klomparena,Mrs. William Norlin, Saugatuck course.
Mantho, 218 West 15th St
Marian Nles, Sue Sandy, Mrs. N.
Despite the shutout,Coach John
Discharged Friday were Mrs. Tiesenga, Betty Westenbroek, Gen- Timmer was encouraged by the
Aria Borgman, 139 West 15th St; evieve Welton and Mabel Zoer- play of the Maroons. He pointed
Mrs. Frank Raab and baby, 564 hoff.
out that bad weather had kept
West 22nd St.; Carl Heetderks.
practicesto a minimum, and that
route 6; Jake Koslow, 1622 Elmer
the Norsemen had already played
St.; Mary De Boer, 620 Maple
two matches this season. He alio
Ave.; Mrs. Mable Oskaboose and
noted that the point totals of the
baby, 95 Burke Ave.
two squads differed by only 10
Admitted Saturday vere Edward
strokes. Under league rules, one
Ruhllg, 66 West 31st St; Bernard
point is given for each of tour inDies
at
Van Oort, 465 Riley; John De
dividualsmatches,and a fifth is
Vries, 172 East 13th St; Mrs.
awarded tor low team total.
Roam Jordan. 1349 South Shore Mrs. Nellie L/>kker,70, of 108 Medalist for the Maroons was
Dr.; Mrs. John Bussles, route 5; East 14th St. died at Woodhaven
Wes Nykamp, a junior, with a 46.
CorneliusDome, 181 West 14th St.; Rest Home in Zeeland Friday
He was followedby Ken Michmermorning
after
being
in
ill
health
Eari Walters,Jr., 86 West 21st
huizen with a 49, Dave Scholten.
St.; Clinton Meyering,588 Wash- for the past three years. She was
50, Terry SeUes, 54 and Jim Huht,
ington Ave.; Mrs. EscolasticoPer- bom in. Grand Rapids and in 1914
57. Only the tour lowest scores
ez, 572 West 18th St; Mrs. William married Henry Lokker. She has
are counted in match play, howlived in Holland ever since. Mr.
Blank, 668 Van Raalte Ave.
ever.
DischargedSaturday were Ed- Lokker died in 1922.
Bob Prins was low man for the
ward Sjoerdsma, 164 East 16th St;
Mrs. Lokker was a member of
Muskies with 45, followed by Fred
Judy Lappenga,122 West 20th St; First Reformed Church where she
Livingstone,46, Bob Cersman, 48
Clinton Meyering,588 Washingtonhad been active in choir, member
Bob Bond. 50 and Hal Dean 58.
Ave.; Cornelius Donze, 181 West of the Ladies Aid and had taught
On Thursday, the Dutch travel
14th St.; Mrs. William Blank, 668 Sunday School.
to Comstock Park to take on the
Van Raalte Ave.; Mrs. Jay Peer- Surviving are two daughters,
league powerhouse panthers.
bolt, 27 West 30th St.; Mrs. Daniel Mrs. John (Henrietta)Dalman of
Clark, 213 West 10th St; James Battle Creek and Mrs. Earl W.
Wlersma, route 1, East Saugatuck; (Elaine) Nettles of Fort Meade, Marriage Licenses
Mrs. Peter Kolean. 185 Riverhllls Md.; two sons, Chester F. Lokker
Ottawa County
Dr.; Mary De Boer, 620 Maple of Holland and Maj. Homer C.
Roger Mulder, 21, route 1, AlAve.; Louis Mantho, 218 West 15th Lokker of Fort Monroe, Va.; seven lend ale. and Geraldine Kiekover,
St.; Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cavan- grandchildren; three sisters. Mrs. 22, route 2, Hudsonville; Theodore
augh, 743 Lugers Rd. ; James Christena Keech of Grand Rapids, Emelander, 25, route 1, HudsonEgbers, 3387 Port Sheldon Rd.. Mrs. Herman Hubner of Jackson ville, and Lois Begerow, 24,
Hudsonville; Mrs. Jlobert Zigler and Mrs. C. A. Albrightof Detroit. Grand Rapids; Robert Jay Westerand baby, 161 Glendale Ave.; Mrs.
hof, 21, route 1, Holland, and Rena
Claude Holcomb and baby, 328 ColBurns, 18, Holland.
lege Ave.; Mrs. Arie Vander Wilk
and baby, 284 East 11th St; Mrs. Hospital
In the sea horse family, it la the
Cornelius Caauwe and baby, 711
male that wears the pouch in which
Riley St.; Mrs. S. W. Kulpers and
the young are raised.
baby, 93 East 29th St.; Mrs. GerVisiting
ald Stielstra and baby, 731 Lakewood Blvd.; Mrs. Melvin Koenes

Match

Age

For Examination

FennvilleNine

Women

Mrs.H.Lokker

Urn

Kamps

own. Three walks and

Mrs. Robert Walker of HoUand,
was electedqueen of Young Democrats of the fifth district of Michigan, which includes Ottawa and
Kent Counties, at a dance In

scholarshipto Michigan State Uni-

and some typi-

Local

VA Recognition Awards

Announcement of winners who
compete for state honors and
the awarding of a four - year

cal first game mistakes proved the

the contest.

Hospital Notes

Yoanf Democratic Queen

will

far.

Lack of

Honors

For 4-H

To Drop Opener

Named

70

Changes

OB

Rides

Rubber Stamps

Starting today, visiting rules in
and baby, 82 East 39th St.
Morris Alva Visser,28, Conklin; Admitted Sunday were Bernard the maternity departmentin HolHandicraft articles which will be Robert Fredrick Bramer, 18, Coop- Meiste, 268 East 24th St.; William land Hospital are changed to al24
sent to Lansing for, competition ersville; John Geenen, Jr., 17, of Takken, 178 West 35th St; Carl low the maternity patient to name
HOUR
were made by Richard Timmer 618 Lincoln,Holland; Norman Heetderks, route 6; Joseph two other persons to visit her durSERVICE
and Bruce Kelly, first year; Rod- Boeve, 22, route 4, Holland; Rog- Skinner, Jr., route 2, Fennville. ing afternoon visiting hours. This
ney Wagner. Bruce Van Der er VanderZwaag, 18, of 447 Col- Discharged Sunday were Harold change is made possible because
Phona
Ploeg, second: Alvin Machiela, lege, Holland; Gary Julius Huf, Dalman, 262 East 12th St.; Charles of the increase of space and facilithird: Brian Bosworth, fourth,
EX
20, of 549 Hiawatha, Holland, and Klungle, 56 West 27th St.; John ties. Previously, only husbands
Rich Arrell, fifth; Tom Sickman, Robert Nevin Savldge, 24, Lake- Sttgenga, route 2; John Dc Vries, were allowed to visit patients in
enth inning.
RUHIR
Holy Week Talk at Kiwanis
Gerald Steanburg worked for seventh and James Henning, ninth. view Trailer Court, route 4, Hol- 172 East 13th St.; Edward Ruhlig, the maternity department.
STAMPS
Winners in conversationwere land, had their licensessuspended 66 West 31st St; Mrs. Harold Cards for the two other visitors
the winners, allowed seven hits and
. The Rev. John Sotting of Faith
struck out 11 batters. Steanburg, Robert Brody. Emil Hecksel Di- for a month.
Eding and baby, route 5; Mrs. will be marked "afternoon only." S70 Rectf
ChristianReformed Church adbothered by only three previous anne Hansen and Vonnie Snyder
Opal
Cavins, 268% West 14th St; These names cannot be changed
George
Rohn,
37,
Nunict;
John
dressed the Kiwanis Club Monday
and for photography, Marva Geer- Willis Schaap, 41, of 107 East 38th, Mrs. Arlyn Cook and baby, route during the patient’s stay. Only two
workouts, walked eight.
evening in observance of Holy
Denny Morse led the Fennville lings. Receiving plaques for best Holland; Donald Leroy Schlpper, 3, Zeeland; Mrs. Hudon Chapman persons may visit at one time and
Week.
hitters with three for three while room conservation exhibits were 28, of 530 Howard, HoUand; Rob- and baby, 36 168th Ave.; Jeffrey the husband is not to be askedi to
Theme of his talk was the imhis brother, Mickey Moree had two Pine *Creek. school room, taught ert Charles McGregor,17, route 1, Carter, 698 Aster Ave.; William relinquishany of his visiting time.
portance of daily decisions affectout of three. Doug Allan of Fenn- by Mrs. C. Weener and Rosy Grand Haven, and Robert Meek- Lundy, 175 East Eighth St.; Mrs. The other two special afternoon
ing individualsand those in close
ville made the only extra base hit. Mound, taught by Mrs. M. Cornell. hof, 29, Hodsonville, each were Dietra Visser, 713 North Shore Dr. visitors must alternateIf the huscontatt with them. He pointed
Individual winners who will re a double.
given six month’s probation.
Hospital births list a son, Scott band is visiting.
out that decisions are usually
at homt and
Bud Serna, Martin pitcher,had ceive trips to Camp Shaw next George B. Speet, 44. of 5924 G., bom Friday to Mr. and Mrs. In the event the patient’shuschoices made between two issues.
summer i n c 1 ud e Eldon Groentwo of the Dippers three hits.
band
works
evenings
and
cannot
Jerald
Geerts,
380
Fourth
Ave.;
a
Washington Road, HoUand, and
Rev. Boning emphasized that
veld, Vonnie Snyder. Kathleen
Line score:
Lovell Dale Whitman, 31, route 1, daughter, Debra Sue, bom Friday visit during the evening visiting
Pilate failed to make a positive
Arronge that special
Lamerson
and
Jon Van Den Berg.
E
Spring Lake, were given instruc- to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lamberts, hours, these cards can be marked
ness appointment at
decisionfor Christ and against the
Electrical
articles made by
Martin .... 000 000 2
2 3 5
tions.
346 West 32nd St.; a daughter, "evening only." The husband can
Bier Kelder. Air-conditioned
people who were demanding cruciPaul Van Huis and Ronald WesFennville.... 202 600 x — 10 7 1
Brenda Ruth, bom Friday to Mr. always visit both afternoon and
with only nationally adverfixion.
tra. first year; Glen Bareman, secBatteries:Serna and Bos; Steanand Mrs. Joseph Dalman, 4324 evening. In the event the husband
tised beverages. Open for
The speaker concluded his talk
ond
year, and Kenneth Me Nitt
burg and D. Morse, Hammer (6).
Canal
Ave., Grandville;a son, cannot visit either afternoon or
your conveniencefrom noon
with the point that people cannot
and Bruce Vissers. third year will
James
Allen, bom Saturday to Mr. evening,he may call this to the atuntil midnight.
"wash our hands" like Pilate, in
be sent for state competiUon. All
and Mrs. Regnold Banger, route 4. tention of the OB nursing supervideciding for or against Christ. If
who participatedin electrical proA daughter, Diane Desiree, born sor and special arrangementscan
YOUR HOSTS*
people fail to decide in favor of
jects were awarded pins by MarSaturdayto Mr. and Mrs. Ger- be made to visit at other hours.
Christ, they automaticallystand on
vin Heft of the Consumers Power
PAUL
AND
IDNA VAN RAAITI
William J. Bradford, Jr., a di- ardus In’t Gronen, 300 West 13th
Afternoon visitinghours in the
record against Him.
Co. He also awarded cash awards rect descendant of Gov. WiUiam
St; a son, Eric John, born Sun- maternity department only will be
ACROSS PROM POSTOPPICI
to three outstanding clubs. Hoi - Bradford, addressed the Elizabeth
day to Mr. and Mrs. John Tucker, changed to 2:30 to 4 p.m. Babies
land
Christian
with
Fred
Vander
ZIILAND
The N a v a j o s are America’s
Schuyler Hamilton Chapter, 717 53rd Ave.; a son, Kevin Dean, will be shown at 3:45 p.m.
Ploeg and Louis Damstra as lead- Daughters of the American Revolmost numerous Indian tribe.
bom Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Hospital Director Fred Burd
CLOSID SUNDAYS
DOUGLAS (Special)
Covert ers received $10; the Hot Wires ution, Thursday afternoon at die
Corrie Bouwman, route 2; a son, said the admitting office will obof
Coopersville
in
charge
of
John
High School’s baseball team took
home of Miss Katherine Post, John Francis, bom Sunday to Mr. tain the names of the visitors and
advantage of starter Harvey Slot- Koning and Roland Reed won sec- South Shore Dr.
and Mrs. Francis Fendt, 917 K. mark the "maternity visitors perScroppy says:
man’s wildnessto build up an ond prize of $7.50 and Watt Work- Speaking on the subject "Amer- Cherry Lane, East Lansing; a mit." During hours when the adCOMFORTABLE
early lead and went on to defeat ers of Allendale with Marvin Vis- ica Gains Her Independence"Mr.
daughter, Gonsolata Maria, bom mitting office is not staffed,the
Support FIRM ENFORCEMENT
Saugatuck, 6-1, in an Al-Van ser as leader received $5.
Bradford reviewed the events in Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Mario person taking the history will obThe only achievementbooth in the stiuggle for independence beAUTOMATIC HEATING
League game played at the Dougtain the names of the visitors.
of all traffic laws.
the local exhibit was made by ginning with the Battle of Lexing- Sgroia, 605 Michigan Ave.
las athletic field Monday.
IT
Slotman walked four (men in Norma Keppel and will be shown ton in 1775 through the signing of
at
East
Lansing
during
Club
week
Zeeland’s Tennis Team
each of the first two innings and
Simple Assault
the Treaty of Ghent in 1815.
watched three runs score in the in June.
His clear, concise account of the
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
A trio. Marsha Vanden Berg, most important events ot this per- Takes Kenewa Loop Lead Kyle
first and two more in the second.
always buying
materials
Fundervurk.53, Grand HaSharon
Riemersma
and
Ruth
MulQuincy Johnson gave the runners
iod gave his audience a renewed ZEELAND (Special)— Zeeland’s ven, paid $5.10 In Municipal Court
propulsion in both frames by col- der of the New Groningen club appreciationof the brave struggle tennis team took the first step to- Monday on a charge of simand Judy Holman, soloistof for independencemade by forelectinga single and a double.
ward its fourth straight Kenewa ple assault. The alleged offense
Bill Figley took over on the Hanchett4-H club, were selected fathers of the present generation. league net crown with a 3-0 blank- occurred Saturday night upon
120 Rivw Ave.
Holland. Mick.
i
mound for the Indians in the as 4-H talent winners and will The speaker pointed out that ing ot Fremont here Monday.
James Lewis in the hallway of
compete in a district contest in
fourth inning and blanked Covert
since the Treaty of Ghent, by which
an
apartment
house
where
both
Dave Van Peursem, playing No.
on a single safety the rest of the East Lansing in August.
a firm and lasting peace with Eng- 1, stopped Ron Workman, 6-3, 6-1 the parties reside. According to
Mrs.
Grace
Vander
Kolk,
home
way.
land was established,the country and Demy Huxhold, in the No. 2 state police Fundervurk was beSlotman, who shifted to first demonstration agent was narrator has had 142 years of peace with spot, edged Ken Oosterhouse. 4-6, ing kept awake by the pounding • Heating • Air Conditioning
base after being lifted, almost for the style revue entitled "Mod- England. On three occasions the 6-4, 6-4 in a marathon two • hour of Lewis with a hammer. The fraEaves Troughing
ern Design.” The girls entered a
gained revenge for his shaky pitchUnited States and England have match. Stan Vugteveenand Wayne cas ended up by Fundervurkgetdecorated doorway onto the stage
Get wore complete protection ot low cett with
ing performance.In the fourth,
fought together in defense of the Tanis won the doubles match from ting the hammer and striking Lew- Phone EX 6-7716 & ED 5-8353
with modernistic effect, and walkwith Saugatuck behind 6-1, he tripfree peoples of the world.
Dwayne Burt and Ray Wakefield, is in the forehead inflicting only
now homeowner*' 4-IN-1
ed down a long ramp, extending
led with the bases loaded to knock
Miss Laura Boyd led devotions 53, 50.
a slight wound.
Afv Mis Indoor Sunshint
K
midway into the auditorium. Miss
in three runners who had walked.
using as her theme Patriot’s Day
Z
e
e
1 a n d’ s Oaig and Keith
Jean Gilles of the Kent County
Two singles by Hackney,one of Extension staff announced t h e which is observed on April 17 as Hubbell scored a one-set 6-4 win The marble dome that tops the
•COVERS YOUR HOME
Provide fir*and orti*fcov*roo*«.» /ai| VMCCI
which drove In a run. and a single
a national holiday by many East- over Gerald Dummer and Phil Rhode Island state house at Proviclothingwinners and Mrs. Vander
•covmsyour
rnvrM vrvi* pmsonal
km/miai I
by Bob Brackenridge provided the
ern states in commemorationof the Olson in a practice match
dence is the second largest in the
PROPERTY*
Kolk presented pins to the style
rest of the Saugatuckhitting.
Battle of Lexington.
Provid#!covarog* on tuch
revue honor roll members.
propartyonywhar*In ih*
Line score
Mrs. Earl Price presided. Hostworld.
Master of ceremonies was WarR H E ren Bosworthof Georgetown. Judy esses for the social period were
.co^you, legal
Covert ...... 320 100 000-6 7 2
Randall Bosch, Mrs. W. F.
The Happy Way to
Van Kampen of CoopersvilleMrs.
Protacl* you In cat* of octldanh
POLICY!
Saugatuck
....
001
300
000—4
4
2
Kendrick,
Mrs. Kenneth Peirce
on or oft your praadat.*
gave the opening prayer. Sandra
Batteries: Sparrow and Barbour:
a COVERS CRIME PERILS
Keep Trim, Healthy
Kragt of Waverly and George and Mrs. Dwight Yntema.
ProvidatThaft limironc*on your
Slotman, Figley (4) and Hackney.
Hill of Canada Hill led the pledges
boa*— your panonal proparty—
ot hoa* or owoy.*
to the American and 4-H flags, Radio, Change Taken
f
-i a. - -it—.
Bowling bar* oiiara you a
*w fPvfotyim m#.
respectively,and Gerald Geurink
Speekenbrink Named
winning
combination ot good
conducted group singingwith Mrs. In Local Burglary
H Pays To Know Your STATE FARM Afoot
Governor of Antilles
Norma Rozeboom as accompanlun. good •itrcU*. good lalHolland detectivesMonday conist. Organ music was provided by
The
Netherlands Information Lee De Free.
lowihlp. Try ill
tinued
their
investigation
of
a
BEN VAN LENTE, Agent
Service branch office here has reIn charge of arrangementsfor breakin at the Bolhuis'Lumber Co.,
173 College
Phone IX 4-8133
ceived word that Dr. A. B. Speck-,
the county AchievementDay were 200 East 17th St, sometime during
enbrink, economicminister at the
i
You'rt turt lo bowl your boil on our cltaa.
Willis S. Boss, 4-H club agent for the weekend. It was the third bur' CHESTER L. BAUMANN, Agent
Netherlands Embassy at Washingglary there in the last six months.
Ottawa
County,
and
Mrs.
Vander
woll kopl alloys. Soldom a wait.
135 I. 35th
Phono IX 4-8294
ton, D.C., has been appointed govDetectives said entrance wai
Kolk.
ti
ernor
of
the
Netherlands
Antilles,
again made through a window on
AuthorisedReoreientativee
formerlythe Dutch West Indies.
the south side ot the building. ApDr. Speekenbrinkhas visited Council Approves Budget
proximately $1.25 in nickels was
Holland, Mich., on two occasions, The City Council tentatively taken from a soil drink machine
th£ last time in the summer of approveda city budget for fiscal which had been smashed in a pre1955. He has held high offices in 1957-58 at an informal meeting vious breakin. A small radio also
<
The Netherlands, London, Indo- Thursday night. The budget will was taken.
nesia and Washington, DC.
be formallyadopted at the next A workman’s apron and hat
Council meeting April 17 and a were taken from the glove comProtectyour family and firm when
FANCY EASTER
Many birds chirp while migrat- public hearing will be scheduled partment of a Cook Lumber Co.
the highlinefails with this handy
ing to guide their young.
for May 1.
truck, and set afire. The burning
F-M tractor-drivengenerating set.
article charred aome lumber but
M/
Available in 2000, 3000 and 5000
no large fire resulted,detectives
said.
watt capacities, 115-230 volts AC.
knitting.
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Water supply now
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Automotic Transmission
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and Repair
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with
labor and transportationas a key
factor in determining plant locations. One third of the nation’s
total plant spending for new construction in the past five years
has been concentratedin the Great
Lakes area.

mmo

in 1865.

furnace, incubators, etc., for average
family farm.

BOTER KRAKELINGEN
THY OUR "OUDE WYVEN" HONEY CAKE

French Pastry Shoppe

The Marquis of Queensberry
supervised the drawing up of the
boxing rules that bear hi*

Smallestset can supply enough
power to operate lights',milkers,

BUTTER SAND PECAN
COOKIES
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Eoit 8th St

Phona EX 2-2542
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P.O.

PHONE IX

ROX 212

M494

ON M-21
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Oldsters to Be Honored at Centennial Celebration

HON. GEORGE VAN PEUR8EM (right), speaker of the House of
Representatives,ghats with a group in the lobby of the Warm
Friend Ta^rn in connectionwith the annual Public Relations
dinner of the ASWA chapter. Seated, left to right, are Anna
Beukema, Mrs. J. Van Peursem and Mrs. George Van Peursem.
Standing are W. J. Brouwer, Cecelia Ver Hage and Dr. John Van
Peursem, father of the speaker.
Event to Feoture Pageant Entitled 'One Lord, One Faith
(Sentinel photo)

Honored guests at the

centennial the founding of the ChristianRe-

pageant of the ChristianReformed formed church locallyas well as
church which will be presented the doctrinal and historical roots
of the denomination as a whole.
April 25 and 26 at the Holland
The cast which will includealmost
Civic Center, will be almost 70 200, all from Classis Holland, will
people in the Holland Classis who be under the direction of Mrs.
are 85 years and older. All will John Bouwman. Assistingwith the
receive complimentary- tickets and choral work will be Marvin Baas
as many as are able to attend will and Miss Cobie Bos will direct the
sit in a reserved section, Mrs.
speaking choir.
John Timmer, secretary of the
Seated left to right in the group
pageant committee, reported.
The pageant, entitled “One Lord. 90 years or older are Mrs. B.

Mrs. H. Nieuwsma, 101; Mrs. H.

Schaftenaar,

90; Mrs. J. Y.

Huizenga, 92.
In the second row are E. Kamphuis, 90; Louis Jalving, 93; Mrs.
H. Hamberg, 90; Mrs. H. Dykema,
93; Mrs. A. Keizer, 91; Mrs. J.
Jansen, 90 and J. Harmsen, 91.
Others in this age group, not pictured are Mrs. J. Robbert, 93;
Mrs. S. Galien, 90; J. Kole, 90;
Mrs. J. Lam, 93; Mrs. E. Reimink, 90; Mrs. H. Tien. 96; Mrs.
M. Tibma, 91; Mrs. F. De Young,

HoUand Riflemen

Fashion Preview
Well Attended

Finish

Unbeaten

—

Though winter ignored the calendar, the "Fashion Preview of*

EASY DOES IT
Teen-age driverswere put
through their paces Saturday at the Jaycee
Roadeo at the Civic Center. First place went to
H. James Rottschaffer, route 4, who will
represent Holland at the state Roadeo in
Detroit next month. Second and third place
winners were Kenneth dipping, route 1, and

Kent Rowder, 374 FairhillsDr. At the next
Jaycee meeting, Rottschaffer will receivea $50

savings bond while dipping and Rowder will be
Holland’s Rifle Club finished the 1957" presented evidence Thurs
presented$25 bonds. Here, judges Louis
season undefeated Friday night day night that spring is not far
Hallacy and Jerry Lubbers watch a tricky
with a 1,443 to 1,433 win over Kal- away to an audience of 375 at
slalom
manuever.
amazoo Blue Water Club at the the Montello Park School gym.
local
*
(Sentinel photo)
Mrs. Alice Riksen, president of
The victory gave the Holland the Mothers' Club of MontelloPark,
marksmen a 12-0 dual match rec- introduced Carol Duvall, the narBook on Life of Martin
ord and included three wins each rator, and welcomed the guests.
One Faith,’’ traces the historyof Wolters, 95; Mrs. J. Bussies, 90; 92.
over the other teams, South Hav- Organ music played by John
Lather’s Wife Reviewed
en, Kalamazoo,Grand Rapids and Swieringa, made a pleasant backBattle
Creek.
ground
as
Miss
Duvall
introduced
James Me Cormick, well known
A . meeting of the Fellowship
Holland will face Michigan City, the models. They passed through
early pioneer.
Gub was held Sunday evening at
In
First
Ind., winners of the southern divi- a flower covered arch onto a stage
Dr. Harriett Cooke and Miss
Zion LutheranChurch. In the abMr. and Mrs. Wayne Woodby erv Marion Pike, who have spent the
bordered
by
red
geraniums
and
sion of the St. Joseph Valley
by Peter Boggs
sence of the regular president,
Carol Tuls of Holland Christian Ralph Richman presided. Robert
The E. E. Fell Junior High
tertained at dinner Sunday for the winter at Tucson, Ariz., have reAssociationon a neutral range at pink azaleas.
Chicken KillingCures
Now that it is spring and cooped- a later date for the league cham- Pastel shades as well as navy Junior High School and Bob Wal- Underhill gave devotions.
School Band, conductedby Ray
second birthday anniversaryof turned to their home on the lakewere predominant in suits, dusters, ters of Holland Christian Senior A short movie was shown on
shore. They called on Mr. and up chickens a re again running pionship.
Roth, was the only class A junior
their daughter,Abigail. Guests
In chalking up the northern divi- dresses, play clothes and sports High, were winners of first places "Feudalism," showing the the way
were the grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Keag, who had as about their yards, I am getting
high band awarded a first divicostumes
in
a
wide
variety
of
fabtheir guests, the R. B. Newn - my usual requests for informaUon sion title, Holland had the most
the Lords and Ladies live in castles
Mrs'. George Bocks Sr., and aunts
in the Americanism contest consion rating at the state contest
hams
of Saugatuck.
on
how
to stop dogs from killing trouble from Kalamazoo overall rics. Particularly pleasing were
and
their
relationship
to
the
peaand uncles, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
chickens.
but a three - point win against the be ruffled "sissy" look and the ducted in the Junior and Senior sants who lived on parts of the Saturday at East Lansing High
Borgman and Kim, all of Holland;
Here are two methods you might Grand Rapids was the closest new Spanish trend. Beautifulhats High Schools of Holland by the land surrounding the main castle. School.
Mr. and Mrs. George Bocks Jr.
employ if your dog is killing your shave the Holland team had. John complimentedthe ensembles and Legion Auxiliary of the Willard G.
Mrs. Dorothy Spiegemeyer of The band played "Grand Tri and four childrenof Grand Haven.
neighbor’s hens. One is to fasten Clark's offhand shooting won the attractivehairdos. As usual the
The family of William Bocks of
Leenhouts
Post
No.
6
for junior Bay City gave a book report on umphal March" by Guilmant and
little tots stole the show.
a large piece of freshly - killed Grand Rapids match.
KatherineVon Bora, the wife of
Martin was unable to attend beand senior divisions.
Gifts were given to the woman
"Hiawatha Land" by Osser in adchicken to the dog’s collar and a.Jarvis
Ter
Haar
again
led
the
cause of illness.
Winning
second
places were Dr. Martin Luther. It was no small
low it to remain there for a week shooters Friday with a 295 while married the longest and to the
task
being
the
wife
of
a
such
\
dition
to the required number,
Juniors chosen by the student
Carol Risseladaof E. E. Fell
or so in order to make the odor Clarence Baker followed with 290 newest mother. Several surprise
council to represent Boys State
junior and senior divisions, respec- great man and the mistress of “Belmont Overture.”
Disabled American Veterans of chicken forever loathsometo and Vem Avery, 284. Other local gifts were also given.
such a house as the "Black Cloi-j
and Girls State at MichiganState
An outdoor scene at one end of tively.Honorable mention in the ster" so called because of the Adjudicators were Fred Weber,
Auxiliary
Chapter 14, meeting at the dog.
shooters were: Tom Smith, 283;
University in June are George
junior department when to June
Another method that will usual- John Gark and Glenn Bonnette, the gym was colorfully decorated
black robed monks who used to composer and conductorfrom
Power, 16, son of Mr. and Mrs. the home of Mrs. Willard Van
by the Mesdames Pauline Tague Terpsma and Stephen Anderson, live there, Mrs. Spiegemeyersaid. Michigan Gty, Ind.; William Faas,
George Power, and Marlene Hicks, Regenmorteron Howard Ave., ly cure a dog of chicken killing 282; Howard Working.280; Alma
both of E. E. Fell Junior High.
conductor of Michigan Gty bands;
is to tie the dog in a chicken yard Gark, 276; Louis Van Ingen, 272; and Alice Baker. Yellow flowers
This huge place has three floors,
16, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wal- Thursday evening, elected new offormed a frame at the window The 93 essays entered in this one of which containes 40 rooms Edgar Ross of Central Michigan
for
two
or
three
days.
Naturally
Jake
Meurer,
270
and
John
Weeter Hicks. Boys State is sponsored ficers for the coming year and
which was used to servo the contest were entitled"Heritage of and a good many were filled at College at Mount Pleasant and
by the American Legion and Girls also named delegates to the con- feed and water him during this num, 269; G. Sutton,A. Hathaway
a Free Land" and were limited
Dr. Allen Brittainfrom the Uniperiod. After he has been in the and J. Sougek all had 283’s for punch and cookies. Serving refresh- to 500 words.
different times with friends and
State is sponsored by the American vention to be held in Traverse
versity of Michigan.
ments were the Mesdames Bea
hen
yard
for
these
two
or
three
Kalamazoo.
travelers. At one time a family of
Legion Auxiliaryand Women’s City in June.
Shashaguay, Lilli an Meyers, Schools participatingwere HolThe band won the right to apdays tied to a post by a chain
11
children
stayed
for
along
time.
Club. •
Named to office were Mrs. Shud leash, untie him, but make him
Irene Swanson, Ola Essenburgh, land public and Christian high "Master Kate," as Katherine’s pear at the state contest as a reMr. and Mrs. John Andrews and Althuis,
Mrs.
Frieda Kruid and GeorgianaGar- schools, E. E. Fell and Christian
sult of winning a first division ratfour children of St Louis, Mo. Leonard Smith, senior vice com- stay in the yard with the hens for
Junior High Schools and St. Fran- husband called her, gave him five
ing at the district contest in
velink. Chairman of the cleanup
a
few
more
hours.
Watch
him
children,
took
care
of
a
garden,
were guests last week of her fa- mander; Mrs. Egbert Kars, junior
cis de Sales School. Cash prizes
March.
committee was Mrs. Darlene Bowwhen
you
first
release
him—
if
he
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Orlie
Bennett
of
ther, Marc Hutchinson and son Ed- vice commander; Mrs. Henry
of 310 for winners of firsts in each made special cheeses, the surplus
en.
The Holland Junior High Orchesward, and son Robert Hutchinson Poppen, chaplain; Mrs. C. Hav- goes for any of the hens then tie East Lansing spent the weekend
division and 35 for seconds were of which she sold and even had tra, conducted by Carleton Kelch,
him
up
again
for
another
twentywith
his
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
a
small
brewery
for
beer
and
barand family.
provided by the local auxiliary.
inga, treasurer;Mrs. Ed Oudman,
also won Division I ratings at the
four hours. It is strange, but after Harry Bennett.
At the regular meeting of Bethel adjutant; Mrs. John Kars, execuWinning entries to be sent to ley soup which were their favorite district contest in March, but will*
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Lowing atChapter OES impressive memori- tive committee woman, and Mrs. a dog has been subjected to such
Mrs. Walter N. Robinson, of Fer- breakfast foods at that time.
not appear at the state contest this
treatment he will, in the future, tended funeral services for their
She rose at 5 each morning and
al serviceswere held for William Marilyn Oilman, alternatecommitrysburg, D i s t r i c t Americanyear under a local ruling allowing
avoid molesting chickens, no mat- cousin, Mrs. Susie Berger, M, in
ism chairman, will compete for sometimes at 4 to have everything attendance at the state contest onNorthgrave, an officer of many i tee woman.
ter where he runs into them.
years.
larger cash prizes with others in order for her husband and the ly every other year.
Mrs. CorneliaOlin and Mrs. Either he loses his fascinationfor Grandville last Tuesday afternoon.
Mrs. Darwin Smead and Mrs.
of Sister
friends she knew he was sure to
Mrs. David Campbell, Mrs. John Kars were named delegates
from the Fifth District.
Both the Junior High Band and
them or he has become tired of flora Tuttle spent Thursday afterMrs. Alden Stoner is president bring home for a meal, if not a Orchestra will appear as part of
Claude Hutchinson and Mrs. Alice to the convention with Mrs. Oilseeing chickens and more chick- noon with relatives in Holland.
Miss Hazel Allen, a well-known of the local auxiliary and Mrs. visit of •some duration,the speak- the 2nd annual All - City Musio
Earl and Mrs. CoUn Cousineau of man and Mrs. Egbert Kars as alens.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Beukema of figure in Holland for many years, George Pelgrim is Americanism er said. * .
Holland drove to Chicago Sunday temates.
Festival to be staged Tuesday,
Grand Rapids spent last Monday died Thursday in Port Huron at chairman.
To carry out the theme of the April 30, in the Civic Center.
and had dinner with Chief CampIn other business conducted by
Dogs
are Cranks
with
friends
here.
evening several kinds of German
bell aboard the S. S. Calumet.
the home of her sister, Mrs. AlMrs. Olin, commander, it was deYes, in many respectsdogs are
Mr. and Mrs. Elwood Me Millan fred P. Huntley with whom she
coffee cake were served by the
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Cooper and cided to invite Department ComMr. and Mrs. Harry Rosenberg of mander Florence Nottke of Battle cranks. If you don’t believe this, and daughter,Cherrie Ann, of had mad? her home for the past
committee consistingof Mr. and Junior High Students
and Mrs. eight months. She was 65.
Grand Rapids were Sunday visi- Creek to the next dinner meeting try switching your dog’s sleeping Spring Lake and
Mrs. Richman, Mr. and Mrs. RobDiscussed at Meeting
box or blanket.He won’t be fool- Roscoe Tripp and daughter, Martors of the Misses Ireen and Inez on May 9 and also to install ofert Underhill and Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Allen owned the Allen Tot
ed
and
he
won’t
like
it. Once given jorie, of Grand Haven spent last
BiUinbs.
John Steininger
and Gift Shop in the Warm Friend
ficers.
The Junior High age level was
. The combined adult and M.Y.F. Refreshments were served by a bed, a dog isn’t satisfied to sleep week Sunday with the former’s Tavern for many years and also
used as the topic for discussionat
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Me the shop in Saugatuckwhich bore
Choirs of the Methodist Church the hostess at the close of bus- anywhere else in^ the house.
Mrs. Gordon Cunningham was
a meeting on the series "UnderA dog quickly learns that his Millan.
will make their first appearance iness.
her name. She was a member of elected president of the Junior
standing the Behavior of Children
bed
is his own property. He beMr. and Mrs. Floyd Lowing at- Grace Episcopal Church and the Chamber of Commerce Auxiliary
Palm Sunday morning. They are Tuesday evening 12 members of
Today" Thursday night in the
comes exceedingly jealous of it. tended a family gathering at the
directedby Roy Schueneman,and
St. Agnes’ Guild. She was born in Thursday evening at the annual
the local DAV Auxiliary attended You will find that some dogs will
Commons Room of Western Theowill sing "The Holy City." Baptisan open meeting of the Holland take almost any amount of abuse home of Russell Lowing near Holland June 6, 1891 to the late diner meeting held at Cumerfords
logicalSeminary.
mal services will be held for in- chapter in the American Legion
Conklin last week Sunday in honor Robert and May Allen.
Restaurant.Also elected were
The showing of a film “Head
from
another
dog
without
fighting;
fants and children and a reception
Surviving are the sister, Mrs. Mrs. Robbert Rescorla, vice presiClubrooms in Grand Haven, pur- but let a strange dog get into his of the birthdays of Floyd Lowing,
of the House” by Conrad Nathan,
for new members.
Jr., Russell Lowing, William Huntley; two nieces,Mrs. Carl H.
dent; Mrs. Roy De Bolt, secre- A 3500 scholarshipgrant for of the Michigan State Department
pose of which was to acquaint dis- bed or his dog house and the fur
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kuhnee
Behrens and Robert Eddy. Thirty- Sturmer of Port Huron and Mrs. tary, and Mrs. Paul De Kok, treaabled veterans with service work will start flying.
study on the graduate level is be- of Mental Health, was used as the
md family of Grand Rapids visit- . the organization. Department
five were present.
K. L. Peterson of Flint; two grand surer. Mrs. George Slikkers Jr., ing offered to a woman teacher basis for the discussion.
I
mention
this
to
bring
out
the
?d her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
The West Allendale Community nieces, six grand nephews and one and Mrs. Louis Hallacy were
commander and serviceofficers of reason why some thought and care
The group attending was dividor prospectiveteacher by Holland
Thomas Fisher Sunday.
Gub met at the home of Mrs. D. great, grand nephew.
the state addressed the group.
elected to the board of directors. Branch. American Association of ed into three parts with discussion
should
be
given
to
his
sleeping
Mrs. Ida Sherman bad returned
Smead last Tuesday for a potluck
The table was centered wth a University Women. Those eligible leaders Dr. Robert De Haan, Hope
quarters when
dog is first dinner.At a business meeting confrom the South Haven Hospital
pink and white carnation arrange- to apply include any Ottawa Coun- College Psychology Department;
brought into a house. Choose a ducted by the president. Mrs. Native of Hungary
where she had undergone eye sur- Summer Vake Levels
ment and mininatureice cream ty resident who is now teachingor Gene Talsma, probate officer and
place that is dry and free from Tuttle, the club decided to discongery. Her cousin, Mrs. Gladys
chairs at each members place who is a senior at any college and Earl Borlace, visiting teacher.
Dies in Grand Haven
Expected to Be Low
drafts— a place that a dog can call
Gooding is staying with her.
tinue meetings for a time. This
were gifts 'from the retiring presi- plans to enter the teaching field,
On May 9, another in the behis own forever afterwards. NevMr. and Mrs. William Van HarCol. Edward J. Gallagher, dis- er place a pup in a damp cellar club has been meeting regularly GRAND HAVEN (Special)
dent, Mrs. Norman Wangen. An- any graduate of Hope college, now havior series will be held at First
tesveldtSr. visited their grand for
27
years.
trict engineer of the U. S. Lake for it will soon become ill. It doesStephen Chasar, 71, route 1, Grand nual reports were given and Mrs. engaged in teaching or any teach- Reformed Church with emphasis
children and families, Mrs. Harold
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Lowing Haven, died at 3:40 p.m. Thursday
Survey, said today that the aver- n't have to be a heated place. A
Wangen reviewed the auxiliary's er in the Holland schools.
on the "Teenager." There Is also
Naughtin of Newago and Donald
age levels of Lake Michigan dur- dog doesn't need heat, his only and Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Lowing, in Municipal Hospital. He 1956-57 projects and events.
The chosen applicant will re- a possibility of another film, reVeltrpan of Muskegon Sunday.
Jr.,
and
two
sons
of
Coopersville
ing the coming summer will prob- requirement is that the place choshas been in ill health since Sep- Besides providing a needy fam- ceive the 3500 grant for a year's quested by the group, to be shown
Mrs. Mae Lucasse has returned
ably range from a lower limit of en for him is dry and not drafty. and Robert Lowing of Grand tember and critically ill the last ily with food, clothing and gifts
study, 1957-58, at the school of her at a meeting in June.
home after spending the winter
Rapids visited their parents here two months.
579.3 feet above mean tide at
at Christmas, the group co-spon- choice.Application blanks may be
The entire series Is being sponwith her daughter, Mrs. Warren
recently.
New York to an upper limit of
He was born in Hungary Oct. 23, sored the Mothers March on polio, obtained from Mrs. John Winter, sored by the couples clubs of
Canned Milk As Pup Food
Snellenberg near Holland.
Mrs. Dorothy Vander Mate visit- 1885, and came to this vicinity
580.3. The most probable level will
Canned milk is an ideal food for
field their annual polio dance and 726 State St., and must be return- First, Third. Trinity and Hope ReMr. and Mrs. Floyd Arnold were
ed her sister-in-law,Mrs. Alice Van
be 579.8 feet.
from Chicago in 1951. He was last assisted the Jeycees with their ed by June 1.
puppies.
It
more
closely
resembles
formed Churches.
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Due to generally below normal a mother dog's milk than does or- Huizen who submitted to surgery employed at the Bastian Blessing Halloweenparty, concession stand
Frank Seeley of Bangor. The womMembers of the AAUW Branch
in
St.
Mary’s
Hospital
recently.
precipitation over the Great Lakes dinary cow’s milk. Diluted with
Co. where he worked until Feb. 18
en are sisters.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Smit and this year. He previously was em- and Tulip Time stand. They do- offered their first scholarship in
Auxiliary Names
the past several months, it ap- water, it can be fed an orphan
nated a book cart to Holland City 1949. Since then four Scholarships
Mrs. Richard Newnham of Saupears that unless above normal puppy that is being raised on a family spent Sunday with Mr. and ployed at the Grand Haven Furnigatuck and Mr. and Mrs RayHospital,
sponsored
a
student
to have been awarded. Applicants Appointive Officers
precipitationoccurs between now bottle.When a pup is being weaned Mrs. Mike Huver of Lowell.
ture store.
mond Rasmussen of Holland SunWolverine Girls State and compet- are selectedon the basis of
and the occurrence of the summer from its mother, canned milk is
Surviving are the wife; a daugh- ed and participated in state and character, need and potentialities Appointive officers were named
day visited their sister, Mrs. Mamaximums, all the lakes will reach also very useful.In fact. I have Mission Society Sees
ter, Mrs. Paul Toth of Grand national auxiliary projects. Mrs. of growth. Those women wishing at the regular meeting of the. VFW
rie Seveiens, who has been ill.
Haven township; three sisters, Wangen expressed her apprecia- to apply for the graduate study Auxiliary Thursday evening at
Mrs. Ruth Stevens and Miss less than average summer maxi- found it almost indispensableas
mum levels.
an item in a young dog’s diet. Dr. Barnhouse Film
two in Chicago and one in Hun- tion for the cooperation of all grant may write to Mrs. Winter VFW hall. Mrs. Frank Balkbvitz,
Mary Lou Rasmussen went to ChiFinely chopped beef mixed with
gary; four brothers, two in Hun- the members on these projects./ for any further information.
cago Sunday for a visit with friends
president, was in charge of the
The MissiortarySociety of the
a small amount of canned milk
gary and two in Argentina, also
for a few days.
meeting and announced that Mrs.
Next month’s meeting, a pot(slightly diluted with water) makes Fourth Reformed Church held its one grandson.
Mr. and Mrs. William Stennecke
Stanley Daining, Mrs. Leonard
luck dinner to be held at Grace
an ideal food to give any pup be- regular meeting Thursday afterreturned home Friday from their
Stiller, Mrs. Neal Eastman and
Episcopal churcs, will feature the
noon
in
the
church
parlors.
tween the ages of 6 and 10 weeks.
winter stay at Tampa, Fla.
Mrs. Claude Holcomb will serve
installation of the new officers.
Tulip
Mrs. D. Van Der Meer r$ad Hope College to Share
Mr. and Mrs. Blakeslee Crane,
as new color bearers and Mrs.
scripture and announced the proMarc, Edward and Robert HutchFuneral Services Set
Irene Hamm will be patriotic ingram. Opening prayer was given In U.S. Steel Grant
Miss
Cora
Rice
Diet
inson attended the recognitiondinstructor.
by Jennie Boer. Sandra Schaap
(or
For Retired Farmer
Hope College will share in an In Douglas Hospital
ner at Hotel Whitcomb at St. JoAccording to an announcement
sarfe "Broken H e a r t e d" and
seph last Friday evening. The ocHASTINGS (Special)— Funeral "Where Could I Go but to the 311.000 grant from the United
received from the VFW State DeThere’s a determinedeffort on partment, the school of instruction
casion honored Stanley Johnston,
Miss Cora B. Rice of 312 Hoffservices were held Saturday at Lord,” accompanied by Marcella States Steel Foundation to the
Michigan College*Foundation.Ten man St, Saugatuck, died late Sun- the part of the Edgewater High will be -held in the near future,
horticulturist at the state experi2 p.m. at Leonard Funeral Home Gearhart.
ment station at South Haven.
for Lee Hubbard, 85, of Jackson, Highlightingthe meeting was a other schools are included in the day at Douglas Hospital following School band bf Orlando, Fla., to date to be announced later. All
Mr. and Mrs. Coleman davison
who died Tuesday night in Holland Dr. Barnhouse film, “Geography foundation.
an extendedillness. Bom in Chi- come to Holland for the 1957 Tulip chairmen are requested to meet
are attending a convention this
The grant is a part of U. S. cago, HI., she came to Saugatuck Festival.
Hospital following a short illness. of Salvation.” Mrs. H. Koeman
Tuesday evening, April 23, in the
Steel’s31,800,000 program of aid 20 years ago making her home
Members of the band are operat- haH to make out annual reports.
week at Cleveland, Ohio.
Burial was in Hastings Cemetery. gave the closing thought.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hutchinson
Hubbard, a retired farmer, Mrs. G. Minnema, president, to education in 1957. The other col- with Mrs. Cady Jordon. She was ing a car wash every Saturday in The next regular meeting, April
and four sons left Monday for a
leges participating are Albion, a member of All Saints Episcopal Orlando to finance the trip.
lived in Jackson for the past six conducted the business meeting.
25, will feature installation of oftwo weeks visit with her relatives
Alma, Aquinas, Emmanuel Mis- Church. There are no immediate According to a clippingfrom the ficers and a potluck lunch.
years after spendingmost of his
Mrs. F. Meyer was the hostess
in California.
sionary,
Hillsdale,
Kalamazoo,
Orlando
paper
sent
via
the
Lanslife in Hastings.
survivors.
for the social hour.
After the business meeting lunch
Mrs. Robert WestveM observed
Marygrove. Mercy, Nazareth and
ing State Journal to The Sentinel
Survivors are the wife, Adah,
was served by Mrs. Clifford DenSiena Heights.
her birthday anniversary Monday
by Mrs. Robert Nelson of 2101 glef. Mrs. Paul Wojahn poured.
three daughters, Mrs. Grlie A.
Damage Set at $225
Devonshire, Lansing:
by antertainingat lunch her
Bishop of Holland; Mrs. Elmer Couple Married
Two cars received damage >esti “We understandthe Edgewater
mother, Mrs. Fred Dressell, also
Loehr of Hastings and Miss Ruby By Municipal Judge
Re-Elected
Head
/nated at 3225 Saturday afternoon boys have made 32,000 from car Man Pays Fine
har sisters, Mrs. Kenneth Williams;
Hubbard of Jackson; one brother,
GRAND HAVEN (Special) when they collided in front of washing, but this is far short of GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Jtri. John Van ErkeL *'-g. A. A.
Bert Hubbard of Kokomo, Ind., one
Miss Betty Kirkwood, 344 Lin- Herman Johnson, assistantworks
1536 Lakewood Blvd. Ottawa Coun- 36,000 needed for the 10-day trip. Van R. Heardon, route 1, Grand
Smith, ail of South Haven.
sister,Miss Etta Hubbard of Battle coln Ave. and Charles John
the Board of Public Works for a ty deputies identifiedthe motor- They want to be able to take all
Coomltia]services were held in
Haven, paid 320 fine and *4.80
Creek, two grandchildren, Mrs. Hopkins of 158 College Ave., were
manager at Bastian • Blessing ists as Percy Walker, 44, of 147 members (100) of the band.
th« Mr Oormick addition of the
Miss Elinor Alice Oetmon
costs in Justice Lawrence De
Frank Bronson of Holland and united in marriage at 5 p.m. WedCo.,
was
re
-elected
president
of
West 16th St. and Nelson Bosman, “The car wash is carried on in Witt’s court Saturday afternoon
Foprtfc Cemetery Saturday af- Mr. and Mrs. George Oetman of Mrs. Fred Miranda of Zanesville, nesday by Municipal Judge Jacob
the Board of Public Works for a 50, of 5 East 12th St
tc*Voon for Fred Jackson 89 of Graafschapannounce the engage- Ohio and four great-grandchildren.
front of Edgewater High, and 20 for building a fire without a per.
Ponstein in the court house at second year. Johnson announced
to 25 boys of the band are on duty mit. It was necessary to call the
His wife, who died sev- ment of their daughter, Elinor
Grand Haven.
today that plans have been comThe king cobra is regardedas all day Saturday to see that the township fire department to exago and was brought Alice, to Ronald Koetsier, son of ’’Loaded” dice are first men Attending the couple were Mrs. pleted for moving the BPW equipthe most dangerousof snakes. It car owners get a good, thorough tinguish the fire. The arrest wai
was formerly Ann Mr. and Mrs. Martin Koetsier of tioned in a Hindu epic about 500 Earnest Olsen, clerk of Municipal
ment into the new electric service lives in the Indo - Malayan area and fast wash Job. The price is by am vernation Officer Har
Coraude, granddaughter of route 2.
B. C.
court, and Mr. Olsen.
building on Harbor Ave.
and its main food is other snakes 3L includingwhite sidewalltires.”
itch.
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AAPW Meet

To Be April 30
Mrs. Donald Brown president of
the Holland branch of the AAUW
has announced that thL month’s
meeting has been postponed until
Tuesday April 30. On that date the
group will meet in the Koffee Kletz
In Van Raalte Hall on Hope College Campus.

Members of the board met
Thursday evening at the home of
Mrs. Kenneth Leggett where plans
for the event were completed. This

will be an important business
meeting and election of officers
will be held.

There was

AAUW

discussion

of

the

state convention to be held

at the Pantllnd Hotel in Grand
Rapids Friday and Saturday, April
26 and 27. Members planning to attend are Mrs. Donald Brown, Mrs.

Robert Horner, Mrs. L. Van
Hartes veldt, Mrs. K. Leggett, Mrs.

Richard Parker, Mrs. John H.
Bender. Mrs. James De Pree,
Mrs. G. S. Mac Kenzie, Mrs.
George Bishop and Miss Crystal

Van
TULIP TIME WORKERS — This picture of the Tulip Time board
of directorsand other appointees was taken at a meeting in
Civic Center Tuesday. Septed, left to right, are William H.

Water, W.

J. Karsten, Willard C.

Wkhers, Mrs.

Vande

De Witt,

R. A.

Lew Hortiell, Don Vink, Wilbur Cobb end J. /. Riemorsmo.
Standing are Sipp Houtman, LaYerne Rudolph, Earl Price,
Morrette Rider, Harold Karsten, Paul Winchester, L. C. Dalman,
Bertal Slagh and Dick
(Sentinelphoto)

Smallenburg.

*

v

HHS

Review Festival Events
,

Plans are shaping up well

the 1957 Tulip Time festival

for

May

15 through 18, the board of direc-

Time Festival,Inc.,
informed at a regular meeting Tuesday afternoon. LaVerne
Rudolph,chairman, presided.
Paul Winchester, in charge of
scrubbers for opening day events,
reportedhe hopes to have a,s many
or more scrubbers than last year.
He is being assisted by Bertal
Slagh working among the merchants for participationnot only
on opening day but for sidewalk
scrubbingon subsequent days.
Progress was reported for the costors of Tulip

Saagatack
Golf Play

Women

Start

Thursday

A

The spring meeting of

social studiescommittee are in charge of arrangements.
It was announced that anyone

record number of parents of

At Trinity Aid Meeting

Run Over Zeeland

ninth grade students spent TuesFREMONT (Special)- Zeeland
day evening at Holland High
High’s track team dropped its first
School learning what subjects and
Kenewa League dual meet of the
activities are available to their season to Fremont here Tuesday,

senior high school auditorium.

Wendell Miles, president of the
Board of Education told the audience, “There is a necessity for

The Chix managed to pick up
only five firsts,three in the field
events. Wayne Schout won the shot
put, Dick Schermer the pole vault
and Glenn Melton the high jump.
Dale Ver Beek, a sophomore,
surprised with his victory in the
440-yard run. Bud Vander Laan
took first in the low hurdles.
Fremont' s Ana way was the
meet top point getter with three
firsts in the two dashes and broad
jump.
Results in order of finish:
120-yard high hurdles — Moon
(F), Melton (Z), Schermer (Z).

TWO

BIKE RIDERS INJURED

—

Two

youths

escaped .serious injury Tuesday night when a
bicycle on which they were riding double was
struck by a car on the Ottawa Beach Rd. near

Lenten Program Given

Orientation

the Sauga- tended this OrientationNight in the

tuck Ladies GoH Association was
held at the club house Tuesday
night and was well attended.
New members were welcomed by
President Marion Nice and plans
for the season were presented.

Duren and her

Fremont Thinclads

children. More than 275 parents at- 60-44.

was

April 30. Mrs. Charles Van

interested in the AAUW •$500 scholarship call Mrs. Brown.

Parents Attend

Tulip Time Directors

Anrooy.

Reports oil the convention will
be made at the general meeting on

A Lenten program

featuring
scenes from the life of Christ in
the natural r u s t ic settings of
Lund's Scenic Gardens near Traverse City was presentedThursday
afternoon for members of Trinity
Ladies'Aid society by Mrs. Harvey
De Vree.
Mrs. De Vree described the religious

panoramas and read

ap-

Beechwood School. Robert VenDer Wege, 13, of
53 Scotts Dr., is in good condition in Holland
Hospital with scalp lacerationsand arm and
facial bruises. Stuart Overway, 14, of 200
Scotts Dr., also on the bike, received minor leg

He was treated and released. Driver
of the car, Thaddeus Thompson, 73, of 150
Gordon St., told Ottawa County deputies he
was bjinded by the lights of an oncoming car
and didn't see the bicycle until it was too late
to stot
)p. Deputies said the bike was dragged
injuries.

several. feet by the right front wheel of the car

and crushed.
(Sentinel photo)

Exchanges Hear

Hope Nine Scores 10-9

Railroad Leader

Win Over Grand Rapids

propriatescripture for each scene.
Hope College’s baseball team
Roob H. Allic, executive secre- won its third straight game of the
Musical selections in keeping with
the theme were sung by Mrs. tary of the Michigan Railroads season Tuesday but in quite a difa solid high school education to
Bernard Rowan and Mrs. Peter De
It was announced that the Sauga- meet the needs of the technologiAssociation, addressed members ferent way from the first two. *
Hamer with Mrs. Paul Brouwer
While the first contests were
tuck Ladies organizationis now a cal advancesin a modem world.
as accompanist. As a finale the of the Holland ExchangeClub Mon- pitchers’battles, Hope’s 10-9 vicmember of the Women's Western This education is availableat Holaudience joined in singing “The day noon on the topic, "Oompeti- tory over Grand Rapids Junfbr
Michigan Golf Association. Three land High School."
Church's One Foundation’’ while tive Picture of Transportation."College was a combination of loose
one-day meets are scheduled for Austin Buchanan, Miss Gladys
attractive pictures of various local “Railroads and economists through- pitching,resulting in several hita,
tume show-opera on Wednesday the Association; June 14 at the Wiskamp, Dale Shearer and Clifchurches were shown.
Consecutive win No. 47 and the
Saginaw
Country
Club,
July
12
at ford Marcus of the faculty,conout our country foresee an unpre- and some poor play in the field,
night with Mrs. L. C. Dalman as
Devotions for the meeting were
which produced a total of 10 er- second straight of the season was
the
Jackson
Country
Club
and
tinued
with
information
on
health
chairman and Dale De Witt of
cedented
era
of
prosperity
for
us
conducted by Mrs. Dora Russcher
chalked up by the Holland High
rors, five on each side,
Hope College directing the dra- August 23 at Kalamazoo Country services and school policieswith
and Mrs. William Venhuiz^n of the and the railroads are gearing their
Time 17.
Hope
won
the contest in the bot- tennis team here Tuesday as the
Club.
The
championship
tournaspecial
reference
to
tardiness
and
/natic parts.
Shot put— Schout (Z), M.' Feen- program committee introduced the equipmentto meet it," the speak- tom of the seventh inning with a Dutch blanked Benton Harbor, 7-0
ment will be held at Cascade Coun- absences.
Thursday’s events will be largely
stra (Z), Den Ouden (Z). Distance guests.
single run. Jack Crausi walked, at the 21st St. courts.
try Club August 4 to 8.
Following
the
general
meeting,
er said.
turned over to the young people.
Quarterly reports of officers and
The Harbor! tes, with only one
Cake
and
coffee
were
served parents were assigned to small 40'5”.
Railroads have accepted the was sacrificed to second, moved to
The children's Costume Parade in
Pole vault— Schermer (Z), Kings- committee chairmen were presentthird on a balk and scored on Art regular back from last year, offollowingthe meeting by Mrs. EM groups to meet in various classthe afternoon is the highlight, and
ford (F), De Mendt (Fl. Height ed during the business session. idea that by 1965 the population Olson's bloop single behind first fered little opposition to Coach Joe
children participatingwill be en- Nyland, Mrs. Hazel Eriksen, Mrs. rooms for furtherdiscussion.Two
Hostesses for the afternoon were will have increased to 200 million. base.
Moran’s dub. The Tigers won only
Del Van Tongeren, Mrs. Don Gll- faculty members met with each 9’3".
tertainedat a program in the late
High jump— Melton (Zl, Bartels Mr. C. Wabeke and Mrs. C. Van That means a huge incerase in Grand Rapids had tied the game 12 games in the match, fiv# in
crest
and
Mrs.
J.
C.
Petter.
group.
One
outlined
in
detail
the
afternoon in Civic Center. Those
singles play.
Play begins at Saugatuck Thurs- subjects and programs available (Z), De Mendt (F). Height 5'7”. Zylen.
consumer goods and also more 9-9 in their half of the frame as
in costume will be automatically
Anaway (F),
Bob Barto was safe when Vern Rog Plagenhoef, playing No. 1,
day morning at 9 a.m. All inter- and the other reviewed school pol- Broad jump
freight to be moved, nearly double
admitted. The Tulip Time commitDrage (F), Den Ouden (Z). Dis- Breakers Are Honored
icy and activities.
ested women are invited.
what it is now or two trillionton Zuverink dropped a third strike defeated George Peepptes, 6-2, 6-0
tee has arranged for Tony Nolles,
and then fired wild over first. Bar- while Lester Overway trounced
Buchanan,Shearer, Marcus and tance 19'2”.
miles per year. Of this the railroads
professionalentertainerfrom New
to came home on an error by Jack Adel Hall, 64), 64). In the No. 3
100-yarddash— Anway (F), Long- On 40th Anniversary
Miss Wiskamp with Loy Lovitt arexpect
to
move
half,
he
said.
York City, to be in Holland during
spot, Jack Hulst crushed Stanley
core (F), Drago (F). Time 10.3.
ranged the program.
These carriers expect to spend Faber at short.
Tulip Time and perform at the
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Breuker enThe Dutch picked up three runs Murkey, 64), 6-2 and Bob Teall
Mile-Miller (F), McNeil (F),
$20 billion in the next 10 years to
Children's Show and at other
tertainedtheir childrenand grandwalked over Jerry Bridgehaus,
Van Kley (Z). Time 5.15.
The Woman's Study Club, with
meet this challenge and that work in the bottom of the first. The
events. He has acts for children,
childrenat a party Friday evening
6-1, 64).
first
of
three
errors
by
Leroy
440-yard
run
—
Ver
Beek.
<Z)
husbands of members as special John Van Beukering
is now in progress,he said. A total
a Dutch act and a magic act.
Jack Damson and Marshall ElBlandford <F), Gnoenhoef (Z). on the occasion of their 40th wed- of 500,000 freight units must be Davis at thirtf producedtwo talguests,
met
last
week
Tuesday
Thursday night's top attraction
ding anniversary.A two - course
Succumbs at Age 71
Time 57.3.
lies. Faber, who was safe on an zinga stopped Rich Small and
evening
for
a
regular
meeting
at
built and engines must produce 50,will be the West MichiganInvita180-yard low hurdles — Vander lunch was served and a gift was 000,000more horse power and be error, scored on Dave Woodcock’s Steve Small, 6-2, 6-2 In the No. 1
tional Choir Festivalin Civic Cen- the Boy Scout cabin. Mrs. Harvey
presented to the couple.
GRAND
(Special)
Laan
(Z),
Moon
(F),
Rottman
single and Woodcock and Ron doubles match while Dennis Wierster. Participatingwill be choirs Koop presidedand Mrs. George John Arnold Van Beukering, 71, of
Those presentwere Mr. and Mrs. much more efficient.Freight trains Weatherbec.who had walked, ma and Bill Bouman walloped Bob
(F). Time 23.9:5.
Lampen
gave
the
invocation
before
from Kalamazoo Central, Kalama1140 Pennoyer St., Grand Haven,
William Mokma, Ronald, Ruth, of 150 cars traveling 75 to 90 miles came home on Davis’ error on Goodwin and Harvey Norris, 64),
220 -yard dash — Anway (F),
zoo Christian,Grand Rapids Ot- the cooperative supper which pre- died at his home Tuesday evening Longcore (F), Bloemendaal (Z). Delwyn. Wayne, Jayne and Steph- per hour will be common.
6-0. In the No. 3 doubles, John
Ron Bekius’ drive.
tawa, Grand Rapids Creston, Mus- ceded the program. Arrangementsfollowing an illness of about five
en, Mr. and Mrs. Junior Slagh, While most of the passenger traf- Starting pitcher Mert Vanderllnd Winter and John Landwehr deTime
24.1.
kegon Christian, Zeeland High. for the event were in charge of months.
Marilyn, Sharon, Barbara and fic for long distanceswill go to the opened the second with a single feated Jerry Kleine and Irvinfc
880 -yard run — Me Neil (F),
Holland Christianand Holland Mrs. Harold Brink, Mrs. Fred He was born May 20, 1885 in the Bekins (Z), M. Feenstra (Z). David, Mr. and Mrs. Jay Broek- airlinesthe railroadsexpect to and scored on the first of Olson’s Arenberg,6-1, 6-2.
Billet and Mrs. Don Ter Avest,
get a large part of shorter trips.
High.
Netherlands and came to this coun- Time 2:15.
huis and Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Long.
the
latter being program leader.
What the train of tomorrow will three hits. Olson drove in two more
Everything is in order for the
try in 1907, settled in Grand Haven,
On
Saturday
evening
another
runs in the fifth with another single
880-yard relay— Fremont. Time
Parade of Barbershop Quartets After the singing of a few chorus and married Adrianna Bulthuis on 1:43.9 (Zeeland won but was dis- group of relativessurprised Mr. look like, no one knows, the speak- and this time Woodcock,who had Off icers Are Elected
numbers
with Mrs. Allan Calahan
Friday night in Civic Center, and
July 11, 1911. He was a member of
and Mrs. Breuker at their home. er continued,but many revolution- singled, and Ke m p k e r, who
qualified.)
At Waakazoo
for the Saturday Band Review, at the piano Mrs. Ter Avest intro- First Christian Reformed Church,
Lunch was served and a gift pre- ary types are now being tried out. walked, scored.
The train will have to travel at
parade and Tulip Time Varities duced as guest speaker, Mr. John a former deacon and Sunday
sented to the honored guests.
In the sixth, the Dutch recorded A new piano was presented to
Pahl, president of the Allegan School teacher and served on the
that night. Cars in Saturday's
Attending were Mr. and Mrs. high speed and be operated for three more runs. Olson pounded in
Delphi Alumnae Stage
the Waukazoo School ,by the PTA
County
Historical Society, who
2^
cents
per
mile
per
passenger.
building committeefor the new
parade will be identified by numGerrit Lemmen of New Buffalo,
Woodcock for the first run. Kemp- group Tuesday night at their respoke about the early history of lo- church.
Great use will be made of autoBenefit at Darfee Hall
ber this year insteadof by official
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Lemmen,
ker, who, like Woodcock,was safe gular meeting. Gabe Kuite made
cal areas. He was assisted in showmation. Right now the New York
Surviving are the wife, one son,
sticker.Bleachers will be placed
Joan, Donna and Marcia, Mr. and
on an error, came home on Arn the presentationon behalf of the
ing
many
color slides of places Kenneth of Grand Haven; two .The Delphi Sorority Alumnae
Central
has
four
machines
that
Mrs. Andrew Knoll, Marguerite,
outside Civic Center for the Satmany of the group were familiar daughters, Mrs. Maurice Neumann group held a Greenback bridge Ruth and Henry B. Lemmen.
now record owner of freight car, Boeve’s fly to deep center.Olson PTA to Edward Roberts, princiurday parade. A petition by mertallied on Zuverink'sdrive to short. pal.
with, by Mrs. Pahl. The talk was of Chicago, Mrs. Joe Davis of West and canasta benefit in the Julitype, point of origin, destination,
chants asking that the Saturday
Two hits, three walks and two Howard Davis was elected presiinterspersedwith informal discus- Palm Beach, Fla.; five grandchil-anna Room of Durfee Hall Fricontent and location of every one
parade continue on River Ave. reerrors produced the seven JC runs dent for the coming year. Other
sion.
day evening. Forty-fivemembers Methodist Men Tour
of the 1,800,000 cars on its tracks,
dren;
five
brothers
and
five
sissulted on the board going on reof the alumnae and active group
Dr. Donald Grey Barnhouse, ters.
On the road from Detroit to Chi- in the third inning. One of the hits ejected officersare Gabe Kuite,
cord to keep the West Eighth St.
General
Electric
Plant
a double, brought on A1 Kober who vice president: Jason Bietoy,
attended
the
biennial
event.
pastor of the Tenth Presbyterian
cago, one man, operating push butroute.
worked three innings and fanned teacher vice president; Warren
Mrs. John Ewart, president of
Church in Philadelphia,was guest
tons.
controls
283
miles
of
track.
The First Methodist Church was
Mrs. R. A. Dc Witt, chairman of
four. Jim Kaat pitched from the Comport, treasurer;Mrs. Don Van
the group, opened the meeting by
preacherat the local Reformed
the scene Thursday night of the Such control means that about half sixth on and struck out five.
the Flower Show in Holland ArmDer Baan, secretary;and the temintroducing
Mrs.
Edward
Damson,
Church on Sunday morning and
of
the
usual
trackage
can
be
used.
April meeting of the Methodist
ory, reported that plans are well
Olson’s three singles paced porary hot lunch chairman is Mrs.
vice president,and Mrs. Vern
also spoke to the Sunday School
Allie
said
all
these
things
and
Men. The invocationwas given by
under way for this annual event. Classes above tfce Children’s deHope while Woodcock followed Harvey De Vries.
Schipper, secretary treasurer. The
Joseph Vassey. Raymond Miles more can be done provided there with two blngles. Vanderlind, Bob
Plans are also under way for the
alumnae relived sorority life
Delegates were chosen to repartment during the Sunday
is
no
war.
and his group served the meal.
Inter- Club Council to sponsor a
through the literary program preSchool hour. Dr. Barnhouse is
Precedingthe talk Allen Tim- Morgan and Faber each had one present Waukazoo School for the
Harold
Roach,
president,
weljoint service club luncheon Friday
hit.
sented by the campus group.
PTA council. They are Mrs. Howconductingevangelistic services
comed the men and gave the de- merman and Jay Wedeven accomnoon. A speaker will be lined up
Line score:
ard Davis, Mrs. Don Moore and
A check for $50 was presented votional. Walter Burke read the panied by Georgia Bouma from
for four evenings this week at
Easter services and observances
and Tony Nolles will provide en- Civic Center in Holland under auR H E Mrs. Fred Bertsch.Alternates are
at Hope Church will start Thurs- to the sororityto help them fur- secretary’sreport. Mr. Roach turn- Christian High school played a
tertainment.
GRJC ... 017 000 100 5 Mrs. Jerry Helder, Mrs. George
spices of the Holland and Zeeland day night with a reception in the nish their room in Voorhees Hall.
cornet duet. They are winners of
Work is progressing on setting classis of the Reformed Church sanctuary and church parlors for New members initiated formally ed the meeting over to Program
Hope ... 310 203 lOx - 10
5 Menken, Mrs. William Orr and
first
division,
ratings
in
the
disChairman Robert Freers, who told
up Little Netherlands. Louis Mul- captioned: Operation Victory and
Batteries:
Szczeyanski and Mrs. Robert Hall.
into
the
group
are
Lois
Boss,
Ruth
new members and those who have
the group how they would go about trict and state contests.
der is taking charge of this work
also holding Bible conferencesdur- joined the church since last Blaster, Bruins, Norma Damstra, Janice
Vice President Melvin Van Charles: Vanderlind, Kober (3), Camp Fire girls under the ditouringGeneral Electric. The benethis year, replacingSid Jervis who
ing the day.
a total of 51. including young Everts, Diane Johnson, Ethel Ann diction was given by Clarence Nies Tatenhove arranged the program Kaat (6) and Woodcock, Zuverink rection of Mrs. Bassell Durfee and
has been in ill health.
(6i.
Miss Beatrice Elaine Deters and people who attentedCommuni- Peelen,Mary Vander Hoven, Joyce
Mrs. Jason Vredeveld entertained
and the men left for the factory. and introduced the speaker. PresDave C. Hansen reported having Rudd Hale Johnson were united in cants’ Class the last 12 weeks.
Van Duinen, Erma Van Dyke, Eleven groups of men each with ident Ray N. Smith presided.
the parents with musical numbers
lined up 17 to 20 floats for Tulip marriage during the past week.
and an Indian skit Group singing
The receptionfor new members Mary Lou Van Es, and Barbara a guide toured the factory and
Easter
Sunrise
Service
Time parades.
They have both attended Michigan is in charge of Hope Church Wo- Van Putten.
was
accompanied by Mrs. Doris
were shown the many steps- in the Cab Scouts Entertain
Contracts with Phil Oosterhouse University at East Lansing.
Mrs. Marie Saunders and Mrs.
Kleinheksel on the new piano.
mens’ Club. A program of orienPlanned in Hope Chapel
manufacture
of
the
hermetically
/or the Dutch Fantasies show in
Harry J. Lampen, who had been tation is scheduled with new mem- Harold Klassen poured for the sealed motors. The tour was made Lakewood PTA Group
Hostesseswere the- Mesdames
the Woman's Literary Club have in Zeeland Hospitalfor four weeks,
An Easter Sunrise servicefor all Erwin DeVree, Herm Larsen,
bers becoming acquainted with the dessert lunch following the pro- possibletrhough Howard Reinking,
been signed.
was returned to his home last history of Hope Church and meet- gram. The table was attractively
The Lakewood PTA was enter- Holland area residents will be held Fred Buursma and John Caauwe.
Attempts are being made to week Monday afternoonand is ing the heads of the various church decorated with a center piect of personnel manager of General taned by an Indian program Thurs- in Hope MemorialChapel. Ths anElectric.
have the barrel organ in operation slowly recovering from his illness. organizations.
yellow snapdragons and blue daisday night by Lakewood Cub nual service of worship is sponthis year.
sored by the Holland ChristianEn- Children Entertained
More than 20 Cub Scouts with The Good Friday Communion ies flanked by yellow and blue
Scout Pack 3049,
Attending Tuesday's meeting their den mothers and a few driv- Service will be held Friday even- tapers in the Delphi colors. The
A tepee and a campfire were deavor Union.
At Easter Party
were Rudolph, Slagh, W. J. Kar- ers, Mrs. Leo Locatis,Mrs. J. B. ing at 7:30 in the church sanc- evening continued with the playthe main attractions of an authen- Rev, Elton Eenigenburg of Weststen, Lew Hertzell, Don Vink, L. Mitchell,Mrs. Glenn D r e n t e n, tuary. New members will be pub- ing of bridge and canasta for which
ern
Seminary
will
bring
the
mestic scene set up in the school gym.
Eleven little girls of the Primary
C. Dalman, tyilbur Cobb, J. J. Mrs. Russel Wolfe, Mrs. Ben Ny- licly welcomed. The choir will sing prizes went to various winners.
The program was directed by Ken sage. Also taking part in the serv- class of the Salvation Army SunRiemersma, Davd Hansen, Dick kamp, Mrs. Glenn Albers and and Dr. Marion de Velder will
Wright, cubmaster and narrated ice will be the Rev. Raymond day School were entertainedat an
Smallenburg, Earl F. Price. Sipp Mrs. Dwight Van Order motored give the Communion meditation.
Denekas of Calvary Reformed Easter party Saturday afternoon
by Virginia Wright.
Houtman, William H. Vande to Grand Rapids to visit Buck Easter Sunday morning Hope Boy Scout Troop 6 Has
To the beatingof the tom - tom, Church. Rev. Denekas is a pastor given by their Sunday School
Water, Harold Karsten, Paul Barry.
Den 2 and 3 did a snake dance, counselor of the Holland Christian teacher,Mrs. Lillie Ellison, at her
Church will hold two identical Outing at Camp Holman
Winchester,Mrs. De Witt, Morrettc
Burial rites for Harvey Zeerip morning services, one at 9:30 a.m.
Den 1 performed the bundle dance Endeavor Union.
home on route 4.
.Rider and Willard C. Wichers.
took place in the Hamilton River- and the regular service at 11 a.m.
and Dennis and Jingi Wright per- Miss Anita Van Lente and the
Members of Boy Scout Troop 6
Games were played and prize*
side Cemetery last week, following The Adult and Carollers choirs of First Reformed Church have reformed a white bear dance. The Hope College Chancel Choir, direct- awarded after which ice cream
the funeral service at Wayland. will sing. Dr. de Velder will turned from a weekend of work
whole group sang Indian songs ed by Roger Rietberg, will pre- and cake were served by the hosJohn H. Johnson Dies
Previous to their residencyin preach on "Is There Victory Over and fun held at Camp Holman at
around the camp fire. The scouts sent the special music.
tess assisted by Joyce Ann SkinWayland the family lived in Ham- Death?" the last in a Lenten Ser- Hidden Lake near Port Sheldon.
This sunrise service will begin ner and Lucille Ellison.
After Extended Illness
were dressed in feather, wigs, and
at 6:30.
ilton.
painted skin.
ies on "Life's Basic Questions". Activities startedwith a potluck
Attending were Diane Me Coy,
John H. Johnson, 75. died unMrs. Harvey Hoffman and son, As is the custom, there will be supper on Friday evening. SaturHostesses for the evening were
Helen Gorden, Eva Vanderas.
expectedly Tuesday afternoon fol- Buddy, of Hackensack, N. J., arthe Mesdames A. Gepner, W. Holland High Golfers
many liliesplaced by members in day included work on advanceDoreer Ellison. Wanitta, San Juan,
lowing an extended illness.He liv- rived last Saturday at the home of
Bradley, A. Pittard and T.
memory of loved ones. The 11 a.m. ment with Richard E. Bossardet
Janie and Francis Rivera, Sally
ed at 175 160th Ave.
the former's parents, Mr. and Mrs. service will be broadcast.
Knowles.
Lose 3-Stroke Decision
passing the following requireRingewold,Rosie Hoffman and
Surviving are the wife Jennie; Lloyd Butler to spend a few days
The Church School will have ments: Scout spirit, Scout partiBonnie Slucher.
five sons, Nicholas,John, Jr., Har- with them. The Rev. Hoffman is
A three - stroke defeat was sufprimary, junior and youth depart- cipitation, Scout craft, preparing
Send Connie Cards!
vey, Clarence and Laverne John- pastor of the Reformed. Church in ments meeting at 9:30 a.m. and
fered by the Holland High golf
for Scout hike, find your way,
Connie Sue Veele, 5-year-old team in its opener Tuesday againsj, Car Slams Into House
son, all of Holland; six daughters, Hackensack.
the toddlers,nursery and kinder- cooking meal in the open, being
polio victim, is a patient in Blod- Muskegon at the American Legion . A driverlesscar Tuesday night
Mrs. Simon (Marian) Beverwyk of
Local
relatives
attended
the
fun, ,
garten at 11, a.m. The regular observant and taking a hike. Carl
gett Hospital, Grand Rapids, fol- Country Club course. The Big Reds rolled several hundred yards down
Holland, Mrs. Walter (Rena) Veur- eral of Dan Kronemeyer at Lange- junior worship will be held in conFlowerday passed requirements inlowing surgery Monday. Connie, scored 380 points and the Dutch South Shore Dr. before slamming
tnk of St. Joseph, Mrs. John (Ber- land Funeral Home in Kalamazoo nection with the 11 a.m. service.
cluding hiking methods,compass,
who contracted paralytic poho in 383.
tha) Tymes of Grand Rapids, Mrs. on Monday afternoon.The deinto the side of a house occupied
On Easter Sunday evening, at measuring, map reading, being
Miss Joon Patterson
October, 1954, has a brace on one
Roger Wade of Muskegon was by the Dale McWilliams’ family at
Earl (Betty)Van bort of Kalispell, ceased, a former local area resi- 7:30 p.m. in the Parish Hall, the
observant and wild life, and Ricky
Mr. and Mr«. B. B. Patterson leg and walks with crutches. Sur- medalistwith an 86 while Tom 531 South Shore Dr. Ottawa CounMont, Mrs. Charles (Jean) Wis- dent, had been in ill health for religious drama "Simon Peter, the
announce the engagement of their gery was performed on the leg Eastmes of Holland was one ty deputiessaid the car was owned
sink of Zeeland; Mrs. Elvin many years. The family has lived Rock" will be presented with a Miner passed the Morse Code.
Saturday atfemoon the gif»up daughter, Joan, toRichardG. with the brace. Connie is the stroke behind. Claude Long, 90,
(Mable) Maatman of Hamilton; in Kalamazoo since the former's cast of ten young people, under
by William Miller, 160 West Ninth
36 grandchildren, three great marriage to Jennie Boyinga of directionof Miss Ethelyn Metz. went on a hike to Hidden Lake Carroll, son of Mr. and Mrs. D. O. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Steve Neumer, 104 and Bill Spen- St. Deputies said they had no idea
and cooked aluminum foil dinners. Carroll of Detroit.
Veele, Fifth Ave. "It would make cer. 100 were the other Muskegon what started the car on its course
grandchildren; three sisters, Mrs. Dunningville.
L^adfer of the group is Elmore
Miss Patterson is a graduate of a little girl very happy to receive contestants.
W. S. Bolton, and Mrs. Gertrude
down the highway where It missed
When ancestors of dogs ar* of
Michigan State University and is some cards," the Ottawa County
Bob Holman and Bob Klaesen several trees and a telephone pole
Winstrom of St Petersburg, Fla., The life expectancy of the fa- the same breed and are known Van Lente.
a teacher in Lansing. Mr. Carroll Polio Chapter said. The chapter both shot 97’s for Holland and A1 before hitting the house. Damage
and Mrs. James Baker of Grand mous Leaning Tower of Pisa is and recorded,the dogs are said to
There are about 6,000 fur farms is a student at MSU. An August has been taking care of Connie Kruiswyk, 102 to round
Rapids.
out the to the house and car were minor,
set at less than 200 years.
be pedigreed.
in the United States.
wedding is being planned.
ever since she contracted polio.
shooting.
deputies sail
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Division Digs Out Old Bonnets

RAKING UP

Via#Old Eosfer bonnets modeled by todies Aid members.
(Sentinel photo)

An Easter parade of

hats, at unusual" hat in the collection
least five years old, highlightedwhich ranged from the old plumed
the meeting of the Hope Church hats to the high crowned beaver
Ladies Aid, Division2, Wednesday hat Mrs. Winter wore. Straws, velafternoon at the home of Mrs. vets, flowered bonnets and the
J. E. Telling, 571 Michigan Ave. pert high crowned numbers proHats worn by. the members were vided much amusementfor the
supposed to be at least five years members.
Shown in the photo are left to
old and most of them were much
right, first row, Mrs. W. A. Butler,
older.
Mrs. W. G. Winter, Sr., was Miss Lida Rogers, Mrs. G. W. Van
awarded the prize for the most Verst, Mrs. W. G. Winter, Sr,

Mrs.

Emma

Luth and Mrs. Ken-

noth Peirce.
In the second row, left to right
are Mrs. Ward Hansen. Mrs. Margaret White, Mrs. L. W. Schoon.
Mrs. R. L. Schlecht. Mrs. W. C.
Reagan, Mrs. Robert Parkes, Mrs.

(Dale Jones photo)

Boy Scouts from Troop

Tulip City Rod and

Gun

Club. The tables and

benches were placed throughout the park. Park

up the beach in front of the pavilion at Holland

Manager Clare Broad called

the cleanup the
"most successful"ever held and reported today
the park "looked good."

State Park Saturday as part of the annual
Cleanup Day. In the backgroundare two trucks
being loaded with tables and benches by the

ATTEND CLASSES —

The school custodiansshown in the picture
are practicingthe emergency measuresthey have learned in the
Red Cross First Aid Course. Standing from left to right are:
Hendrikies Bomer, Sidney Woudstra, Ray Schurman and Bert
Vande Wege. Kneding from left, to right are Jack Marcus and
John Oonk. The victim on the floor is Milton Vander Berg.

—

DEBRIS

12, Trinity Reformed Church, ore busy raking

(Sentinel photo)

Coketail Party Held
Preceding Club

Dance

Miss Jane Penna and Gary
Gibbons entertained at a coketail
party Saturday evening at the

State Park 'Glitters/

Thanks

to

Volunteers

of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Penna, 23 East 26th St
The party preceded the IT-Club
dance staged later at the Holland
Civic Center.
Attending the party were Miss
Carol Amburg, Bob Madison, Miss
Lois Haworth, Dave Jacobusse,
Miss Grace Oosterhof. Bob Jaehnig, Miss Penna, and Gary Gib-

home

Telling. Mrs. louis Stempfly, Mrs.

Holland State Park has a brand weather warms up, the park staff
new look today following the an- will take down the snow fence*
Lunch was served the workers
nual cleanup day Saturday.
Custodians from Zeeland, Beechby the Women's Auxiliary of the
"It
was
the
most
successful
wood, Holland Christian and HolTulip City Rod and Gun Club.
cleanup we’ve ever had and the
Funds for the lunch were provided
land Public Schools have enrolled Miss Edna Slaiter Wed
park looks good," Clare Broad, by the Holland Chamber-of Comlong as you controlit." He stated
in a Red Cross First Aid Course To Rev. Edward Tanis
park manager, said today.
that every company should have a
merce and the Holland Lions Club.
Members of the Tulip City Rod
credit policy and that there are so that they may be fully preMovies from the Department of
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
and
Gun
Club
and
more
than
125
two primary considerationsto fol- pared for any disaster or emerConservation also were shown.
bons.
Miss
Edna
Sluiter,
daughter
of
Boy Scouts took part in the operlow: 1 — marketabilityof demand gency. The course Is sponsored by
Mr. and Mrs. Winton Gibbons ation. The cold weather and snow
for the product : and 2 — margin of the local Red Cross Chapter in Mrs. John Sluiter and the late
and Bruce were also guests at the
flurries failed to hinder the work- 30 Members of Saddle
profit, which determine^ degree of cooperation with Michigan State John Sluiter. and the Rev. Edward
Penna home for the evening.
ers who were determinedto get
Getting some strong pitching
risk that can be taken. Bruce University.
J. Tanis. formerly pastor of SecClub Stage Trail Ride
the job completed.
De Pree, program chairman, in- These men, who have been at- ond Christian Reformed Church of
plus some timely well - hit extra
Some of the projectsaccomphsh- Cold weather did not stop 30
troduced the speaker.
tending classes for several weeks, Grand Haven, were married at the Mrs. Agnes Scott Dies
base knocks, Hope College'sbaseed included painting all the elecwill be of great value to their home of the bride Friday afterriders of the Holland Western Sadball team opened Saturday with a
trical outlets,picnic stove bases
Mr. and Mrs. Laveme Hoekseschools and to the community in noon with the Rev. Benjamin In Grand Haven Hospital
pair of wins over Ferris Institute,
and the life saving stands. Be - dle Club from going on a trail ride
ma who have resided in Tacoma,
case of an emergency.With hun- Ypma of First Chrstian Reformed
3-2 and 4-0 at Riverview Park.
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special) - tween 500 and 600 benches were Saturdaymorning. Groups of ridStaff
dreds of pupils attending school it Church officiating.
'Although bothered by the cold Wash, while Mr. Hoeksema was
Mrs. Agnes Scott of Youngstown, moved out into the park along ers met at designated places
is essentialto have a number of
Attending the couple were the Ohio, 82 - year - old mother of
weather and snow flurries,the in militaryservice,have returned
with 300 tables.
trained people availableat such a bride’s sister, Mrs. Henry Van
around Holland and all assem *
Hope pitchers (four of them) all to Zeeland. Mrs. Hoeksema is the
Mrs. Tom Schaftner, 439 ArlingAbout 300 trash baskets were distime.
The
Board
of
Education
has
Whye and Harry Pett, son - in - ton St., Grand Haven, died at noon tributedthrough the park and the bled at Niekerk Church site eaft
turned in pleasing performances former PhyllisMolter of Zeeland.
encouraged their maintenancemen law of Rev. Tanis.
and Coach Russ De Vette was opMr. and Mrs. Ronald Erickson
Saturday shortly after admittance shutters were removed from the of Holland where they had a noon
to participatein this preparation.
timistic today about the Dutch and Harry Erickson and daugh A buffet supper followed the to Municipal Hospital, She had buildings and stored. The build- lunch around the bon fire.
“Everythingwill be organized
The
prescribed
Red
Cross
text
for
chances in the MIAA race.
ceremony. Also attending besides been visitingher daughter since ings were cleaned and the accu- The group divided into four
ter of Muskegon were recent visi- into 140 Patrols." said Don TiesMert Vanderlind started on the tors at the home of Mr. and Mrs. burg, Jamboree Section 21 Camp First Aid training is being used members of the wedding party December.
mulated sand on the roads and teams and went on a scavenger
with Joe Bolte of the Red Cross were Henry Van Wyhe, principal
hill for Hope and allowed four hits Lou Hendrickson North CentenDirector,at a pre-trainingsession
Besides Mrs. Schaftner. there is sidewalks was pushed back on the hunt on horseback. Winning team
acting
as
instructor.
and struck out four. Ferris made nial.
of the Flat Rock High School and another daughter in Youngstown;bench.
for 40 members of the Jamboree
consisting of Howard, Linda and
Members of the class are Clar- Mrs. Harry Pett of Grosse Isle,
two runs during Vanderlind'sstint Dr. and Mrs. Henry Kuit spent staff at Flint on Saturday, April
two sisters, one in Cleveland and The entire beach area was rak- Hazel Knoll and Jack and Karence
Rozeboom,
Claude
Ketchum,
but both were unearned. A1 Kober a few days in Chicago with their 13.
daughter of Rev. Tanis.
another in Scotland and four ed, including the waterfront,pic- en De Witt were presented with a
Ed Dekker, John Brinkman, Hercame on in the fifth and finished children,Mr. and Mrs. John Me
Approximately1,400 boys from man S. Walters, Bert Vande Wege, The newlyweds left for Chicago grandchildren.
nic and tent camp areas.
prize. Each member present was
up. He didn't give up a hit and Callum and Dr. and Mrs. Harold
Michiganwill make up the camp Jack Marcus. Ray Schurman,Fred after which they plan to visit Dr.
The snow fences will be taken awarded a point towards a trofanned one batter.
Paul.
and Mrs. Bryant Kirkland in Tulsa, Total length of the Erie canal down later. The frost in the ground phy to be awarded to the highest
area, which is just one of 38 simiGalien, John Oonk. Sid Woudstra,
Jim Kaat, Zeeland southpaw, got
Barry Van Koevering, son of Mr. lar Section camps at the National
Okla.. son - in - law and daughtersystem in New York State is 525 prevented the fences from being point winner at the end of the
Larry
Brouwer.
Milt
Vander
Berg,
himself out of a jam in the first and Mrs. George Van Koevering
miles.
amboJree at Valley Forge, Pa- Jim Hop, Hendrikies Bomer, Alvin of Rev.
removed Saturday. As soon as the year.
inning of the nightcap by striking and student at Universityof Michiin July. Local Scouts and ExplorJohnson and Gene Working.
out the side. Kaat gave the open- gan is enjoying hi* spring vacaers will attend the Jamboree as
ing Ferris hitter a single but tion at his home.
members of Troop 31 under the
wasn’t touched for another hit in
The Zeeland Garden Club met leadership of Ben Mulder, and
four frames. He struck out five. at the home of Mrs. C. De Koster
WHY DO YOU READ THE NEWSPAPER? CopyniM 1957, luruu Mytrtlslni thi AaurlMn N«w»p«p«f Publbhefi fcwclitlon,li*c.
Alfred Kane. Holland, and Roger
Bob Andre hurled the final three on Tuesday afternoon. The proBaar, Zeeland.
The Robart School Mother’s Club
inning and allowed one hit and gram was furnished by Mrs. Hain
fficial police protection for the
fanned three.
Derks and a potluck supper was entire encampment of 50,000 boys entertainedthe Harlem Ladies
Community Club at their school
Startingright out in the bottom enjoyed.
will be a special 300 man patrol Tuesday evening. A film "Precious
of the first inning of the opener,
Supt. and Mrs. Oliver De Jonge
Jack Faber, Zeeland sophomore, of Ludingtonspent the weekend mounted on horseback, to be pro- Jewels" was shown. Devotions
doubled to right center and scored with his mother, Mrs. Nellie De vided by the PensylvaniaState were in charge of Mrs. C. HeerPolice force.
spink. president of the Robart
on captainDave Woodcock's single Jonge and sister Mabel.
To feed the boys At the Jam- Gub. Games were in charge of
a moment later. Woodcock came
The Rev. and Mrs. Harold Enghome with the second run of the lund and son Brian are spending boree it will take 1,330 heads of Mrs. L. Timmer and Mrs. G.
inning on an overthrow by the this week with Mrs. Englund's par- cattle, 26,600 chickens,and enough Groenwold. Prizes were awarded
hot dogs to form a continous line to the winners. Hostesseswere
Ferris shortstop.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Carter in
17 miles long. Food will be pro- Mrs. N. Bakker, Mrs. W. Jones.
Ferris tied the score 2-2 in the London, Canada.
fourth inning. Vanderlind walked
The Rev. Lenters, pastor of vided by 200 differentfood whole- Mrs. H. Arens, Mrs. George HemIVf-T
catcher Maynard Thompson.Then, Beaverdam Reformed Church had sale companies.The Flint Jam- meke, Mrs, J. Nykamp and Mrs.
bree contingentannounced that G. Groenwold. Each one present
with one gone, Sam Nicalaou singcharge of devotions at Zeeland
they have been provided with a was presented a blue spruce seedled to right and Hope made three
High School last Monday. His topfleet of 50 sedans to transport the ling.
errors on the play and allowed
ic was “Think Before You Act."
7 get the styles
up-to-date
Scouts to the Valley Forge campboth runs to score. Am Boeve let
Mrs. Grace McGeath, teacher of
About 25 boys of Zeeland High,
the ball roll through his legs for
site. The meeting was attended the lower grades at Harlem School
members of the Hi-Y Club attendone error. Faber, at short, after
ed a swimg party at the Grand by Eugene Osterhaven, chaplain, is a patient at Allegan Health
taking the throw threw bad to
Rapids YMCA last Monday night. and Richard Wilson, service corp Center were she has undergone
home and one run scored. Vanderofficer.
major surgery. Miss Clock is subAbout 20 students of the Senior
on
I should look
lind retrievedthe ball and threw
stituting for Mrs. McGeath.
Commercialclub in Zeeland High,
wild over third and Nicalaou talThe Harlem Ladies Community
visited the offices and plant of
RefrigeratorCleaned
lied.
Club entertainedtheir husbandsat
the Colonial ManufacturingCo.
Art Olson, who plaed a strong
a pot luck supper at the school
during the regular class period. Out by Hungry Thief
game at third, led off the Hope
Monday evening. The tables were
The tour was arranged by Miss
I look like
fourth with a double and romped
Ann Brower, a member of the Ottawa County deputiestoday gaily decorated in a Spring theme.
home on a zooming triple by Tim
are looking for a thief who appar- Games were played and prizes
Vander Mel. Vander Mel was American Society of Women ac - ently was very hungry.
awarded to Mrs. H. Wells, Mrs.
countants, under whose auspices
/nr
stranded. Vander Mel paced the
aft'
The refrigeratorat the home of A. Van Kampen and Mrs. J.
the arrangements were made. Miss
first game hitters with the three Frank Garbrecht.8231 136th St. Stole.
ax*
the rest of the kids
bagger and a double. Woodcock Brower also conducted the part of was virtuallycleaned out. DepuRodger Mulder, son of Mr. and
the tour pertaining to the office
had two singles, Faber a double,
machines. Bruce De Pree. office ties said cheese, steak, pork shops, Mrs. John Mulder, was the guest
Olson a double and Vern Essenmanager, explained the routine bacon and lunch m£at were re- of Ron Blauwkamp for the spring

H. J. Luth, Mrs. Henry Maentz,
Mrs. Sandy Meek and Mrs. J. H.
Den Herder.

Custodians Set For Emergency

Hope Nine Opens Season

With 2 Wins Over

Ferris

Zeeland

Jamboree

Announces Plans

Tanis.

|

Harlem

of

of

and keep

W

how

SSssms;

and whether

m

berg. a single to round out the hitting.

a#

vacation week.
paper work. Arthur Gilstedt con- moved.
Two cases of empty bottles nearducted
the
tour
of
the
factory.
Hope picked up a single run in
The week of April 28 to May 5 by also were taken but left un- Louise Marsilje Given
the third inning of the second game
touched was jewelry and cash in
as Woodcock’s single drove in has been set aside as Missionary other rooms.
Merit Scholarship Award
Conference
Week
at
First ReformJack Faber, who had walked and
The theft took place sometime
gone to second on a wild pitch. ed Church. A full week of activi- between 8 a.m, and 10 p.m. Thurs- Louute Marsilje, Holland High
Jack Kempker, Holland junior, ties is being planned, including day while no one was home, depu- School senior and finalist in the
pounded a long single to left in speakers and films.
The Rev. J. Buteyn of Kalama- ties said. The thief apparently us- National Merit Scholarship tests
the fifth and scored Kaat and
ed a key to gain entrance since has been named to receive a Cerzoo,
field secretaryfor foreign misFaber, who had each walked. The
there were no signs of forceable tificate of Merit in the scholarship
sions
in
the
three
western
synods
final run was tallied in the sixth.
entry.
program.
Gerry Boeve of Holland walked of the Reformed Church in AmeriMiss Marsilje'ssecond test and
ca,
will
be
guest
speaker
on
Tuesand got all the way to third as
recommendations confirmed the
day
evening
of
the
Conference
the Ferris pitcher,Hal Stulberg.
Jay H. Smith, Formerly
high score on the qualifyingtest,
threw the ball over the first base- Week. A missionary film will be
but did not warrant a merit scholOf
Robinson,
Succumbs
shown
that
evening
and
the
girls’
man's head in trying to retire
arship. About one-half of the top
Daryl Seidentop.Boeve scored on intermediatechoir, under the di ALLENDALE (Special) — Jay 1 percent of the high school seniors
rection of Mrs. John Boeve will
Andre's long fly to center.
H. Smith, 67, frmerly of Robinson paiticipatingare being awarded
Woodcock.Olson, Kempker and provide specialmusic.
these certificates. They are a seRon Bulthuisof Holland made the Several students from Zeeland Township, died Sunday evening at lect group and have won a signisecond game hits. Olson's blast and vicinity have recently won home of his sister, Mrs. Roy ficant honor.
was the only extra - base blow College Honors. Hazel Walcott, Caron of Kalamazoo.
The actual certificate will be preSurviving are two sons, Ear! of
and fell a few feet in front of the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
sented to Miss Marsilje at approParchment
and
James
of
Paw
Walcott
of
Madison
Ave.
Zeeland
grandstand in left center field.Paw; one brother,Alfred Smith of priate ceremoniesat the school.
Ferris moved runners to second has earned scholastichonors for
A letter was received today by
and third in the first Inning. The the first semester of the school Grand Haven; five sisters,Mrs. Austin Buchanan from John M.
Caron
and
Mrs.
Frances
Stone
of
year
at
Wheaton
College,
Wheaton,
first man singled and Kaat walkStalnaker.presidentof the Nation111. and participatedin the hondrs Kalamazoo, Mrs. Libby Crisman
ed the second batter.An over
al Merit Scholarship Corporation,
throw advanced the men but Kaat convocation held in the campus of Comstock Park, Mrs. Tillie
containingthe informationpnd the
Vander
Sluis
of
Grand
Rapids
and
chapel,
last
Monday,
April
1.
She
reared back and fanned the side.
certificate.
Hope plays Grand Rapids Junior was granted this honor for main- Mrs. Peter Stygstra of Holland.
College at RiverviewPark Tues- taining an average of 2.2 grade
Miss Lavina Sleeker
points per hour during the first
day.
15th False Alarm Palled
semester. She is a senior student
Une scores:
Honored at Shower ,
R H E and majoringin education. Also The fifteenth false alarm in six
months
was
pulled
Saturday
night
winning similarhonors at Wheaton
Ferris ...... 000 200 0 - 2 4
Miss Lavina Sleeker was honCollege was Miss Maxine Nyen- at 11 p.m. from the alarm box at
Hope ........ 200 100 x - 3 7
ored at a kitchen shower Friday
Batteries:Elenbaas and Thomp- huis, daughterof Mr. and Mrs. Ninth St. and College Ave. Fire evening at the home of Mrs. Ray
Chief Andrew Klomparensalong
son; Vanderlind.Kober (5) and Es- Arnold Nyenhuis of Hudsonville,
Barkel. Games were played and
who is also a senior and major- with Police Chief Jacob Van Hoff prizes awarded. Lunch was served
senberg. Zuverink (5).
repeated
their
earlier
requests
ing
in
elementary
education.
R H E
by the hostess.
At the Tuesday noon luncheon calling upon residentsfor coopera- Guests were the
Ferris ....... 000 000 0 - 0 2 1
Hope ....... 001 021 x - 4 4 3 meeting of the Zeeland Rotary tion. They asked citizensto im- Gerr't Beltman Julius Wolters,
Batteris:Stulberg,Mehl (6) and Club, the guest speaker was Wal- mediately call police if they no- Mil ion Barkel, Harold Veldhoff.
Briggs; Kaat, Andre (5) and Wood- ter Wissel of Grand Rapids, sec- tice anyone loiteringnear alarm John Robinson. John Barkel, Jr.
cock, Zuverink (5).
retary of the Western Michigan boxes.
Harold Bleeker, Ed Barkel, Nick
area of the National Association
Ver Hey. and Ernest Frank. Also
In colonial days in Boston, a of Credit Men. His topic was,
No greater savings can be made the Misses Amy Beltman, Judy
candidate for governor of Massa- "Credit Managementand how it by the home gardenerthan by Barkel, and the honored guest,
chusetts had to be a “Christian Affects Business." He said, “Cre- growing his own flower and vege- j Miss Bleeker will become the
worth 1,000 pounds.”
dit is all right in business — as table plants from
1 bride of Donald Barkel In June.

Whether people want to "keep up-to-date"

on world, national or

local news, baseball

scores or the latest styles in

the newspaper

is

Bermuda shorts,

the favorite medium - for

ihe favoritebecause the newspaper has

a wealth of reading for everybody.

Newspapers

serve almost all our 16,000,000 teens as well as
the millions of adults

who read

daily news-

papers. That’s why daily newspaper circulation
is highest in history

-more

than 57,000,000.

Advertisers should find it profitableto turn
their attention to the youth market.

According

Mesdames

. it, ' 1

•

inji. , j*

•

recently for newspapers by

Co.,

famous youth authority,

teens spend over $9,000,000,000a year of their

own money on

a variety of products. They also

No

matter what you sell; no matter how you

sell it

-

nationally, regionally

or

locally

-

you'll find more prospectsof all ages in the daily

newspaper. Use

it

to get the greatest

coverage

with most profitablereturn.

X* From "The

Functionsof Newspapers for Their

Readers," a study conducted by Social Research,
Inc.,

for the entire newspaper industry.

Th* Sentinel Printing Company
PvbUilMn of
Publishedin the interest of more effectiveadvertising by

Thi

Holland

Eming

Sontinil

and
Holland City

seed.

-H.

made

Eugene Gilbert &

have considerable influenceon family spending.

adults and for teens.
It’s

to a survey

j<

Sfr'di

rrtr<» '

Newt

